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The Economic
community

instruments

in Canada.

have the potential
came together
process,

We established

to contribute

has members from both environmental
the Collaborative

to the achievement

with the common

the potential

challenges.

Collaborative

purpose

The federal and provincial

as observers

in writing.

governments

we have engaged

As -we learned

together

frank discussion

instruments

pa&cipated.in

instruments

efficiency.

in dialogue

commitment

to the value of the collabor,ative
are assured equitable

our views have changed

Canada’s

our work through

principles

in our report.

air quality

their valuable

role

our

are arrived at by consensus

and

Even though agreement

was not reached

They represent

We selected three specific

the principles

new common ground

and climate

format provided

change,

work.

These

and are the

which includes

and complexity

did not debate the goals associated

the issues.

We will commit to using the

our three task groups on acid deposition,

as a basis for broader

We found

discussion.

ground-

the multi-stakeholder

an effective venue for discussion,

debate and joint learning.

voice of the Economic

Collaborative,

We recommend

it to others.
We believe that the balanced
and industry

that our experience
-.

and accelerate

progress.

efficient means of achieving
oGportunity

Instruments

sectors, will be heard and will influence
can advance

environmental

to continue
goals.

economic

of public

policy:

We hope

perspectives

in the pursuit of the most

represent,

and environmental

environmental

that will change

buj,lding partnerships

Economic instruments

efficiency

representing

the development

models for a new way of doing business

We are?esolved

for Canada to’integrate

-

and are reflected

in their nature, significance

air issues nor the relative priority of addressing

level ozone

Collaborative

among a diverse group of stakeholders

air issues which varied substantially

collaborative

we have reached.

to build.

the potential role of economic instruments:We

results of the work of our Collaborative,

on all issues,

that are the basis of the Collaborative’s

by all members of the Economic instruments

upon which we will continue

with these specific

process in which decisions

problem solving and
and strengthened

as a result of our work and we.will all promote the consensus

are endorsed

as a means of examining

and debate, in issue identification,

participation.

One of our first tasks was to express

groups

I

We

in a multi-stakeholder

to address

and from each other, we ,have reaffirmed

all members

foundation

through

of economic

goals and economic

and advisors.

‘- In our work together,

guiding

out of our shared view that economic

of- environmental

of‘exploring,

for the contribution

groups and the business

in ourview

protection.

a significant
i

*
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,
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(Saskatchewan
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Environmental

the Members of the Collaborative
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“Sustainable

development”

has become a common

phrase since the release of the Brundtland
in 1987.

It has dozens

essence

of sustainable

that present-and
manner

of definitions,
development

and economically.
approaches

both environmentally

to both economic

our
and

protection.

The traditional

referred

to the latter has been

to as “command

acting on society’s

behalf, sets the

(that is, issues the command),

then

to ensure

endeavours
these

licences,

standards

compljance

through\

by

regulations,

and other means (the controls).

may or may not be flexibility
industry

There

in howma company

or

is allowed to meet these standards.

Historically,

“the environment”

free good, owned

public

domain

either

representatives,

a

to all;

control”

approaches

efficient

and effective

environmental

structures

when the

and that “command

may not always

the right

and

be the most

ways to reach the broader

signals

and with the right

in place, it is possible to use the market

to accomplish
environmental
important

as a whole

that

goals that we as a society may set.

By sending

the

broader

protection’and

to remember

instruments

societal

goals

pollution control.
that

these

of
It is

economic

‘are merely tools; they can use market

signals to influence
environmental

behaviour

goals,

to assess

progress

goals,

and

corrections
represent

instruments

approach

to reaching

ensure
are

that

made.

one promising

these goals.

They provide

to achieve environmental

lower overall cost, increasing

goals at a

economic

efficiency.

Formation of the
Economic Instruments
Cdlaborative
The Economic
application

Instruments

issues

and thus accomplish

but they do not themselves

body

of economic

in Canada.

economic

it is now apparent

is damaged,

elected

Economic

business.
environment

its

appropriate’.course

charges for its use were not part of the cost of doing
to society

the

that the public,

through

continue

reaching

investigating

there are costs

or

multi-stakeholder

was considered

by no. one yet available

Nevertheless,

and it is essential

. directly

what these
remains in the

and control.”

emissions standards
enforcing

goals should be. This responsibility

an opportunity

approach,

The regulator,

.

development

:have any role to play in determining

toward

This is leading many people to
that we need to re-examine

environmenta!

commonly

but the

is ensuring

future human needs are met in a

that is sustainable

the conclusion

Report

the

traditional

regulatory

The EIC was formed

in testing

instruments

among

that

may

has been

well-designed

achieve

society’s

more efficiently

than

have

It resulted

from

groups

and

apljroaches.
in 1992.
environmental

there had to be-more efficient

who believed

ways to protect the

and maintain a healthy economy at the

same time. The Collaborative

decided

the application

instruments

separate
ground-level
Members
community,

the

to air quality

members of the business community
environment

(EIC) is a

The Collaborative

goals

discussions

interested

principle

instruments

environmental

Collaborative

of economic

atmospheric

issues:

acid

to focus on
to three

deposition,

ozone, and global climate change.
of the EIC came
the environmental

from

the

community,

business
and the
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National
\

_

Round Table on the Environment

Economy.

Several

government

as well as the governments

and

British

Columbia

observers.

were

Ecght principles

Collaborative

groups.

and

organizations

guided

Following

to the success

to be a focus
with

for

stakeholber

the application

of economic

The Issues
recognizing

compounds

that

problems,

The

to atmospheric

discussion,

resulting

in

to action.

EIC established

examine

diverse

a few key gases have been the subject

of national and international

!-

are many

contribute.

some commitments

three

working

group’s

to

how the market could be used to address

three particular

atmospheric

issues:

l

the Acid Deiosition
deposition

0 the-NOxjVOC
reducing
role

Group looked at reducing

due to sulphur
Group

compounds;

and

for interjurisdictional

identified

a number

of

work is needed.

The Acid Deposition
Group
.’
Emjssion

trading,

by establishing
and by abating

allowat$e

emissions

least-cost

basis, offers a significant

meeting

society’s

protection

and economic

regime,

more cheaply
allowances

approaches
volatile

goals

a cap

on

pollution

on a

opportunity

of

for

environmental

efficiency.

In an emission

those who can control

emissions

than others will sell excess

pollution

to

on the
organic

is more costly

will purchase

are restrained,
and emission

a least-cost

basis,

have

reductions

are

are made,on

Group found that economic
applicability

problem,

system would

Total

,

Deposition

instruments

allowances.

the costs of pollution

cnternalized,

to the

and that an emission

be best suited

The report of the,Acid

acid
trading

to sulphur

dioxide

rules,

and

Deposition

Group describes

a detailed emission trading program, including
setting,

allocation

of pollution

.monitoring,

allowances,

-performance

cap

trading

rules

and

enforcement.
l

1

the

Climate

greenhouse
(CO?).
‘Each

Change
gases,

Group

in particular

carbon

dioxide

.
of these, groups

production
working

posed

was
by

faced
the

and ‘management

gases..

In recognition
g:oup

stressed

factors,

recognized
and:

developing

of
e&h

the need for ,integrated

group
desig-n

unique

of the respective

of these

to deal with these issues.

multi-stakeholder

with

problems

strategies

instrumentsI’

The Acid Deposition
refinement

of its

Group recognizes
proposed

that further

emission

trading

program and resolution of some outstanding

circumstances

2

examined

As well, each

necessity

the
involvement

in the

implementation

bf

Finally,

of the

in’ light

body of knowledge

for
ultimate

economic
rapidly

about atmospheric

policy

issues regarding

emission

trading

public
will best

be achieved through broad public discussion
context

of possible

implementation

in the

in a specific

region.
Thus .the Group
discussion

recommends

regarding

demonstration
Canada.

initiation

of public

implementation

of a

project for SO2 ,emission‘trading

Alberta

is particularly

an area for a demonstration
emission

.’

at a profit, while those for whom control

emissions

The Acid

.’

(S02) control.

.ozone by focusing

oxides

acid

(SO2);.

considered,

ground-level

of nitrogen

dioxide

group

areas in which additiqnal

deposition

\
/

cooperation,‘each

-trading

that there

and the potential

the work of the

instruments.

While

chemistry

by

the release of its

communicating

about

of Alberta

represented

the EIC will continue

educating

and the

of the federal

and were fundamental

of the working
reports,

departments

trading

program

welt positioned

project,

although

the Group

.EXECUTltiE
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.

could

be‘ implemented

design

in any jurisdiction.

recommendations

should

outlined

be used as a starting

The

that could

be used in any provincial

or regional

in the report

jurisdiction.

Thi,s Group also-devoted

its attention

point for such public

control

debate.
Components
-.
include:
l

of the’,.proposed

of

trading

program

allowable

environmental

of a cap (that is, the upper
emissions)

based,

on

proposed

trading

and trading of shares (an’allotment

.’..

I.
I.

‘‘-

of the

(a permit to emit one

is cumulative,
episodes

trading

are made on a

of a smail

government

enabiing

._ l multi-stakeholder

‘number

of shares

it to influence

program:

to

government

annual coupon

in the establishment

of, the. emissions

cap and the

share allocation;

comprehensive
performance

l

monitoring,

conditions

Licence

penalties

enforcement,
including

speoified

and

operating

in each

point

scientific

tonnes

of significant

emission reductions
of S62 than

fines

1

its coupons.

coupons,

to save unused coupons,from

holding

to emissions

allowing

one period and apply

in .a later

jurisdictions,

similar

abatement

sch’edules

provisions
and

a company.

period.

In other

have accelerated

reduced

abatement

costs.
,.

i

Preliminary

indications

Group
:. The NOXNOC
_,
faced

with

the comptex

issue

of ground-level

ozone, this Group drgfted a step-by-step
for the development

-

a trading

under

principle

Trading

that allocations
role

for

trading

consideration

in

recent

that control

of

to be emphasized.
economic

under a NOx trading

schemes

are based

on the

are better effected

market than by bureaucrat,&

planning,

by the

and that the

of government

is to set fair

within which the market can operate.
,

The environmental
believed

program

are that large

gains are possible

program.

representatives

that three important

ground-level
evaluation

in the Group

prerequisites

before they could

of a trading

ozone.

a comprehensive

to control

These prerequisites

of alternative
emissions

members

of the

would

recommend

program

ozone control strategy,

accurate

included
a careful

control instruments,
these

were
could

be addressed

end

at the
project

agreed

other

the concerns

instruments

Group

and an

While

inventory.

important issues, they believed
demonstration

-

is the

and diverse.

seem to indicate

have to be fulfilled

permi,ssion tobank,
them

a

NOx emissions

such as Ontario, and .because

the introduction
l

under

consideration

NOx rather than VOCs ought

and

if a firm emits

allows; and

,
I

of issues such,

was made in part because

studies

appropriate

to. Operate;

in the form

commensurate
more

short

This distinction

and verifying

are already

efficiency

requirements,

and

programs

conditions
‘.
in,

Another

to investigate

NOx emissions
jurisdictions

involvement

and management

source’s

during

basis;

allocation

terms

occurs

as proposed

as they are both numerous

investments

to the

damage from SO2

in a discussion

of coupons,

and emission

control

lines

in hours or days, after which

important

as banking

to

of the Acid Deposition

ozone damage

measured

difficulty of quantifying

prices and emjSsibns~levels;

l

program

program

.from permitted

similar

Whereas environmental

The decision
i

emissions
along

tonne of SO2), such that the cap is not exceeded
least-cost

trading

ozone breaks down into oxygen.

criteria;

. program- cap) and coupons
_

oxide

sources,

becomes
-; allocation

of an emission

nitrogen

stationary
Group.

design and management
limit

to the design

front

of a pilot

or

for the use of economic

for f$Ox/VOC

control;

sites are. the Greater Vancouver

possible

Regional

pilot

District

and Ontario.

process

of an ozone control strategy

I
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The main recommendation
was

that

where

trading

programs

considering
emissions,

Group

governments

@ governments

are

for ‘stationary

develop

N&

a guideline

in the development
,

program.

draft

The Group’s

overall

abproach

was similar to that of the Acid
including

l

l

the following

regionally

targeted:

coupons

(the

transferable:

@ governments

could

an appeal of the share allocation

process, and also
can offer citizens

an effective
schedule

to emit

should

becomes

be

NOx) should

be

Q

further

did not reach consensus

and may-_

that could

component

that

later on.

The industry
as a critical’

trading

and ‘creating
were

result in

of high ozone,

banking

‘They

of NOx

this could

cap program.

-viewed

the

banking

emitted

episodes

of an effective

restrictions

program,

incentives

to

advancing

concerned-that

benefits that would result from firms

their control schedules.
f’
summer

are so important,
differentials

the Group thought

the

overall

emissions

seasonal

recommended

recommendations

that seasonal
might be useful
strategy.

in peak episodes
and

that further research

is different
the

Group

is needed

on

to this issue.

also identified

need additional

precursors

reduction

controls,

po,ssible solutions
- The Group

of-ozone

in the value of coupons

in achieving
Controlling

emissions

a number of areas that
--.
study and resolution. Among the
in this area are:

or other

to investigate

could provide

necessary

confidence

while

still

to trade

retaining

to regulate

trading

market players ‘with
the

and

bank

capacity

the market

of

in the public

interest when necessary.

The Climate Change
Group
Despite

considerable

community

uncertainty

about

the social,

gases, and uncertainty

economic,

impacts of various possible
emissions,

precautionary
widely

in the scientific

about the long-term effects of increased

levels of greenhouse

environmental

strategies

the need

measures

accepted.

and

for reducing

for certain

in the next

Debate

also

prudent

decade

continues,

is

however,

about the degree and urgency

of action required.

While

of opinion

there

is a .difference

appropriateness

of the commitment,

used, for the purpose
goal of stabilizing

net greenhouse

this goal as new information

on the

the Group

of this exercise,

1990 levels by the year 2000.

Canada’s

gas emissions

The-need

becomes

at

to revisit

available

is

the need for a variety

of

stressed.
The Group. recognized
approaches
ranging

to manage

from “no-regrets”

removal to regulations
There

4

are needed

which

coupons,

these

on the use’of banking could prevent the

environmental

from

be legally

safeguards,

flexibility
\ providing
c reduce emissions.

Because

concerned’

damaging

representatives

of shares

for geographic

group

in large -accumulations

even within a declining

I

around

Environmental

were

environmentally

voice when the distribution-

government

Without adequate

mechanisms

controversial

studies

designs,

of “banking.”

emissions

should

access to

whether alternative

trading.

result

bodies

reasons; and

permits

representatives

and other interested

the role and need for citizens’

design

.matter

its

Group,

a futures market should not be precluded,

The Group

among

Deposition

and

accelerate

an industry

NOx allocations

to program

the
l

by which

should

members;

points:

the cap and cap reduction

guidelines

bodies

of a’
investigate

-

and other interested

sector might distribute

its report, and the design criteria therein,

be considered
. specific

of the NOJVOC

in cases

is also a need

greenhouse

gases,

measures

and subsidy

and economic

instruments.

to encourage.“actions

for

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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/

credit” that limit. net emissions.
to,focus

on broadly

The Group agreed

based instruments

capable

’

in consumer

innovation

by

_ Alternative

behaviour

both

users

instruments

emissions,
,.

could“

be‘

A number
Group

the

‘level

of gases contribute
the degree

removal,

and ongoing’

should

instrument

of other

voluntary

actions,

regulation

a charge

mechanism

greenhouse
better
pricing

through
and

gases.

order to promote cost-effective
goal,
through

within an instrument
The hybrid instrument

stationary

emission

charges
they

for

offset.

that an ecqnomic
gas

not

management

criteria:

auversely

. .
gas emrssions

rn

a~rer;t barlaw.

s

competitiveness;

the instrument

l

CO2 emissions
content

should be,implemented

gradually;

of the

can

be

a system of offset credits,
on C02.

biomass

products

for

and

the

the carbon

production

of

should be exempted

from

the charge;

is
for

from

of fe.edstock

petrochemical

proposed- by the Group has

. net government

re ,.-- Y.- -L-..,-I

venue snoula

result of the charge,
l

the most suitable
should

options

for. recycling

and

government

and stakeholders;

monitoring,

and enforcement

be established

._-I I.--..----

not increase

-- -

as a

I.

be researched

selected

revenue
jointly

by

and administration,
mechanisms

with a clear objective

cost and maximize

two components:
_..
I. a charge imposed
large

should

l

However,‘in

gases

initially focused

can

for greenhouse.

international

than are

achievement

other

or in

’
the price placed o n greennouse
Canada

credit

methods

implemented

those for other greenhouse
environmental

l

to other

an offset

economic

it are more easily

accommodated

to CO2 through

The role of CO2 in climate change

understood

gas emissions

is a hybrid

and, more broadly,

gases

mechanjsm.

in the

of carbon dioxide,

of emissions

should satisfy the following

need to

one mechanism

consideration

that relates specifically

against

amount.

instrument

the <

At such time as there is a

receive

sequestering

The Group further recommended

of impact

need for an economic-instrument,

of greenhouse

increased

resulting

These credits would be easily transferable.

the

be considered,

such as “no regrets”,

measures,

reduction

be credited

to the greenhouse

could

be taken into account.
that

of

international

whatever

or consumer/emitter.

believes

subsidy

on

permits that impose a

at

effect. Before a charge
actcvities

charges

an offset mechanism in which deliberate domestic
and

as

within a given area; either

applied,-

producer/importer

ii.

and ~producers.

include

and/or tradable

fixed cap on emissions

as well

’

and mobile sources; and

sending price signals through the entire economy
instruments
that would encourage
both a
change

content of fossil fuels used by small stationary

of

should

to minimize

effectiveness.

both on CO2 emissions from
sources

and on the carbon

\

/
/’
;

.
\
/

j
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Backgrohd

.

As we approach

the end of the 20th Century, there

is a sea change

occurring

view the environment.
of the connections
elements,

Not only are we more aware
among

various

environmental

on theenvironment.

that development

to meet present and future human

both environmentally

and economically.

Traditional

approaches

regulatory

protection,
control,”

often
have

outcome.

referred

not -atways

ways

environmental

sustainable

Instruments
intensively

to better

from business,
the National
\,

,

collaboratively

development,

protect

of

for ways to

was formed

the

in

environment.

(Husky

Shell Canada)

l

Canadian

Cement Council

l

Dow Chemical

l

E.B. Eddy Forest Products

l

General Motors of Canada Ltd.

l

TransAlta

I
Canada

Utilities

From the Environmental, Community:

A

Energy Probe

’

Environmental

Resource Centre of Alberta

body, the EIC had representation
the environmental

Round Table o,n the Environment

and

Government

representatives

that market forces,could

environmental
the

the
issues,

the

particular,

the EIC directed
ground-level

Friends of the Earth
Pembina Institute for Appropriate

Development

Pollution Probe

be applied to
Saskatchewan

Collaborative
of

issues

were
While

process.

application

to air quality

deposition,

*

institute

and

goals

and

on

Products

the EIC was to focus

recognizing

instruments

Petroleum

the Economic

(EIC)

behind

Canadian

potential.
._

throughout

focused

if3

societa!

observers.
many

the desired

community,

the Economy.

_,

and

for a short time on ways to use market

multi-stakeholder

\

l

the use of market-based

Collaborative

The intention

From the Business Community:

--Oil, Imperial Oil, Petro-Canada,

for more effective

offers considerable

In the spirit of searching

forces

achieved

to achieve
protection,

approaches

1992.

included:

The National Round Table ‘on the Environment
and the Economy

to environmental

to as “command

In the search

efficient

/

on the Collaborative

It is essential

needs be carried out in a manner that is sustainable

achieve

Membership

we are also more aware of the impact of

human activities
_-

in the way many people

Members of the Economic
Instruments Collaborative

economic

in Canada.

its attention

Environmental

Society Promoting.Environmental
In

Society
Conservation

(SPEC)

to acid

ozone, and climate change.
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’

\
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The following government departments were

trading partners by failing to take advantage

represented by observers:

market

instruments

for

of

environmental,

performance.
l

,Government

of Canada:

Environment

Canada;

Technology

Industry,

Government
Alberta

and.

5.

Canada; Finance Canada; Energy,

Mines and Resources
l

Science

Energy

and regulatory

application

of

market-based

Canada.

of Alberta:

Administrative

6.

.

,

in
I

Government

l

,/

of British Columbia:

B.C. Environment

Collaborative,

principles

guided

and formed the basis for subsequent

discussion

around the use of economic

to achieve

environmental

1.

The economy
addressed

2.

protection.

and the’ environment

in an integrated

Human, financial,
1resources

limited.

and

environmental,

must be

and

and natural
must ,be used

efficiently

t-o

social, and economic

meet

goa/s at

the same time.
3.

Properly

designed

market-based

approaches

can:
a) achieve many environmental
traditional
/

efficient

innovation,

performance,
+

-practices

goals in a more

manner

than

can

regulatory approaches;

b) encourage

and

superior
inefficient

enhance

the pace

and effectiveness of environmental protection;
and
G) complement,

.simplify,

or in gome GISTS,

provide an alternative totraditional
4.

Implementation
must

recognize

competitiveness;
should

of market-based
their. impact

regulation.
approachesG

on Canada’s

by the same token, Canada

not fall behind

design,

implementation,

of market-based

and

approaches

environmental

goals

to

the performance

of its

,

require

involvement.

public

protect

the environment

sUppor!t and

political

&II

to

are prerequisites

the successful

and cost-effective

market-based

approaches.

for

application

of
,

,

Operatipn of Ehe Collaborat,ive

\

,’

The EIC formed ‘three working

groups to consider

the

acid

air, quality

ground-level

issues

ozone,

worked

reporting

of

and

climate

independently

to the Collaborative

change.

held

the

protection,

recognizing

that might be used.

permits,

familiar

full

to achieve

instruments
schemes,

.

1993.

This

of this stage
reports

_

and.

group.

i

the work done to date on the

of the’market

tradable

and

of each working

The EIC considered
use

1992

containing

The

as a whole at four full

represents, the culmination

rec’ommendations

_,

in thei’r own areas

document

work,

during

deposition,

meeting5
of the

reward

discourage

a&therefore,

established

in an economically

Strong

groups

economically

be

for success

manner:\

technological,

are

effectively

8.

should

of

goals

multi-stakeholder

instruments

:

approaches

Assessment,“
meeting

the

is essential.

manner. __

evaluation

the work‘of

and

achievement

efficient

Guiding Principles
The following

the

in the

traditional

tested, and evaluated

environmental

7.

..

approaches

Market-based
developed,.

both

efficiency

environmental

the diversity

user ,charges,

and taxes.

of economic

Among these are
deposit

The Collaborative

with experience.s

ref$nd

’

was also

of other jurisdictions

in

-using market forces in this way. In the United States
for example,
dioxide

there

emission

is experience

trading

with

sulphur

under the U.S. Clean Air

‘\
SElTlNG
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Act, the phase-out

of lead in- gas.oline,

Regional. Clean Air Program
California.
charges

As well;
to improve

Within Canada,
Canadian

Council

economic

of Ministers
discussion

Canada

l/

National Round Table on the Environment

and the

Petro-Canada

l

Shell Canada

l

TransAlta

on the use of

(including

Producers

including

Utilities

and

the

Institute),,,have
British

instruments.
Columbia,

the application

within their jurisdictions.

The meetings
facilitative

of the EIC were aided greatly by the

skills of George Kupfec of Fresh Start Inc.

The three reports were prepared
of the

Saskatchewan

(Climate

Change);

Probe (Acid

self-supporting.
agencies

the EIC was self-directed

The following

provided

funding

corporations

for the work

and
and
of the

skills

Deposition);

and

respective

ability
groups

by Ann Coxworth

Environmental

Sheila

Society

Malcolmson

of .Energy

and Ellen Schwartzel

Pollution Probe (Ground-level
’ From the beginning,

and

the Canadian

Products

instruments

4

of the Environment

papers

and Ontario are examining

of economic

Imperial Oil

the Economy

task forces on. economic

provinces,

emission

to protect the environment.

Petroleum

established
Alberta,

has used

of Petroleum

Canadian

0

Market in

its air quality.

associations

Association

Several

Sweden

instruments

Industry

Incentives

both Environment

have published

and the

Ozone).

to reflect

of

Their writing

the views

of their

were, most appreciated

by the

EIC.

Collaborative:
The Economic
l

Canadian

Cement Council

l

Canadian

Petroleum

l

Dow Chemical

Institute

of the

I*

market

protection

E.B. Eddy Forest Products

achieve development

Environment

Members

Canada

of the

l

General Motors of Canada Ltd.
Husky Oil,

is hopeful

instruments

environmental
following

reports

in the direction

and the environment

of
to

that is truly sustainable.
EIC

process

communicating
.

The
progress

the economy

continuing
l

to achieve

in Canada.

represent considerable

Canada

integrating
l

Collaborative

that its work will be a starting point’for the effective
use

Products

Instruments

are
of

committed
educating

about the application

to the
and

of economic

with their own and other stakeholder

organizations.

,’
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Emission

trading,

by establishing

allowable

emissions

and by abating

least-cost

basis, offers asignificant

a cap
pollution

efficiency.

regime,

those

who

cheaply

than

allowances
is more

emissions

sell

will

purchase

are constrained,

are internalized,

excess

more

Acid

allowances.

Total

the costs of pollution

Group

Collaborative
instruments

of an emission
the Appendix.

are made

of the

focused

an area for a demonstration

deposition,

its study-of

on emission trading

charge

instead

for the reasons outlined

in

Sulphur dioxide (SO2) was the focus

nitrogen

to acid

oxides, was addressed

of the Collaborative’s

in the

Ground-level

Ozone

implemented

Deposition

economic

instruments

deposition

problem,

would

Group

has

found

have applicability

design

Group recognizedthe
dioxide

sulphur

framework
consider

instruments

trading

program

public,

for emission

trading

will

implementation

represent

issues

did

not

the

environmental

best

goal,

available

of the

and

scientific

emission

reductions

necessary to protect environmental

and human

,health;
be set in relation to total actual emissions,
from program

participants

not

alone;

3.

be regionally

targeted,

the need to

focus abatement efforts on the regions in which

of some’

the acid deposition

regarding
through

reflecting

4.

problem is greatest;

be set by government,
from an advisory

with meaningful

cap management

input

body; and

region. For this reason,

the Acid Deposition

Group recommends

of public discussion

regarding

demonstration

society’s

determination

in the context of possible

in a specific

but

level of the cap.

The cap should:

trading

of its proposed

be best achieved

broad public-discussion

trading,

or endorse the specific

existing
-cap as a

Collaborative

and resolution

policy

emissions

to sulphur -dioxide

that further refinement

outstanding

c

The Acid Deposition

emissions

emission

The

in this report should be

,Canadian

to the acid

and that an emission

be best suited

Economic

emission

the

Summary of;
Recommendations

2.

recognizes

although

here could be

jurisdiction.

outlined

as

used as a starting point for such public debate.

that

control.
The

in any

recommendations

reflect

system

project,

emission trading program described

1.

Group.
Acid

well-positioned

1. Cap Setting and Managetient

Economic

of study because the other main contributor

The

is particularly

basis.

Deposition

instruments

work

Alberta

pollution

and emission reductidns

on a least-cost

economic

trading

Canada.

at a profit, while those for whom control
costly

emissions

The

will

for

protection

In an emission

can control

others

on a

opportunity

meeting society’s goals of environmental
and economic

on

implementation

project for SO2 emission

CONTROLLING ACID DEPOSITION

initiation
trading

of a
in

5.

not

be

increased

determination,
extraordinary

beyond
once

set,

the

original

except

,
in

circumstances.

1
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The cap management
6.

schedule should:

be set on the basis of best available
of ecological

and socioeconomic

be legislated

by government

- adjustment
more

knowledge

fundamental

necessary

impacts;

through
7.

recommendations
advisory
8.

from its cap management

in the areas where the

need is greatest;
9.

be assumed

the

important

for

environmental
10. Because

management

to respond

management

schedule:
could influence

of

allocation;
in

a

of‘ coupons

given

year,

than that possible

the

behalf,

proportion

of the government’s

that’ government

_ society’s

adoption

l

to effect

gioup

regime,

won’t be allowed,

does

job loss? Even if
trading,

losses prevent

of emission trading?

What are the implications

for the Canadian

What will be the requirement
and what
provision

on

coupons

in

additional

employment

coal

for- job retraining,

is the best mechanism
of retraining

to ensure

costs?

could

purchase,

to the emission reductions

to

are

industry?

an emission

management

recommend

due

In an emission trading

could the threat of site-specific

ecological

reduction

share,

waived

on

standards

there is overall job gain from emission

share

demanded

study of the

of the program

where

this imply greater site-specific

through

or

considerations:

towns,

considerations?

of
for

purchase

additional

What will be the impact
currently

and the availability

circumstances

management

government

employment

one-industry

both the

government’s

through

for

11. The Group recommends

l

development

implementation,

cap and cap management

of coupons.

l

greater

the emissions
and

cap

’

If,

recommends

to program

confiscation

four

for the

5, 10.2, and 10.4, the Acid

where such exceptions

price)

deemed

for further
study:
,

schedule,

to extraordinary

level of emissions

management

anticipated,

necessary

1’0.1 The government
therefore

and economic

be fully

are

10.2

is
and

Group
prior

following

circumstances

(and

schedule

,confidence

impacts

never

mechanisms

’

certainty

benefit.

can

. annual

because

investment

ecological

effects

Deposition
criteria,
altering

to be firm,

surrounding

were

not be achieved

the-first three mechanisms.

Recommendations

targeted, for faster and more

reductions

be used only if

changes

and these could

For Recommendations

be geographically

would

on the basis of the

body;

substantial

mechanism

2. Share-and Coupon Allocation

required;
12. The trading program should include all sources

10.3 Environmental
raise funds
reductions
and

in support

groups could

of achieving

beyond those regulated

could

coupons;

and citizens’

purchase

and

emission
by the cap,

retire

shares

and

of SO2 for which
and economic
administrative

the potential
gains

of trading

costs

management

government

2

planned
to

should

public

revision

in the original

-advise

need to speed or

reduction

a transparent

lead

determined

body

of an identified

the

triggering
could

the

in the

program.
13. A test should be developed

--

outweigh

of inclusion

and

10.4 The
slow

environmental

sources

for which

to identify the SO2

inclusion

in the

trading

program is economic.

schedule,
process

of the

that

schedule

legislation.

14. A “share” should
program

cap,

represent
and

entitle

an allotment
the

holder

of the
to a

This
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defined

proportion

be distributed

of the emission

take

a small

should

traditional

3. Share and Coupon Trading
25. Shares, with the exception

to imoroved

action

government,

to control

non-.participants

overall environmental

goal is met.

of program

26. A coupon

participants

allocated

shares

proljortion

to emissj~ons over

year

period,

with

announcement
18. Each-secto?

of the
the

should

program

27. Sales

predating

determine

the formula for

to existing‘

point

sources

formula determined
20. An appeal
.

that

government

can

refer appeals

decisions

according

should

share

79

body

allocation

regulator,

preferably

one that already exists.
should

represent

a permit to emit

environmental

to

in proportion to their share

and in accordance

’ predetermined

annually

30. New facilities
acquire

31. “Banking”

should

32. Banked coupons

attach

to each coupon

fee sufficient

and reporting

have to

as necessary

require.ments.

be allowed.

‘enable a company

This

to save unused

would

coupons

carry them over, and apply
in a later period.
must not be confiscated

or

devalued.

,

and

environmental

regulatory

should be

that will emit SO2 should

shares and/or coupons

trading

issue an administrative

‘of facility

able to buy shares.

39. A futures market for coupons

the established

-goal.
should

specifications

input

with the schedule

to achieve

, 23. The regulator

and

for’stakeholder

tne market; anyone but government

from one period,

holdings

after the

Anvnnca chn<lld ha ahlcr tn’ hlw r-nalnnnc frnm

them to em/&ions’

program participants

regulator

be

be done of existing

and

of SOz, that coupon is “retired”, and is no longer

be distributed

should,

an,d expansion.

valid.
should

(it can be

coupons

a central

to meet their operating

one tonne of SO2. Upon emission of one tonne

. 22. Coupons

and

mechanisms

construction

to the

or the management

to a specified

21. A “coupon”

with

into the siting

be in place so

of initial

tnat IS,

,be valid until used (it can

28. Further study should

by government

bv, each sector.

mechanism

be transferable

of shares

necessary

bedistributed

-

trade has been made.

-division of its allocation.
I?. Shares should

should

registered

of the share allocation.
should

held by

be “banked” for later use or sale).

in

a three-to-five

count

snoula be transterable

sold), and it-should

be,

cap

of those

they can be sold.

such that the

\
17. Sectors

of share and coupon

annual

levels.

commit

regulatory

emissions-from

implications

share

it to influence

prices and emission

16. Government

j

jurisdictional
issue.

should
enabling

coupon

to

quarterly.

15. Government
allocation,

coupons

to cover

costs.

this service
desires

not

however,

for investors

and

oarticioants,

should+
goal.

may accelerate
affect

the

introduction

of

will result from the

requirements
and therefore

of

program

aovernment

does

not have to design this into the trading program.

I

Recommendations

I

-24. The Group recommends

I
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property

rights

for further*study:

and

further examination
other

,.

Legal

of

and

34. Any emission

source should

be able to close

down and sell its shares and/or coupons.
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35. Emission

trading

should

be restricted

Canada for the time being. fnternational
should

be examined

Canadian

program

36. Emission-trading
involving

applicable

of the

objectives
work

smoothly.

should be restricted

to trades

shared airsheds.

37. If interpollutant

trading

environmental

-addresses

problem,

X~considered,

it

i

but not until SO;! trading is workin’g

is crucial

legislation

Group

will address

specific

design

abuses,

responses

anti-competitive
undertaken

is that

actions

not

federal

should

upon

solicit

of

specific

behaviour
focusing

proposals

the

43.2

of existing

market,

actual
should

lvlinister

accompanied

,,of

SO:!

emitted

-

must

are

Operators

and conditions

specified

develop

discussions

with
This

stakeholders.
. maximum

developed
govern-rent
will

hourly emission

health and environmental
42. The maximum
dispersion
Minister
-.

4

and -local-

include

modelling

a defined

with

rate limit, based on
_

criteria:

methods approved

Environment

to ensure

Enforcement

of action

to

problem

by

practices

or

a cooperative

provisions

in Canada

in .most

would

allow

the

to issue a stop order or control
shuts down

immediate

The public

a facility

risk, or specifies

if it is

corrective

time frame; and

should -have the ability

an investigation
a specific

‘if there
facility

is concern

’

its .licensed

a facility must comply

operating

conditions,

including

regardless

of its coupon

example

stack

,,

or regional

its maximum

terms

or share holdings.

specifications

design

and

hourly rate,

as deemed

necessary by the Minister of the Environment,
\

to

conditions.

45. Other performance

by the
that

operating

44. ‘Under all circumstances,

hourly rate should be derived by

of the
\

a course

could

strategy;

environmental

through

.area

air quality

and implementing

regarding

’

whenmaximum

in a Licence to

a given

their

initiate

in

-

unanticipated

developing

43.4

their Licence to Operate (or.their Permit, depending
on the-jurisdiction),

(e.g.,

action to be taken in.a specified

41. All program participants will have facility-specific
terms

in

an ambient

causing

by retirement of,a SO2 emission

arise:

intercede

limits

causing

order that either

be

rates,

and/or human health concerns;

government

coupon.

operating

could

,,

with the cap

emission

local ambient problems

jurisdictions

tonne

hourly

adjusting

43.3

\ ’

40. Every

compliance

performance

response

tools.

4. Performance Requirements.

sources,‘

mechanisms

maximum

address

in the market, -and market liquidity,
on the adequacy

of multiple

in \

to guarantee

cooperatively

to answer

of the

area
of all

completely

Operate

of the Environment

operation

other
impact

as a tool to assist

hourly emission rates) specified

be

for further study:

about

quality

The following

environmental

Department

questiona

be used

the behaviour

licensed

,

39. The

can

43.1 The

at this time.

Reco’mmendkions

account

in an area is considered.

unanticipated

of the

and therefore.

should

into

be used if, despite

existing

to the possibility

take

facilities

and

should

However, the expectation

Deposition

air

The modelling

so that the cumulative

relied

to the smooth operation

market and manipulation

not,be tolerated.
Acid

/

should

outcomes.

of the trading

ambient

level

but these are models and, as such, cannot be

well.
38. Competition

and

ground

are not exceeded.

predicting

be

hourly

sources

43. Models

the

should

‘maximum

concentration

trading

once all aspects
are working

to

par,ameters

for

for new
,’ :
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facilities,

should continue to apply according

the Terms

and Conditions

Operate.

Conditions

should

include

to

of the Licence

no longer

percent sulphur

52. Coupon/share

to

emitted

applicable

recovery

and daily or annual maximum emission

share

holdings

quarterly

53. Any change in ownership
should

,

be registered

government

5. Monitoring and Reporting
46. Program

participants

concentration
volume

should

of SO2 in the flue gas and the
at a given source over

days

specified
Quality

by the regulator
Monitoring

should

according

Directive

be

following

frequency

should

specified

issued

of a

provided

on the

transaction

should

the

the

include
transferred

transaction

and will be conducted

by the

Environment

be conducted
according

requirements,

by

Ministry

maximum

inspectors.
hourly

54. The

response.

conducted

occasionally

independent

at a

to Ministry of
should

Violation

government

should

price

55. Neither
should

for

also be

retained

five calendar

calibration

equipment,

by program

production

s

agency

reported

should

market.
exchanges

from involvement

in the

what

appropriate,

be conducted

monitoring
what

and what

to

equipment
is available

monitoring

in a trading

is
and

upgrades

program.

be included

required
.

in ambient air quality monitoring

program

to ensure
will

environmental

in the

scope

of work

that an emission

achieve

society’s

trading
desired

objectives.

should request
or any

for the purpose

audit

of

current

and

past

with

program

Failure

to provide

data

or

be considered

a

of data should

6. Enforcement.

I

58. If a facility has emitted more tonnes than its coupon
holdings allow at the end of any calendar quarter,

and with no prior notice, to,

compliance

requirements.
punishable

be

emissions.

data, as necessary

falsification

data

for at least

data .from the proponent

Minister

ensure

to assist in

years.

other government

51. The

for

of

should

participants

50. The Minister of the Environment

verifying

as necessary

should

in place,

57. Improvements

data, including

the right to
available

nor commodity

would be necessary

_

measurement

study

determine

randomly,

or violation

brokers

currently

should
49. All monitoring

reserve

information

of an effective

be precluded

56. Further

standard

would

and

of complaints

arrangement

market.

and appropriate

Audits

ambient standards.

the functioning

be

of the

rate and ambient

enforcement

The

occurred.

should be kept confidential.

and investigation

would trigger an investigation

of

to Operate

and

subject to on-site observation

number

and the price at

terms of any specific

make general

in the Licence

two

conclusion

program participants
surveys

within

to the Air

Minister of the Environment.
48. Stack

agency,

province,

The information

commercial
of measurement

of shares or coupons

transaction.

which
method

a specified

administrative

shares or coupons

time.
47. The

using

and

with. the appropriate

on the

business

the

of flue gas emitted to determine-total

tonnes of SO2 emitted

or

depending

measure

of their coupon

form.

limits
rates.

holders should report the tonnes

and the status

the facility

should

have

30 calendar

following

the end of the quarter

coupons

equivalent

imbalance,

to the amount

such that its actual emissions

least equal to its coupon

days

to acquire
of the
are at

holdings.

offense.

1,
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59. If an imbalance

remains following

period, a fine of $2500/tonne
to retire coupons

this 30 day

at a ratio of two coupons

each tonne in exceedence

for

should be imposed

and an Enforcement

Order issued, which could

lead to prosecution.

Fines should be used in a

manner

to be determined

jurisdiction,
recommends
directed
60. The

by the

but the Acid

Deposition

that revenue

to general

Enforcement

.other provisions

7. Next Steps

and a requirement

relevant
Group

from fines not be

61. Public ~discussions
of a demonstration

implementation
for SO2 emission

62. This ‘report
national

should

discussion

be used

as a basis

on how emission

might be used to address

for

trading

the acid deposition

problem.
\

should

as specified

project

trading in Canada should be initiated.

revenues.
Order

regarding

include

any

under legislation

(such as a control order or stop order).
P

6,
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GLOSSARY

’

in law to hold emissions
‘protect environmental
the scientifically

to a level sufficient

health.

protection.

or may

not

emission

levels.

require

societal

goal

That determination

reductions

Environment: The natural

to

The cap represents

determined

-~environmental

’

from

world,

for

existing

levels required

deposition

associated

ta achieve

its

held

by government,

are

that is, they can be sold.

is “retired”, and

no longer holds value.

is transferable,

A coupon

is, it can be “banked” for later use or sale.

annual

plan for managing

for the goal

federal

Environment.

: The
emissions

It states the goal

and a schedule

/

Government: As referred to here could represent

the cap goal

Management-Plan

with acid deposition.

and the basis

of those

with the

emission of one tonne, that coupon

either,

defined

of the emission
Shares,

Coupon; A permit to emit one tonne of S02. Upon

over time.

regionally

proportion
quarterly.

that is, it can be sold; and it is valid until used, that

Annual Emission Limit: The scheduled

Acid

distributed

transferable;

human inhabitants.

emission

to a defined

exception

may

including

holders
coupons

for

“Government”

Ministries

is not

considered

Deposition

Group

to be an emitter

Government

in its incarnation
electric

of the

for the purposes ofthis

discussion

Crown-owned

amounts emitted over time, called “annual emission

or provincial

by

the

as a polluter

utility, for example

Acid

of SO2
-

a

-would

be treated as any other emitter and would have to

limit” above.

purchase

pollution

shares and coupons

from the

market.

-_
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cost, even where comparable

I .I Benefits
Cap setting provides
SO2 emitted:

certainty

geographically

, on SO2 emissions

as to the quantity
defined

will be established,

of

For the environment,
having

a finite

catch-up:

regulatory

because

benefits to

The existing
now

total

by focusing

on

individual

point sources., they regulate largely

on

basis

of available

technology

technology

economically

or “available

achievable”,

on the basis, of the most desirable
outcome.

Taking

control%pproach

to historical

to be’ politically

unfeasible,

focus

on new

remains

emissions
Cap

“command

facilities

and

has proven

and if the regulatory
entrants

alone,

total

are bound to increase.

setting

treatment

eliminates
between

diminishes
political

rather than

environmental

an effective

old

greatly

and

to lobby

and
for a

the supply

creation

does,

transferable,
greater

of permits

and

to emit, as cap

making

as emission

investment

continued

those

‘trading

confidence,-

value of industry’s

permits

does,

creates

guaranteeing

the

through
existing

now try to minimize emission

disproportionate

..

of “new source

and occasionally
plants.

8

on emission

of the cost-effectiveness

independent

the actions

being

environmental

requested

Often

Plan, a sulphur

facilities-

initiative

dioxide

under the Green

emission cap of 3.2 million

tonnes per year by the year 2000 was established
as a target for Canada in the U.S./CanadaAcid
Accord

of 1991.

Of that cap, 2.3 million

have been assigned
to be in effect

Ontario.

This represents

from 1980 emission

900,000

allocated

tonnes

as an Eastern Canadian

by 1994.

percent reduction

Rain
cap,
a 40

lev_els. The

tonines per year have not yet

among

the provinces

west

No detailed plan exists that describes

of

how

Canada will manage its emissions of SO2 over time
with the negotiated

cap. The

cap is likely to be revisited by Envrronment Canada,
on environmental
example,
loadings

grounds:

will continue

New Brunswick,

to have unacceptably

under the existing

for
high

cap.

for

bear

program

limits

by all electric

total

sulphur

dioxide

utilities to 8.9 million tons

per year-by the year 2000, ten million tons less than

performance

share of the emission

or. the incremental

benefits to be derived.

As a federal government

emissions

increases

revised standards
ne&

of

1.2 Existing Legislation

trading

application

standards”

expenditures

reduction,

The cap that forms the basis of the U.S. emission

emission’abatement

expenditures.
Regulators

will result in continued

to ensure compliance

outcome.

Limiting

in greater
the status quo

been

in regulatory

new emitters,

the incentive

result

at older,

Maintaining

remaining

differences

could

savings.

emissions

only

influence
,the

-

facilities

spent _

is playing

can

emitted

dirtier

in the form of

regime

regulators

amounts

as reducing

environmental

there are obvious

limit on emissions.

technology-based

other ways -such
annual limits

tonnes per annum in-a given airshed.

expenditures

in 1985.

a

reduction

CONTROLLING ACID DEPOSITION
-.
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The Acid Deposition

Group recognized

Canadian

sulphur

dioxide

framework

for

consider

emission

or endorse

the existing

emissions

as a

RECOMMENDATION

3:

targeted,

efforts on’the regions in which the acid

level of the cap.

deposition

problem

is greatest.

society’s

concern.

The

the emission

reductions

environmenta!

and human health.

“Critical
will

loading”;

not cause

sensitive

cap

envir&mentalgoal,

reflect the best available scientific

determination

An example

damage

load that

to the most

is a lower deposition

setting.’

Critical

some of the science

available

level of the cap.
should

be reflected

achievement

loading

level

now used
represents

for determining

Socioeconomic

the

of that goal, described

Ian for
on 1.4.

in s

“.

should

is not adopted,

for example,

or “allowable”

emissions.

allowed

million tonnes of emissions.

In Alberta,

for more than one

Cappi-ng at legislated

levels could- lead to net environmental
RECOMMENBA

detriment.

TION 2: The cap should be set in

to tqtal actual

from program

levels,

539,000 tonnes of SO2 were emitted

in 1985, but permits

relation

then the cap,

be set in relation to actual emission

not legislated

emissions,

participants

of S@ are excluded

is to imagine that

might

zones

Canada

were

be a situation

and

one being

provinces

east), and one a Western

Canada

(Alberta,

Manitoba).

Saskatchewan,-

words,

two large
There

regional

would

gedgraphic

areas

zones

are uniquely

that

within

In such
establishing

were

put- in,
local,.

of those

sensitive,

trading

where

local

to an environmental

a situation,

accommodate

zone

In other

be specific

eatih

emitters are contributing

to the

trading

bubbles

then

emission

establishment

in

perspective,

established,

(Ontario

area of

trading

risk.
could

of a unique

cap by

a local bubble within a larger regional

trading zone or bubble.

considerations

in the manageme

If this recommendation

Eastern

place.

than is “target loading”, the measurement
in standard

of

to protect

defined, as the highest

ecosystems,

should

and should

necessary

long-term

this concept

Canada where, from an environmental
two trading

represent

to focus

,there is a bubble placed over a geographic

1.3 Cap Design
Recomm,etidations
1:

the need

be

abatement

did

reflecting

should

regionally

but

A way of visualizing

RECOMMENDATION

The cap

not

trading,

the specific

cap

not emissions

alone, if some sources

from .the trading program.

It should
smaller

be noted,
geograp,hic

treatment,
imposed

unused
area.

of trading

time a

for special

benefits

are

restrictions

on emitters within the smaller areas. This
remedied

a restricted
coupons
However,

buying coupons
area.

efficiency

because

be partially

within

that each

area is targeted

economi.c

compromised
can

however,

trading

emitters

region

to self

or shares to emitters ,outside the
they

would

be prohibited

from

or shares from anyone outside the

This provides

improve performance
,compromise

local

by allowing

the

some financial

incentive

to

but in a manner that does not
local

cap.

This

trading

\

’ Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment in 1983 established 20kg of wet SQ per hectare per annum as the “target loading” goal to
protect moderately sensitive aquatic systems in Eastern Canada. This determination is based on techrical feasibility and economic costs as
well as environmental damage. The 1991 State of Canada‘s Environment notes a Long-Range Transport of Air Pollutants Program (1990)
determination of a 8-12 kg/ha/a target value that is required to protect more biologically sensitivewater.
In western Canada, concentrations of sulphate in precipitation are not a good surrogate for acidic deposition because of the contribution from
windblown dust, and because dry deposition generally exceeds wet deposition. The dust contribution is addressed by calculating Acidifying
Potential (AP) in wet deposition, which led the Interim Acid Deposition Task Force (1990) to propose a critical loading of 0.12-0.31 keq/ha/a for
western and northern Canada. The dry deposition component, as well as the contribution from oxides d nitrogen, is addressed in the definition
of Effective Acidity (EA) as the sum (wet and dry) of direct mineral acidity and the net (production minus consumption) acidity after receptor
processing of total deposition. Alberta suggested EA targets of 0.1 to O.Bkeq/hafa (A Review of Approaches for Setting Acid Deposition Limits
in Alberfa, Alberta Environment, 1990). Relating wet sulphate targets and EA targets requires simplifying assunptions. If all acidity occurs as
sulphuric acid, then 20 kg/ha/a wet sulphate is equivalent to an EA of 0.42 keq/ha/a. Similarly 8-12 kg/ha/a wet sulphate is equivalent to an EA
,., of 0.17 to 0.25 keq/ha/a.
r.
i
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mechanism

is described

REPORT

further in Chapter 3, Share

review of new scientific

and Coupon Trading.

literature, and it would notify

the public and the cap management
in the event of a requirement

RECOMMENDATION
government,
advisory

with

meaningful

cap management

The establishment
consultation.

an

authority

or responsibility,

of stakeholders

and to reflect

This is proactive

beyond

program

abrogates

government

to change

in the final

responsibility

will

5:

that

once

their

value

printing

inflation.

to investment

only

Keeping

socioeconomic

or

is easy.

of

following

would

debate.

environmental
it should

as described

a
goal

be the

in section

the level of the cap because

dislocation

of

might work too slowly to be of

much help anyway (NERA 1990).
,.
However,
in extraordinary
circumstances,
revisitation

of the level of the cap could

necessary.

New scientific

ecological
warrant
reduction

impacts
a public
goal.

program:

in the information
support

would.

a cap review

of implementation

some threshold

of change

base and some test of scientific

for new information

An independent

about the

of the emission

Criteria for launching
in advance

become

deposition

reconsideration

must be developed
‘of the trading

information

of acid

If a reduction

goal,

the

the rate at which it will be

If the cap is a “stabilizing”
in emissions

cap management

one, the task
is required,

principles

the

should

be

applied:

should

be developed.

body could be established

RECOMMENDATION
schedule

Were

to warrant

schedule,

that is altered,

economic

of

the cap firm also precludes

and cap management
1.4. , Changing

cause

and smooth operation

of the original

the environmental

of the cap is crucial

considerations

reconsideration

of its

to manage and protect air quality.

next task is to determine
achieved.

constant

the “jobs or,environment”

schedule

control

the equivalent

stay

currency”,

The certainty

confidence

the market.
revisiting

pollution

the cap,

“environmental

coupon

.,’

made

coul,d

Raising

be absolved

circutistances.

in good faith and with the expectation

appreciate.

of

1.4 Cap Management
Plan

The cap should not be

the original determination,

have

right

or cancel the legislationhat

any time. Nor should government

Having -established
Businesses

sovereign

process to the public.

set, except in extraordinary

investments

the

emission trading

rather than reactive, and

opens the decision-making
RECOMMENDATION

of

in that the

only as necessary.

.This said, nothing in the proposed

to hear the views.
them

to a regular

review (every five years, for instance),

but does

body

for review of the cap.

might be preferable

review would be conducted

of the cap should involve broad

the opportunity

increased

from

Such a mechanism

body.

give government
product.

input

This does not imply any abrogation

government’s
/ .

4: The cap should be set-by

advisory

for the

should

available

6:

The cap management

be set on the basis

knowledge

socioeconomic
A reduction

of

two

e&logical

and

impacts.
of 100,000

tonnes

emission levels, for example,
50,000Ytonne

25,00?-tonne

of best

cuts

from

existing

could be achieved

over

six years,

or four

cuts over twelve years. The schedule

should specify the outside date for achievement
the environmental

legislate

The

7:

Government

the cap management

cap

from

on the
its

advisory

group’s

be to advise government

schedule.

might refer appeals of share allocation

decisions

regulator

(as recommended

section 2.2) and might identify

first

on the level

of the cap and the cap management
the designated

cap

advisory body.

management

functionwoutd

should

schedule

of the recommendations

management

of

goal.

RECOMMENDATION
basis

in

to government

Itto
in
the

,
10
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need

for

revisitation

schedule.-

of the cap

Emitters would

process.

therefore price) of coupons

management

be represented

in the

..-

I

Membership

in the cap

group

consist

would

environmental

management

of “society’s

groups:

government

ministries

economics,

rypresenting

industry

representatives;

and

as

group

a whole;

associafions

would

share

receive3

allbcation

flexibility,

share holdings,

health;

other

the total

appointed
a given

representing

process.

small percentage
for the

-_

coupons

as described

multi-stakeholder
year,

of

purposes

as described

counsel the government

labour

through manacement

share allocation.

and would be allocated

development,

or some

Government
management

groups;

a-nd public

of commerce

representing

shareho!ders”:

consumer

environment,

chambers

advisbry

of government’s

of

in section2.2,

in proportion

in section

to its

2.4.

The

ad.visory group would

on its,coupon

in a transparent

allocation

in

decision-making

emitters.
The second

function

of the advisory

be to advise

government

government

share

recommendation
from

voting

function.
the

broadly,

on management

allocation

on issues

principle

represents

market,

government

and

the

would

If the reduction

were

second
very

the

body

and

gov?rnment

body’might-advise
the

schedule

should

be geographically

faster and more substantial

targeted,

reductions

for

in theareas

where the need is greatest

could

marketplace:

coupons

RECOMMENDATION
schedule

9:

adopted

assumed

The management

in legislation

should

to be firm, becaqse certainty surrounding

the cap manageinent

schedule

investment

and environmental

confidence

RECOMMENDATION

10:

Because

and economic.effects

anticipated,.
.extraordinary

four

for

benefit.

ecological

can never be fully

mechanisms

circumstances

cap management

is important

to respond

are necessary

to

for the

schedule:

The government;

could

influence

both

annual level of emission% and the availability

investment

sell

only
could

coupon

sdheduled,

the management

the
(and

emissions

years, if environmental

beyond

group

in a

those

might advise

allocation

be

retired.

could “bank” its coupons,

in section

of coupon

from

to arise that

reductions

3.2, guaranteeing

for t,hat year,

possibility

be granted
be used

circumstances

government

central

jurisdiction.

emission

as described-

not

sale would

government’s

schedule.

to the

generated

warranted

Alternatively,
be

price and thereby

Revenue

Were environmen_tal

that

to sell its allocation

coupon

abatement

by the

the managem‘ent

government

Government

be sold
transition

anticipated

manner determined. by‘each

The cap I management

8:

than

schedule,

for that year, lowering

government’s

RECOMMENDATION

10.1

difficult

reduction

selectively.

allocation.

impacts

more

legislated

slowing

own shares to influence

manage

gaining

group might

coupon allocation

self-interest.

management

difficulty

advise that government’s

interests

and does not have specific

the management

to the market that year.

should be that

society’s

Industry would mana&its
the

to this

experiencing

access to coupons,

2.2,

(see .section

related

Were new entrants
of the

15). Emitters would be excluded

The membership

group

group would‘

but keeping

fewer

open

the

release to the market in later
circumstances

permitted

or

market conditions,,warranted.70.2 If, in a given year, ecological
demanded
possible

an emission reduction
to effect

throtigh

circumstances
greater than that

management

governmeks

share, the management

recommend

that

society’s

government

behalf, additional

-to the emission reductions

purchase,

coupons

of the

group could
on

in proportion

required.’

* In addition to this provision, government would retain the right to issue a control or stop order on a facility or facilities in the event oflar;a!
environmental damage or ambient exceederices, as described in sect&s 4.3, 6.2, and 6.3.
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Government

would

be prohibited

from purchasing

shares from the market because otherwise
become too powerful
could not compel
Regardless

in the program:

any coupon

of the chosen

government

purchase

developed

it could

Government

holder to sell to it.3

mechanism,

criteria for

or confiscation

must

be

1.5 OutstandingIssues
Relatingto Cap Setting and
Management
The only outstanding
and

prior to program implementation.

management

Although
10.3 Environmental
funds in support
beyond
\

and citizens’ groups could raise
of achieving

those regulated

purchase

emission reductions

by the cap,

and retire shares and coupons.

Any individual

or organization

government

of an identified

the pl&ned

reduction

transparent

public

schedule,

revision of the schedule
legislation.
used

if more

advise

triggering

that could

determined

This adjustment

only

should

capital

efficiency

fundamental
and

these

a

lead

to

in the original

mechanism

would be

changes
could

were

deemed

necessary

achieved

through the first three mechanisms.

‘not

be

be

in

implementation.
be

achieved

requirement
legislated
deviation

schedule

by a particular

standards-based
trading
trading

from the original
that
may

stakeholders,

to the

be resisted
as well

from

the

increases

the

protection,

are available

achievement

for

of other

with

existing

control strategies,

response

flexibility:

in a

system, a firm that is unable to meet new

thus

alternative

providing

coupons
another

to plant closure.

from the firms that
(and

lower

It is estimated

rather than emission

SO;, emission reductions,

trading

cost)

ttiat had

and control
to meet its

145,000 person years of

employment

would

and LeBlanc

have been lust

1992).

’

to a
for

It must be

An argument for earlier rather than later introduction
of emission trading is that a long adjustment
can attenuate social disruption.
is a big pollution

problem

period

Waiting until there

and a tight lead time to’

implement trading could aggravate

unemployment.

established

by some

industry

as by environmental

RECOMMENDATION

11: The Acid

Group

additional

recommends

following employment

representatives.

and

emitters

by 2005 (budek
A

be required

schedule.

changes

resources
Compared

caps can purchase
can,

trading

environmental

offers

manufacturing

should be in place; four year’s
might

arising

labour,

goal

year.

of an adjustment

for example,

recognized
schedule

that the environmental

for notice

prior notice,

program

Written into the original legislation

should be a stipulation
must

of

jobs,

goals.

regulation
into this revision process must
advance

issues

the United States relied on command

Criteria for entering
developed

shou‘ld benefit

of environmental

societal

societal

for job loss.

cost-effectiveness

process demand further study.

development;

need to speed or slow

process

flexibility

To the extent that’ emission

could do the same.4

body

program’s

employment

cap-setting

additional
10.4 The management

is the potential

the trading

and compliance
some

and could

issue in the area of cap setting

Depositi&

study

of the

considerations:
,

3 An alternative recommendation is that government have the power of coupon confiscation, rather than purchase, described further at.the end
of section 3:2.
’
..

_

4 In March 1993, the Cleveland-based nonprofit environmental group National Healthy Air License Exchange submitted bids for 1,100 SO2
pollution permits, each permit allowing emission of one ton of SO2 “Historically, environmental groups have been able only to lit!gate or lobby,’
the group’s president said. “But now we can actually buy pollution rights and let them expire unused, thereby keeping tons of pollution from
being released into the atmosphere. We’ve gotten contributions to do this from peoplewho never thought about getting involved in environmental
causes before.‘The group actually bought one permit for $3!59and plans to retire it. Also, Northeast Utilities of Hartford, Connecticut, announced
it would donate 10,000 of its 140,000 annual allowances to the American Lung Association, which plans to retire them (Taylor 1993a; Taylor
1993b).
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l

What

wil!

be the

one-industry
waived

of the

towns, .where standards

due to employment

emission

program

on

from

site-specific

job loss?
emission

Even if there is overall job

trading,

losses prevent

could
adoption

What are the implications
industry?

the threat

l

What will be the requirement

for job retraining,

what is the best mechanism

to.ensure

retraining

costs?

of

of emission

.

CONTROLLING ACID DEPOSITION

coal

_

trading?

I

for the Canadian

In an

trading

site-specific

l

are currently

considerations?

regime, where such exceptions
\
not be allowed, does this imply greater

would
gain

impact

-

provision

and
of

-CthAPTER 2

1

RECOMMENDATION

2.1 Determination of
Program Participants
RECOMMENDA
should

include

potential

T/ON

12:

environmental
outweigh

inclusion

in the program.

the administrative

This is a departure
only

large

program

economic

advice of citizens’ groups.

although

required.
excluded

there is provision

sector

would

program,

Emissions

the share allocation,

program

would

environmental

developed

of the

be included

but further

from such sectors,

RECOMMENDATION
inclusion

in the U.S. for

Group is that all sources except the

from the trading

established

were

to identify

is

although

and therefore

be represented

in the

/? test

should

the SO2 sources
program

be

for which

is economically

“Government”

2.2 Allocatiori of Sharks

not considered
emitter

-

RkOMMENDATION

14:

represent

of the program

“share”

-

intervention

for the purpose of

Government

participant

not have

allocation

the right

utility,

as any

purchase

from the market.

selectively:

Group to be

electric

and would have’to

for

other

pollution

Government

to grant

it would

is

in the role of an

be treated

shares and coupons
would

of this discussion

by the Acid Deposition

would

RECOMMENDATION

its ‘coupon

have to sell to the

to be distributed

16:

Government

should

commit to improved ‘traditional regulatory
control emissions

entry

action to

from non-participahts,

environmental
to

the

sectors

long as existing

such that

goal is met.
trading
should

participants’

‘program

by

be permitted,

as

share allocations

are

and the cap not exceeded.

should
cap, and

should entitle the hold&r to a defined proportion
One “coupon” is required

It is in emitters’ interests

a Crown-owned

example

not affected,

coupons

in the market, on the

for the purposes

non-participant

the emission

intervention

an emitter of S02.

Later

A

it to

emission

market liquidity.6

the‘overail

desirable.

an allotment

and

open marketplace.

goal.
13:

in the trading

in

study

enabling

prices

benefit to have a mechanism

of

sources to “opt in.” The expectation

trading

It is of environmental

costs

stations

should

levels. 5

for government

from the U.S. program in which

Government

allocation,

coupon

of

included,

Canada’s

share

annual

gains

industrial

transportation

15:

to allow government

electricity-generating

Acid Deposition

a small

influence

of S@ for which the

and

trading

take

’

The trading

all sources

’

of,

quarterly.

to emit one tonne of So2.

RECOMMENDATION
participants
program

Sectors

be allocated

cap in proportion

of program
shares

to emissions

of the
over a

three-to five-year period, 7 with the count predating
announcement

5 The U.S. government holding was three percent.

should

17:

of the share allocation.

’

7 This number requires more precise calculatiori.

’ See section 1.4 for more details onhow this would work.
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Figure 1 illustrates

how this allocation

might work.

companies,

having

investments
RECOMMENDATION.
determine

If participants
deciding

could

the

time,

18:

Each

sector

should

penalized

the formula for division of its allocation.
‘not agree_ on a formula

allocation

within

government,

management

body

would

but it is expected

decide,

(described

unrewarded

competitors

reason, an allocation

1.4)

preferable:

that participants

would

would prefer to decide themselves.

distribution
emissions

\

might choose from among a range of
formulas,

such as historical

per unit of production,

multiplied.by
current

emission

good

technology”

or

The

petroleum

distribute

as “best

source

for

example,

sulphur

inlet-volume

volumes.
equal,

recovery,

of companies

facilities

outmoded

that were

and

share allocation

it ,is rewarded

-

property

l

is

trading.

If

arena, this effect

industry

basis:
will

with

regulate

on an

competitive

other

firms

far

could, if there are only

Facilities facing retirement with or witho%t a trading
program

for current

would

allocation

equity-

facility
.

be motivated

anyway,

is closed.

to acquire

for it could

policed

This phenomenon

by competitors

allocation;

a share

be sold once the
is described.

further in section 3.4, and its possibility

should

be

at the time of initial share

firms have a vested interest in ensuring

that their competitors

allocation:

in effect,
right -

allocations

better than any government

-inlet

at the point of share

polluting

so many shares to go around.

advanced.

create

intra-sector

stakeholder

pressures,

receive an

has more

problems

’

control technologies.

is done in the political

industry

that is,

relative to total industry
but one

prevent

is-likely to result. This u.nderscores the importance

formula.

within sectors will need to be alerted

to some potential

This could

with a potential

of conducting

might allocate

Performance.
This formula helps
between plants of different sizes.
Competitors

allocation

might

input formula;

This way, if identical

allocation,

sulphur

grandfathering

and each of these

for’instance,

of a sulphur

For this
might be

only on the basis of

limit.

rewarding

point sources through

‘performance

sectors might choose a different allocation
on the basis

coupons

This fear of condoning

available

among its own sectors

(sour gas, tar sands, refineries),
The sour gas industry,

profit by

earlier:

often cited as a very basic problem’with

industry,

its share.allocation

years

emission

slow to adopt pollution

/

standards.”
r

and could

historical fuel use

such

“new

with
would

based on-a standard

be a&gned

the inadvertent

emissions,

rate/Btu, or some criterion of

practice

compared

companies

those few that do not meet the standard

that allowable
Stakeholders

control

making the same retrofits made by their clean and

the

in section

The dirtiest

receive a very large allocation

for

through

pollution

by being under-allocated

their competitors.

a predetermined

perhaps

made

ahead of their time, would, in effect, be

don’t

profit unfairly

from a

closure.
l

Polluters

could,

allocation,

boost their SO2 emissions

their historical

in anticipation

.average

share

to increase

and therefore

the size of

RECOMMENDATION
distributed

their allocation,

according

could

set tar.

to profit from coupon
sales. This
/
be prevented
by counting
several years

backward

from the date of announcement

trading system, or by choosing
mechanism..
l

of the

of the

a different allocation
,

by government
to the formula

RECOMMENbATION
should

be in place

management

In some sectors,

emitters

spectrum

not be dealt-with

might

historical-average

at extreme-ends

allocation:

fairly
the

of the

alioca tion

by an

preferably

cleanest

$9: ’ Shares

20:

should

be

to existing point sources
determined

by each

An appeal mechanism

so that government

or the

body can refer appeals of initial share
decisions

to a specified‘

one that already exists.
..

reguia tor,
,*

’
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Figure 1. SO; Emission Trading Share Allocation

2.6% non-program sources

5% of program cap goes to the-government

emissions cap
of x million
tonnes per
annum

.

program cap

1.5% metal smelting’

L
the remaining
95% of the
program cap is
divided among
existing
sectors, in
proporhon to
their historical
share of
emisssions

20% electric power generation

14.4%petroleum processes
\

7.6% stationary fuel combustion

3.9% other

‘These sectoral percentages are illustrative only
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Citizens

should have access to this process, and a

statute of limitations

on appeals

would be needed.

regulations,

the auction

represents

an additional

cost to that which they have already borne to obtain
the right to emit.

Some participants

would

able to recover such incremental-costs
term due to the commodity

2.3 Alternative Share
Di.stribution Mechanisms
_ The Acid
share

Deposition

Group’s

distribution,

recomm-ended
because
predictable

described

on the

it seems

basis

form .of
is

of its equity,

and

mechanism:

and most

all players will

much the. same after the allocation

before it. It offers a greater degree of certainty

and

than

and

provides

an opportunity

allocation

schemes,

to design a system that is

more fair than simply selling to the highest
as an auction allocation

would do.

share distribution

share auction.

If there is no capreduction,

better off with an emissions
as valuation

of

an auction

distribution

bidder,

and it provides
of its resource.
pollution

to

it has the benefit of ease,

compensation

to society for the rent

market easier for newcomers

Still, there are problems

in the year

is made.

associated

with a share

reduction

of capital

available

to point sources

decrease

emissions

(although

there is no way to be

to

sure that the money would otherwise

be directed

to

environmental

collected

by

protection):
produces

money

no environmental

benefit

for more social

closures

or layoffs.

disruption

due to plant

Closure or layoffs may result if

a plant faces financial

pressure

because

it must

now pay to emit, where before, that privilege

emission

less

l

emissions

certainty

additional
have

21:

allocation.

for existing

of pollution

emitters

should

of one tonne

of Se,

Upon

that c_oupon is

RECOMMENDATION

22:

annually’

incurred

costs

CONTROLLING ACID DEPOSITION

Coupons

to program

proportion

to their

accordance

with the schedule

share

For example,

place, participants
coupon;

in

and

in

predetermined

environmental

to

goal.

schedule

were in

would know that in the first year

one share entitles a holder to one

but in the fifth year, it wquld entitle a holder,

to 0.85 coupon;
value

be

holdings

if a cap reduction

of the program,

should

participants

and in the tenth year,-0.75 coupon.

would effect such a change

by altering

accordance
reduction

with

the

share

the

in coupon

dividend

established

rate

in

emission

schedule.
-

RECOMMENDATION

23:

attach to each coupon

issue an administrative

to cover regulatory

The regulator
and reporting

should
fee

costs.

as to the
The fee would varyfrom

permits.

costs to existing emitters.

already

A “coupon”

“retired’: and is no longer valid.

sufficient
availability

is

represenTa permit to emit one tonne of SO2

had

been free of cost; or if the source does not get the

l

resources

2.4 Allocation of
Coupons

Regulators

potential

necessary

charge system, insofar

atmospheric

achieve the established

unless it is so targeted.
l

be

concerned.

distributed

auction:

government

shares

society would

It may also make entry to the SO2

in which the initial share allocation

l

to a

’

of shares is an alternative

by formula:

is preferable

Otherwise,

RECOMMENDATlON
However,

If there is a scheduled

cap reduction,

shoutd be auctioned.

I

as

security

do other

.in the near

nature of their business.

There is a caveat, however.

above,

the least disruptive

allocation

be pretty

preferred

not be

year to year.

Since emitters

to meet

existing

17
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override any other action in a trading program, with

-2.5 Outstanding Issues
Relating to Share and
Coupon Allocation
,tssues

surrounding

outstanding.

Neither

property

rights

or without

environmental
monitoring
remain

presently

decision
right.

hold.

A recent

stated that a coupon
Canadian

legat opinions

U.S. court

was not a property
are needed,

but

Property rights, where they do exist, inevitably
deemed

environmental
this trading

has developed
actions

necessary

protection.
program,

the Acid

Deposition

of

Group

of

performance

and enforcement

requirements

and

rules are in place, may

be irrelevant for the purposes

of this exercise.

Industry

might favour property

investments
and

in pollution

coupons

government.

from

rights to protect its

control,
unfair

Such -protection

emission

shares,

.confiscation

by

can be assured

by

RECOMMENDA

TION ’ 24:

Group recommends

The Acid

Deposition

further examin; tion of property

rights and other legalandjurisdictional

implicati~x

of share and coupon issue.

emitters’

protection;
Such

and

the design

many rules,constraining
in Chapter/4.

carry

for societal

Through

to ensure environmental

are outlined

Thus the outcome

rights, as long as strong

other means.

were not within the purview of this study.

, constraints

rights.”

shares ,nor coupons\should

represent any more of a legal right to emit than point
sources

‘property

legal studies on property

rules

these
would

/

.

18
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’ RECOMMENDATION
exception

25:

Shares,

with

of those held by government,

transferable;

‘environmental

the

goal will have been reached,

is the objective

should be

number

that is, they can be-sold.

of this program.

of trades

will

involve

values and potential economic
RECOMMENDATION
transferable

26:

A coupon

should

be
RECOMMENDATION

(it can be sold), and it should be valid

coupons

until used (it cab be “banked” for later use or sale).

should

27:

which

Even a small

significant
efficiency
,

dollar
gains.

Sales of shares

be registered

with

and

a central

regulator after the trade has been made.
A point source cquld use its allocated
\

offset emissions,
legislated

reduction

Alternatively,
i

reducing

advance

emissions

schedule

emissions

to other

coupons

would

point

Trades

in step with a
in

thus freeing coupons

be attractive

Purchase

to an individual

of

requirement

management

are

schedule,

still trade coupons
abatement

program

sources

expensive.

are

for which

provinces

cap

participants

will

controls

purchase

the pollution

Act),

impact
(as is the

may become the case for all
such

Environmental

activities

input.

are already

Pre-approval

of share

the siting and

of facility construction

would, in these casesbe

on the

pre-approval

as a means to influence

specifications

such that

focused

and

Group’s

and construction

under the new Canadian

subject to stakeholder

or expansion

unnecessary.

are least
RECOMMENDATION

This effect in stable emission sc’enarios

will be accelerated

by the entry of newcomers

done of existing

to

stakeholder

market.

28: Further study should be

and nec&sary

mechanigms

for

input into the siting and specifications

of facilifylconstruction

and expansion,

basis, while

RECOMMENDATION

29s Anyone should be able

goal.

to buy

sale and purchase ensures that abatement

investments

are made on a least-cost

meeting

the overall

scenario

requiring

scheduled

cap

environmental

remedial

In stable emission

volume

will

marginal

differences

be smaller

and

in operating

use of existing

as

the

‘as

there

cap

will

situations,

more efficient

In a

related

to

from

the market;

l

government

anyone

but

should be able to buy shares.

This has benefits in the following

the trading

costs, resulting in

facilities.

is not

be many
mostly

coupons

government

action and, therefore,

reductions,

trades.

long

in the

among themselves,.

investments

emission

Coupon

of existing facilities
and regulatory

require

requirements

If modification

case in Alberta,

for emission

no reductions

Deposition

on performance

Chapter 4) are not adopted.

Assessment

there

if the -Acid

might

(described.in

assessment

reduction.
Where

coupons

of new point sources require environmental

point

source or firm if the coupon price were less than the
cost of the upcoming

banked

recommendations

or in volumes

sources.

involving

pre-approval

be reduced

schedule,

greater than those required,
for sale

to

if necessary.

could

of the legislated

coupons

and environmental
r
management flexibility;

areas:
groups would have
..

Either way,

exceeded,

the
/’
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l

stockbrokers

and

commodity

exchanges

3.2 Banking

could

offer futures markets and facilitate. sales; and

_

RECOMMENDAhON
l

pollution
the

abatement

companies

of both

technology

pace

emission

reductions.

could

innovation

trading

and

Pure Air,
Air

and

at a customer’s

compliance.

additional

to bring

Noxso,

its

Banking has the following

at

l

prevention

excess

coupons

to sulphur

coupons

as necessary

requirements.
reasonable

New fac@es
to meet

Whereas
expectation

and/or

have to

pay for the use of the resource, new entrants would
have to pay for the privilege
Most historic participants
their emissions
thereby
construction
decreasing

of emitting.

creating

should be-able to reduce

more

“headroom”

of new facilities.
use of existing

would also liberate emission

levels,
for

Plant retirements

the
and

point sources over time
allowances

provision

,

of pronounced
of flexibility

targets

Such price

business

cycles,

in meeting

or in phasing

emission

out

polluting

acceleration

for use by

of emission-abatement

measures.

Where the program calls for a reduction
banking can provide an incentive

in the cap,

to a firm to invest

in~pollution control earlier rather than later, and thus
accumulate

surplus coupons

likely. to be a higher
encourages

trading

program

would
lead

Banking

thereby

in the

U.S. lead-in-gasoline

forced

reductions

earlier

-than

otherwise% have been the case: because
permit

scheduled
more

to sell later at ~what is

price.

over-control.
banking

stringent

came

was

reduction

less

valuable

lead

to the

of 0.1 gram-per-gallon
emitters

earlier than required

unspent

allowances

allowed

refiners to smooth

standard.

prior

a

than it would become after the

standard

into effect,

reductions

new entrants.s

before they expire.

accommodation

Allowing

well below their allowance

near the end of a

end of each quarter..

l

had a

that they wouldn’t

occur

substances;

their operating

existing’emitters

otherwise

could leadto higher emission levels at the

, reduction

that will

shares

woutd

instability

system (Reisch

3.1 New Entrants.to the
Market ~shoulcj have to acquire

in the price of coupons,

but will offer

and

emit S@

of instability

benefits:

period as coupon. holders attempt to unload

l

30:

any broker should

know where to find banked coupons.

which

in nitrous oxide in addjtion

RECOMMENDATlON

on commodity

trading

to do much

-1992).

and with regulators;

offered

firm,

reductions

sorbent
,
’

schedule

into

a Pittsburgh-based

using a chemical

by firms

Banked coupons

for sale might be formally registered

for

customers

the same,

15 a later period.

use-them later in the reduction

exchanges

to save

to meet

allowances

proposes
dioxide

planningto

should ‘be

a company

might be held informally

or in a facility expansion.

reduction

It will sell excess a/Iowan&

to itself

,

of

Chemicals,

and guarantee

its own profit, or purchase

“Banking”

enable

from one period, carry them over,

Banked coupons

site. Pure Air would own

and operate the installation
targets.

a joint j venture
dioxide

equipment

a loss

unused coufi&s

suppliers are

sulphur

to install

31:

This wo&d

and apply them to emissions

Products

proposes

reduction

and

advantage of the market

now to.take

schemes.

Mitsubishi

allowed.

For example:

Some @ollution-aba tement equipment
manoeuvring

accelerate

/

made

emission

and banked

for later use or sale.
implementation

their

Banking
of the

It saved US$225 million, or 20 percent of

a See Elman 1990, for.more information.
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the cost to refiners of the phase-down

rule(NERA

of their use and requiring
may also be necessary

1991).
Without

provision

for banking,

they were wasting

emitters

their coupon

might feel

allocation

if they

number

coupons

extra incentive

reduce the confidence

reduction

of trading transaction

identify surpluses

for sale. The “bank” would be the

place where prospective
look for allowances.
more available

costs by helping to

purchasers

would start to

Banked. surpluses

than informally-held

should be

their

deposits

1992:42-44).

will

facilitation

of emission

for environmental

reductions

be safely

in cases where,

the environmental

have resulted

banked

reductions,

standards
California

would

of the supply

increase

if a coupon or share

incentive

of coupons

coupon

benefits that

from firms advancing

their

of banked coupons.

In the U.S., some firms feared that if they identified

ability to bank, emitters would not reduce emissions

reduction

(CCME

control schedules.

and the number of point sources few. Without the

buyer could not be found immediately.
l

held

surpluses.

reasons, trading zones are small

beyond the legal requirement

of surpluses

on use could discourage

At the extreme, is confiscation
l

by measures that

of depositors

Restrictions

banking, preventing
would

It

that can be used in

However, banking is undermined

to emit.

of use.

areas.

didn’t emit to their full limit, and would thereby have

that
l

of banked

particular

pre;approval

to set an annual cap on the

regulators

to eliminate
regulator

permits

from

would

~them, and

decided

shut-down

tighten

in 1990,

to devalue

plants

a

banked

by 80 percent

(NERA 1991:40).
by banking

price, thus increasing

the

RECOMMENDATION
not be confiscated

32:

Banked

coupons

must

or devalued.

to reduce emissions.

An argument against banking is that, although there
is environmental
ecological

benefit

damage

for the banked

could

release of banked

coupons.

true

oxides,

for nitrogen

period,

result from a sustained
The same would
but

be

investment

The additional
by a maximum

environmental

controls

envisaged

hourly emission rate for each facility

(as recommended

in Section4)

would put an upper

limit on the number of tonnes emitted from a given
thus preventing

A maximum
emissions

such a sustained

hourly emission

facility-specific

cap.

rate would

This

defines

-release.
act as a

a limit

from a firm that might be banking,

providing,

some

protection.
relied

Futures markets, or hedging,

upon,

assurance

Ambient
and

strengthened

provide environmental
If,such an emission-rate
be appropriate

on
thus

of environmental

standards

should

also be

if necessary,

to

protection.
were not developed,

restricting

risk.

In the case

coupon

market,

decided

to invest

program

shares and coupons,

it may

the timing and location

participants,

in either

emission

are exposed

Chicago

that

risk. This

and

having
control

or

to the risk that

will rise or fall in a

manner that was unanticipated.
eliminates

thus reducing

of the share

the price of shares and coupons

A.futures

is a service

market
that the

Board of Trade has offered to buyers and

sellers of SO2 emission

allowances

(Major 1992).

This process of buyers and sellers coming together
in a centralized

marketplace

to bid and barter also

results in price discovery.
RECOhfMENDATION

instead to attach rules to the use of

banked coupons,

allow investors to lock

into a future price for a commodity,

not greenhouse

gases9

facility,

3.3 Futures Markets

coupons
affect’

33:

may accelerate
the

introduction

_*
A futures
trading

environmental

goal.

of this service

for investors

for

market

and should

not

However,
will result

’ NERA (1992) notes and responds 10 additional perceived problems with banking (p.104).
.,
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from

the desires

participants,

and

requirements

and so government

of program

does not have to

design this into the trading program.

might result from emission

reduction,

establish

the

the

level

soon-to-be-retired.

RECOMMENDATION
should

This incentive

coupons.

environmental

benefit,

given

existing

point.

sources

although

some should be.

owners

and operators- of older, dirtier plants,

prolonged
newer

are treated

economic

facility

burden

stringent

favourably

for

facilities.

signals

Older

with

and

facilities

direction

that

should

hindered,

as it is now.

be shut

very,

‘be facilitated

down

this
rather

is’s

the transition

to newer technology

or

it might well be invested

in

sector.-

if those

stations

were

going

provided

to retire

anyway,

without the incentive

coupon

sale, giving retiring point sources the right-

to sell coupons

Fifty percent

keeps emjssion

by-share or

levels where they

The environment

dp
2.2).

reductions

at greater

does

efficiensies,

airshed

provision

in the Canada/US.

such

straddles

trading

wilt

to

implementing

be complicated,

program.

’

RECOMMENDATION
be restricted
International

’

and

should not‘be allowed to hold up implementation
the Canadian

of

/

35: Emission trading should

td Canada

for the

time

being.

trading should be examined

of the Canadian

program

once all

are working

smoothly.
Common rules and penalties
&se,

will be helpful

and might be considered

the “coupon/shares”
~adeparture

terminology

in that

no-w. For example,
in this proposal

is

from the U.S. system, and could inhibit
trades,

of existing

disruption

that

although

some think this will

In terregiona’l

RECOMMEiDA

T/ON 36:

trading

be restricted

should

shared airsheds.

to trades

eksion
involving

\

lo The 1992 NERA study, at the top of page 42, describes this scenario in the U.S., where the allocatbn was rate-based, not tonne-based,
exacerbating the effect.
-
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’

There is

Acid Rain Accord

However,

trading.

Canada/US.

the border.

where

alone, as

in section 1.3. But if socioeconomic
as the number

econo‘inic

greater

trades should be encouraged

a shared
allow

will benefit the

mean more trades and therefore

not be an obstacle.

emitters, or the amount of economic

that can be done

Since more sources in the

environment.

program

international

criteria

in Canada

Canadian

in a conventional

if the cap is set on ecological

deposition

reductions

This is prevented

regime it might have.

such

have a

(see section

in the US., so anything

regulatory

considerations,

firms

that their competitors

of sulphate

not benefit in this case, although

recommended

allocation;

at

to hasten U.S. emission

aspects

were before the closure.”

by competitors

than

Also, the capital generated

although

is

3.5 Interregional Trabing

international

For a strong

environment,

site dean-up,

However,

an

to owners of older

would

could facilitate
an unrelated

a

and shares can change

provided

healthy

the time of initial ‘share

originates

standards.“.

sooner than they might be otherwise.
economy

incur

compliance

sell coupons

the economic

but

because

would

“new source performance

The ability’to

to

by existing

of older facilities

replacement

be policed

not profit unfairly from a closure

have the effect of encouraging

operation

and closures

at the time caps

,

want to give the right signals

which

about

retired,

should

regulations

expansions

vested interest in ensuring

at present,

are not being

and forecast

This tendencyshouid

have

Society

these facilities

\

source

would

that,

the

are set and initial shares allocated.

be able to close down and sell its shares

and/or

;

34: - Any emission

then

In that case, information

needed and must be considered

_ 3.4 RetiringmStations ,

are used to

cap,

station does make a difference

to share allocation.
planned

of
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Both the federal government

3.6 Interpollutant Trading
RECOMMENDATION
addresses

37:

If interpollutant

the environmental

considered,

problem,

trading

it should be

but not until So2 trading

is working

extensive

submissions,

economic

instruments

h0ardin.g of coupons
the approaches,

through

by industry

RECOMMENDATION
the smooth

38: Competition

operation

of the trading

and

described

as interventionist,

investments

Group is that

these terms, the value

legislation
design

will addr&s
responses

anti-competitive

abuses,

and so

to the possibility

actions should &-be

coupons

undertaken

future

considered
addressed

it will be able to .affordably

on the market at a later date, it
to hoard surplus coupons
needs.”

long as banking
following

in emissions

industry

reasons,

is allowed,

hoarding

a concern
in program

to meet

This is a possibility

of coupons

as

but for the

should

not

‘to the extent

that

in

reduction,

to make
but under

of their investment

could

On the volume

or frequency

of trading:

a lack of

trading activity is fine if it is due to behaviour

may be inclined
possible

hoarding

Under the terms

drop to zero.

firms.
If a firm is not %re

a

of

at this time.

acquire

creating

to prevent

CCME wants

expectation
existing

and

by CCME, industry would never accept

emission .trading.

However, the

specific

their solutions are seen

to trade or invest in new technology.

mgnipula tion should not be tolerated.
of the Acid Deposition

_

CCME

to the belief that market

Such rules are not needed

market

None of

let alone necessary.

the real estate market, for example.

is crticial to

onhow

in the view of the Acid Deposition

seems to have defaulted

disjncentive

respective

papers,

might be proscribed.

forces would not work -all

3.f Preventing
Transparency
hoblems
/

their

discussion

Group, is satisfactory,

well.

and the CCME made

be
it is

bank

coupons

reductions,

in anticipation

resulting

benefit even though

of future

in immediate

of certain

facilities

emissions

at facilities

there was..no trade.‘*
more

and
cap

environmental

may be that firms are trading internally,
efficiently

It also

making use
or reducing

where the marginal

cost of

control is lowest: Again, the cap would be met, but
at lower economic

design:

within

Firms might try to reduce -emissions

cost than would have been the

case without a trading program.
l

To some extent, coupon markets are self-regulating
against the hoarding
that are withheld

tendency:

from the market, the greater their

price will be and the greater
withholding.
price
,

higher
would

If hoarding

of allowances-

the implicit

did begin

would

opportunities

cost of

to occur,

respond

levels and the incentive
become

However,

the more coupons

to’sell

because of cumbersome
buyers

indication

to

example,

even more compelling,

as greater

would develop for reducing

costs.

The

anti-competitive

exchanges,

the

rules

Anti-Combines

Federal Competition
iand effective

of the

enough

Act,

and

the

Bureau may be strong enough
to curb potential

not, there may have to be specific

abuses.

control

is an

market.

emission

For
trading’

for “big .prizes”,

gains were outweighed

burden

problem

trading

the

firms were only trading

biggest

was

of the trading. rules.
that’,trading

on top of all the command

rules,

requirement
If

with

since the smaller efficiency

superimposed

is reduced

rules or an inability to find

then-reduced

of problems

by the administrative

mercantile

of trading

in the early American

programs,

allowances

The
l

for coupons,

the

by rising

if the volume

and

there

was

was
and

a pre-approval

that took up to six months.

Therefore,

only big trades were worth the transaction

costs

ruies built in.

” A firm could also buy coupons on the futures market, were such a service offered.
l2 The environmental benefits of banking were described in section 3.2.
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(NERA

1991:39-42).

reduction

efforts

economic

This

with

both

Massachusetts,

environmental

and

in the Midwest,

signal

10 years)

have taken

would

in

The pace of such trading has picked up
driven by publicity

It is expected

play a role in bringing
market and in bringing

fill

of brokers
some
would

establishing

this

trading

nature
and

will

but would

to

and be prepared

to

any market weaknesses

if this becomes

RECOMMENDATION

39: The federal Department

of the Environment

Environmental

Protection

to answer questions about operation

Transparency
for effective

a role in
have

will auction annually, on behalf ofthe
a small ‘number

It also plans to create a futures .

market in SQ credits (see section 3.3).

which

requirements.

not have to assume
capability,

to the

exchanges,

transparency

The Exchange
of SO2 credits.

is needed.
lead

necessary.

to the U.S. SO2

buyers and sellers-together.
Agency,

may be a

transparency

by their

Government

address

Board of Trade will

transparency

Reduced

monitor program effectiveness

about the Clean Air Act.

that the Chicago

forces

emergence

Maine,
place

control.

that increased

Market

.

and New Jersey, but most (about

100 in the past
California.

monopoly

that emission

benefits were not being undertaken.

A few offset trades occurred

recently,

meant

behaviour
’

focusing

should solicit specific proposals

in the market,
on the adequacy

of the market,

and market

liquidity,

of existing tools.

is important when it comes to testing
operation

of the market and preventing

/
-

I

,
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RECOMMENDATION
emitted

40:

must be accompanied

SO2 emission

facility-specific

conditions

specified

Permit,

by retirement

operating

of a

depending

and

such,

sources,
cannot

but these are models
be relied

upon

and,! as

completely

outcomes.

to

guarantee

actual

mechanisms

should be used if despite compliance

The following

with the cap and the maximum
rates, unanticipated

hourly

emission

local ambient problems

43. I- ---The Minister could intercede

on the jurisdiction),’

through- discussions
hourly

terms

’ multiple

arise.

in their Licence to Operate (or

and local stakeholders.
maximum

of SO2

41: All program participants

.wiN have

developed

tonne

coupon.

RECOMMENDATION

their

Every

with government

This will’include

emission

health and environmental

a defined

rate limit,

criteria.

based

on

performance

rates) specified in a Licence to Operate are causing
unanticipated
concerns.

’

when licensed

limits (e.g., maximum hourly emission
environmental
The Ministe:

and/or human health

would

initiate

a licence

review and revision to correct the problem.
Tha, maximum
concerns

hourly rate is designed

to-address

related to acute,, short-term

might arise,‘ usually
due to emissions

impacts that

on a local geographic

from a specific facility.

to ensure that-under

normal operating

basis

It is meant.
conditions,

a plant w,ill not be allowed to risk non-attainment
desired

local ambient air quality.

,.

of

43.2 Operators in a given area could cooperatively
develop a course of action to address
air quality

problem

practices

or developing

cooperative

by adjusting
and

rate should
methods

be derived
approved

Environment

‘--

modelling

The maximum

by dispersion
by

to ensure

hourly ground
quality

42:

the

response strategy.

level concentration

objectives

are

not

of the
maximum

and ambient air
exceeded.

The

work should take into account other area

sources so that thecumula

tive impact of all facilities

multiple

knowledge

local‘sources

when designing

of the interactions

,. 43.3 Enforcement provisions in most jurisdictions
in Canada would allow the government to is&e a
stop order or control order, which either shuts down
a facility if it is causing immediate
corrective
frame.

action to be taken in a specified

This could involve specifying

modify

its maximum

must be taken into account
programs

43.4

The public

a tool to assist

an investigation
specific
conditions.

I

,

emission

rate.

would be one

facility

if th.ere is concern
or regional

regarding

a

environmental

This is the casejn Alberta:

In provinces

does not exist, it should

43: Models can be used as

in predicting

CONTROLLING ACID DEPOSITION
..

hourly

time

that a plant

should have the ability .to initiate

where such a mechanism
RECOMMENDATION

risk, or specifies

of

maximum hourly emission limits

facilities.

in the

of S&K

of ambient air limits
\
such trigger for this action.

ambient ‘air monitoring

and in establishing
for individual

Such mechanisms

Exceedence

in an area is considered.
Best available

a

hourly

modelling

Minister

that applicable

implementing

are currently employed. in some jurisdictions
event of ambient exceedences

RECOMMENDATiON

an ambient

thelr operating

the, behaviour

of

\

25
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5. x,

..

be put

in pl&e

before

a, trading

program

is

implemented.

RECOMMENDATION

..

RECOMMENDATIOY

44: Under all circumstances,

a facility must com,pl$ with its licensed
terms and conditions,
rate, regardless
The maximum

including

operating

emitted

(24 hours x

maximum

thereby’

the annual

hourly

rate)

and

maximum

/

coupons &one facility, andserve

to limit a facility’s

use of banked coupons

that will not damage
exceedence
appropriate

26

‘.

occurs,

local

environments.

it should be investigated

applicable
recovery

and

by- the

for example
faciliti&,

stack
should

to the Terms and

to Operate.

should

limits

include
daily

Conditions
percent
or. annual

emission rates.

Percent sulphur

recovery

envi<onmental

rationale:

’ available

to a level

for new
according

of /he Licence

no longer

amount emitted. -This would prevent concentration
of use of em&ion

parameters
to apply

performance

necessary

design

sulphur

hourly rate has the effect of placing

as deemed

of the Environment,

Conditions

of,its coupon or share ,holdings.

Other

Minister
continue

its maximum ho&y

a limit on the daily-amount

sp’ecificaiibns

45:

technology,

environmental

limits were not based on
they

were

based

-~

on,.

and this is what created local

problems.

If an
and

/’

action taken.
.

.

,

,
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CHAPTER

-RECOMMENDATION

5

46: Program

should measure the concentration

RECOMMENDATION

participants

of So;! in the flue

52: Coupon/share

holders

should report the tonnes emitted and the status of

gas and the volume of flue gas emitted to determine

their coupon and share holdings

quarterly,

using a

total tonnes of SO:! emitted at a given source over

specified form; one example is illustrated in Figure 2.

time.
‘RECOMMENDATION
measurement
according

47:

The

should be specified

method

of

by the regulator

to the Air Quality Monitoring

Directive

RECOMMENDATION

53:

ownership

or coupons

of shares

registered

with the appropriate

administrative
transaction.

RECOMMENDATION
be conducted
Licence

inspectors.

response.
complaints

would

and

coupons

of

hourly rate
trigger

an

be conducted
independent

RECOMMENDATION

49: All

calibration

equipment,

should

participants

data
be

Environment
the proponent

conclusion

provided

monitoring

data,

retained

transferred

The Minister

of the
data from

agency for

the p,urpose of verifying reported

terms of any

specific arrangement

should be kept confidential.

RECOMMENDATION

54: The government

reserve the rig#t to make.general
for program

participants

as necessary

assist in the functioning

of an effective market.

RECOMMENDATION

55:

commodity

should be precluded

involvement

exchanges

The Minister

no prior notice, to ensure compliance
falsification.
punishable

to

Neither

brokers

of data

should

CONTROLLING ACID DEPOSITION

nor
from

56: Further study should be .

determine

is currenriy

what

in place,

monitoring

what is available

and what monitoring

would be necessary

to identify

upgrades

in a trading program.

the quality

of the regulatory

should
and with

of ambient .air is critically

approach

applied.

areas for improvement

independent
It is important
in the ability

to

measure and analyze ambient air quality as part of

with program

to provide

offense.

to

in the market.

and appropriate,

Monitoring

emissions.

audit current and past data, as necessary
Failure

should

price information

important to air quality management,

requirements.

the

The commercial

conducted

or any other government

51:

on the

and the price ‘at which

RECOMMEh!DATiON

by program

should request production

RECOMMENDATION

of a

should include the number of shares or

equipment
50:

or

for measurement

for at least five calendar years.

RECOMMENDATION

government

of

or violation of ambient standards.

including

be

transaction occurred.

available

enforcement

also

randomly,

in

should

on the province,

days following

The information

change

by Ministry

would

appropriate

Audits

occasionally

in the

and should be subject

and investigation

standard

investigation--and

transaction

to Ministry

Violation of the maximum

ambient

should

specified

according

requirements,

to on-site observation
and

Stack surveys

at a frequency

to Operate,

Environment

48:

agency, depending

within two business

issued by the Minister of the Environment.

Any

data

or

be considered

a

an effective
Monitoring
form

air quality
of,ambient

of continuous

management

program.

air quality typically
measurement

takes the

equipment

27
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Figure 2. Example of a Repotting Form
CREDITS
Ending coupon balance, previous quarter

(cl 1

41 .o

(a

69.3

[from line nl of last qtjarterly report]
Coupon allocation based on shares held
(396 shares x 0.1 75couporMuniVquarter)
[attach copy of form Xl if any shares
purchased or sold during quarter]
Coupons purchased
[attach form X2 for each purchase]
Total credits (cl+ c2 + c3)

(c3)

0,

(c4)

110.3

(dl)

56.7

_’

r
I

DEBITS
Total SO2 emissions during quarter (in tonnes)
[attach form X3 for each registered source]
Coupons sold
[attach copy of purchaser’s
for each sale]
,

’
(W

_

25.0

form X2

Total debits (dl+ d2)

NET POSITION

(W

81.7

(nl)

28.6

-.

Ending coupon balance (c4 - d3)
[attach penalty form X4 if balance is less
than zero]
/
Source: from Nichols and Harrison, 1990 (cited in NERA 1992).
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located

at sites approved

programs

generally

compliance
maximum
within

ambient

recognition
ambient

have been designed

of individual

a given

facilities

jurisdiction.

that current

could

approach

to test for

is a growing

used to monitor

be better

applied

were taken to monitoring

if a
on

a regional basis rather than a facility- specific basis.
In addition,

given

that

the data

CONTROLLING ACID DEPOSITION

captured
improve

electronically,

there is the potential

the way data are managed

to

and used to

support decision-making.

or objectives

There

resources

The

with established

air standards

air quality

coordinated

by the regulators.

RECOMMENDATION
,ambient

in the scope
emis&on

57:

lmprovemen

air quality monitoring
of work required

trading

program

desired environmenta/

ts in

should be included
to ensure

will achieve

that ‘an
society’s

objectives.

are generally

29

CHAPTER

RECOMMENDATION

58:

6

thirty calendar
imbalance,

holdings

allow at the

quarter, the facility should have

days following

to acquire coupons

\

If a facility has emitted

more tonnes than its coupon
end of any calendar

,

the end of the quarter

equivalent

to the amount of the

such that its actual

emissions

are at

least equal to its coupon holdings.
RECOMMENDATION
following

59: If an imbalance

this thirty-day pkriod,

tonne13 and a requirement
ratio of two coupons

should

be imposed

and ati Enforcement

Order

issued,

which

lead to prosecution.

Fines

should be used in a man&r
the relevant jurisdiction,
Group recommends
directed

remains

to retire coupons

at a

should

to be determined

but the Acid

by

Deposition

that revenue from fines not be

to general revenues.

RECOMMENDA

a fine of $2500 per

could

include

under legislation

TJbN 60: The Enforcement
any other provisions

Order

as specified

(such as a control order or itop

order).

for each tonne in ,exceedence

13. A fine of $2500 per tonne is the level of the U.S. So2 fine, which should be consistent with the Canadian fine for FTA/NAFTA reasons,
especially-if international and interpollutant trading are eventually allowed.
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. CHAPTER 7
NEXT STEPS
The Acid Deposition
refinement

Group recognizes

of its

proposed

that further

emission

program and resolution of some outstanding
policy

issues

regarding

best achieved

through

Therefore,

discussion

public

trading,

broad public

the context of possible
region.

emission

non-government

trading

Stakeholders

will be

concept

discussion.in

implementation

the

in a specific

are

regarding

61: Public

implementation

applied

discussions

included
trading.

further.

to addressing

sustainable

familiar
The

ARTEE

the
has

approaches

environmental

progress

with

interest in exploring

that market-based

and environmental

’ of a demonstration

which

as emission

becoming

opportunity

way of making
RECOMMENDATION

such

and there is general

recommended

the Group recommends:

organizations,

of tools

be

issues as a

from both an economic

perspective,

consistent

with

development.

project for SOz emission trading in Canada should
be initiated.

l

_- ’

Alberta

has

(approximately.

\

enough

SO2

290) with

significant

outlined in this report

costs of emission

should

point for such public

trading has a good chance of success

be used as a starting
The Group recognizes

the’public

that the outcome of

debate could be a recommendation

emission

trading

should

Alberta is particularly
a demonstration

yet.

as an area for

project for the following

abatement

reasons:

l

Emission
been

trading

includes
ongoing

a Clean Air Strategy, which

a management

process

multi-stakeholder

to air quality.
required

to support

decision-making

This process supports

related

the decisions

to make emission trading work, including

cap setting and management.
l

The

Alberta

Enhancement
provision

that

Environment
Y economic
including
l

the

Act

has

empowers

to make

instruments

Protection

included
the

and

use of various

for environmental

of the
forms

of

protection,

emission trading.

Alberta

Round

Table

Economy

(ARTEE)

has

workshops

with

industry,

in North America
only

typically

in situations

remedial action is required.
to demonstrate

significant

remedial

sponsored
government,

and

several

where
emission

provides

the flexibility

innovative

for participants

and more cost-effective

of trading

proactive

use

goals to be set and
to seek

actions.

and size of financial

While
benefits

might be lessened under these circumstances,
realized

that significant

regulatory

to maintaining

the current

programs.

RECOMMENDATION

62: This report

emission trading might be used to addrek
deposition

it is

cost savings could still be

in comparison

used as a basis for national discussion
on Environment

has

Alberta has

how

action, through

of a tool that allows explicit

expected

an enabling
Minister

in reducing

trading might be used to prevent the need for such

volume

Environmental

in ’

that emission

costs.

undertaken

significant

an opportunity
Alberta has developed

control to suggest

that

not be implemented

well-positioned

upcoming

sources
variance

The design recommendations
debate.

l

point

should

be

as to how
the acid

problem.

and

,
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SO2 ABATEMENT MECHANISM ASSESSMENT: A Comparison
Emission Trading,‘Emission Charges, and the Status Quo
1 .I 6isadvantages’

1. Traditional Regulatibn
Governments
“command

have

traditiona.lly

and control”

the central
pollution

control

traditional

instructs

to issue

standards.,

model,

its

l

uniform

. Under

rule

would

require

all

separate,

a rule

enterprise...A
approach

plants

different,

goal,

such

4, uniform

approach

theoretically

performance

and

requiring

performance
.ieaves

specifitially

methods

standard

is insensitive

opportunities
every

emissions

In practice,

plant

different

could be achieved
control

however,

more

less. la

or

to meet the

Technology-based

regulations

have

typically

required

the installation

of end-of-the-pipe

devices,

mechanisms

that

treat

control

or scrub

the

as they are emitted from the plant or as

technology

sites. This discourages

in efficient use of resources because

have no incentive

to conserve

emissions,

once

fuels, or

the control

is in place.

l

The technology-based
far more stringent
existing

l

approach

controls

tends to result in

on new plants than on

plants.

Wasting

pollution

abatement

public opinion against pollution

dollars

could

turn

control.

technology
in the costs

plants;

to ,accomplish
even

than what is necessary

to make

efficient

the performance

to differences

facing

reduction

plants

of control

have often been defitied so

Additionally,

more

in

to the private

that they iequire a specific
plants,

There is no incentive

example,

otherwise’minimize

standard

of a

for most

innovation

cost-effective

improvements

rate.

goal, it has some attributes
incentive.

discourage

for

businesses

the

standards

standards

a

at each site.

scrubbers,

pollutants

or location-specific
as an emissions,

Technology

they are put in disposal

all

to achieve

market-based
performance

some

l

ends of the

some flexibility in the se/&on

technologies~

reduction

in a

for each

less restrictive

standard

a uniform

Because

requires

somewhat

is a performance

performance

and

B&T

and pure market-based

to meet

enterprise

require

determinatjon

that stands between the pure “command

and control”
spectrum

could

case-by-case

to’the costs and benefits of installing

regulations.

eh terprises to employ the same con trot tectinology.
Alternatively,

’

control technology

control technologies.

the

a uniform BACT (best available

technology)

Insensitive
particular

under which

typically

agency

technology-based
control

regulations,

government’

l

employed

of

it still

the same

if the same

total

at less cost by letting
while

others

control’

2.~Emission Charges
A fee can be attached
effectively
is,

forcing the emitter to internalize

incorporate

’ calculations
on society.

to each unit of emissions,

-the

tn, its

own

cost

and

costs that the emissions

Each emitter will reduce

the point that its marginal

-

that

pricing
impose,

emissions

to

costs of control become

as expensive as paying the fee: This point will vary
for each

emitter,

but the aggregate

l4 Dudek 3D. I R. Stewart, and J. Wiener. 1992. “Environmental Policy for Eastern Europe: Technology-Based
Columbia Journalof Environmental Law, 17(1):8-g [to be referred to hereafter as “Dudek et al. 1992”.]

emissions

Versus Market-Based Approaches,”

” Dudek et al. 1992:11-14.
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\

\ reduction

will correspond

to. the size of the fee

l

exacted. l6

Should reduce abatement
burden,

and ease

, “commahd

costs and administrative

implementation

by replacing

and control” rather than adding

to it.

2.1 Design Assumptions’7
2.3. Disadvantages

l

National

program

l

Common charge for all emitters
Option:

l

charge varied according

environmental
valuation

sensitivity,

to each region’s

or to each

region’s

No certainty

1.

of its environment

l

Government

l

Revenue

as to the total quanfity

of emissions,

because:
It is difficult

to anticipate

the response

to the

price of the emission charge.
2.

would collect revenue from charges

There is no emissions
quantity

cap constraining

the total

of emissions.

neutral; that is, offsets other tax

Option: revenue goes to the regions accepting

the

3. “Command

and control” regulations

particular

waste

control

prescribing

technology

have

.been

removed.
* Replaces

existing

-Option:

charge

“command
l

command

Applies

used

and control rules

in addition

makes

ill-suited

and control”

to individual

This

to existing
,’

Retains

current

<Emission

point source emissions

monitoring

monitoring)

and

(Continuous
ambient

-charge

to the acid deposition

a federal cap on emissions
With controls
reduce

l

an emission

Stack

air quality

removed,

emissions

avoiding
uncertain,

problem,

has-been

.

for which

established.

and the only ‘incentive

being

the charge),

particularly

a negative

_

to

one (that is,

the environmental

benefit is

to say the least.

standards
Option:

2.2 Advantages
l

Certainty

over costs to industry.

certainty

Likewise,, there is

basis,

as to the amount of government.revenue

set an emission

be that point sources wouldn’t
this far, why.not

l

Cost

of

pollution

internalized,
consumer,

giving

consumption,
conserve.
globally

is explicitly

The exception
traded

strong

incentives

to

to this is in the case of

commodities,

where the ability to

costs to customers

deal with an emission

charge,

is limited. To

oil companies,

for

could cut costs in other .ways, but could

not add the cost of the charge
Electricity

benefits

a price signal about the cost of

and providing

pass on additional
example,

recognized,

and, in some cases, passed on to the

producers,

to their final price.

on the other hand, could.

aspects

total

charge.

The

only

,

that

be able to sell credits

But, if one were willing to go

go the whole way and capture
the

trading

system’s

the

innovative

provide?
“Command

Option:
combined

and

-with an emission

polluter would be required
a specified
technology,

and would

charge

and

be

system:

a
to

This would

would

could

to reduce emissions
pollution

also be charged

a’s extraordinarily

burdensome,

control”

level, using prescribed

tonne of SO2 emitted.
rightly,

to control

totals on a regional

between this and a trading system would

for emission reduction.

objective.

cap

allocate-allowable

and

, difference

raised by the c,harge, but raising revenue is not an
environmental

S.et a national

emissions,

and
carry

control
for each

be seen; quite
unnecessarily
with

it all the

l6 Dudek et al. 1992:18.
”

used for discussion purposes
_
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problems

associated

control’s”
l

with

“command

emission reduction.

as to where emissions will occur, since

the response

to the charge ‘will be more or less

consistent

across

,environmental
deposition

the

‘country.

disadvantage,
Ambient

is an

as damage from acid

varies regionally,

sensitivity.

This

in accordance

standards

with soil’

could. give some

Opt/OF

Varying

emission

charges

rather than imposing

a standard

would

relative

indicate

emissions

the

national

value

charge,

control

emission

charge.

regime,

charge still provides

as to the -volume
uncertainties

administration

due

to

cross jurisdictional

redistribution

difficult

political

will be

also become

a

rebard

of the external

l

High

risk

charge
enough

exposure

may

becomes

have

apparent
to influence

SO2 reductions

industry

to be revised
behaviour
given

lines.

the emission
upwards

that the charge

natural resource

if it

is not high

to the extent that
In fact, such revision

the uncertain
use.

nature of

In such a scenario,

would have reason to argue that they had

no warning
threat

to establish,

on regional

for industry:

are achieved.

is to be expected,
pricing

politically

emission charges
,/
\

of such a change,

of plant- closure

reason ‘an upward
might be difficult
\

and might pose the

and job 10~s.‘~

revision

there

is no

the environment

environmental

by the

damage

or by the price level that

consumption?

Unp’er a tradable
imposes

of emission

allowance
a constraint

The agency

of emissions.

disparate

that

3. Emission Trading

adding
be difficult

and

for ljrotecting

caused by the emissions,

agency

issue;

and
‘: iv. it might

beyond

boundaries,

collection

would

that it is bad

emissions

are required and beyond What their

have’ done,

would discourage

especially difficult;
revenue

to reduce

beyond a certain level.
/

estimate

no assurances

of reductions,

and revenue

get the message

~ Should the level of the charge be determined

over the response to price; \
\

where “hot sf&’

and control”

2:4 Issues Requiring Resolution
or Response
__ k
’

reductions
L

a regional

at all if the

costs more than the

As in a “command

practice

what reductions

to cut emissions

installation

polluters

business

toward

of reducing

in a particu,lar region, and would ljrovide

as to where emission
,
will be made. However:

...
III.

pollution

receptiveness

,:

There is no incentive

financial

regionally,

greater certainty

ii.

l

competitors

comfort.

i.

be at the cost of industry’s

and

inflexibility.

No certainty

‘\
-.

scheme,

a central

on the total quantity

then issues allowances

up to that total and allows
among

emitters

reallocate

allowances

Alternatively,

the agency sets a phaseout

to

themselves.
schedule

and lets firms .who . achieve reductions ahead of
schedule earn credits that can be traded to other
firms. The aggregate

emissions cannot exceed the

centrally

total level, but the amount of

determined

emissions controlled

by any individual

vary so long as it holds allowances
its

emissions

standards].
cheaply
a profit,

[and

meets

emitter may

for each unit of

local

ambient

air

Those who can control emissions more

than others wilf sell excess allowances
while

those

for whom

control

at

is more

For this

expensive

charges

price of an allowance is, in principle, the same as
I
a fee on emissions to achieve the same-reduction,
,

to achieve and, if it were, it might

will purchase

allowances.

The market

” However, there is no reason that the price for environmental services should be the only guaranteed price it-3 dynamic economy; businesse\s
every day make investments that end up being more or less. econom ic than originally,anticipated becase of price changes. (Larry E. Ruff.
1991. lntemalizif7g Envifonmente/ Costs in Electric UtiMy Decisions. Pultnam, Hayes and Bartlett, pp. 12-13.)
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,.
in that it forces purchasers
of their

excess

differs,

emissions.

however,

reduction,

to internalize

the costs

Allowance

Option:

trading

government

by market interactions

502

emissions

per unit of production;

use.multiplied

rather than by

edict. ”

by emission

criterion

of current

Available

Technology

standards.”

good

three

trading

regions:

Manitoba/West;
O&&I:

Atlantic

one trading-zone

Option:

Ontario/Quebec;

trading

zone

-

for each

municipality

Set at CUrE?nt

trading
\

actual

tOfIleS

Of SO2

in

l

coupon

l

coupons

are initially

to rates of emissions,
i
*
->

pollution;

must be’finite.-

Options

are auctioned

trades

coupons

replaces

l

a process

of “actual

-.
i

VS. allocated”

with

gD\iernment

after

the

_.-

trade

iS

are given

but some

coupons

coupons

l

free

to take

reduction

into

for setting

are withheld

providing>

and

is made to existing

actions

any

and managing

the cap is

prior

_

i

Provides certainty as to the quantity of SO2 emitted.
is determined.20

i The cost of pollution

to existing

with adjustments

account

and control” regulations

In every case where a cap is set, an absolute target

at the point of

is passed on to the consumer,

valuation

of resource

commodities

other than those globally

price

should

signal

affect-product

a coupon

purchase

through

use,

for

traded.

This

consumption.

‘However, this pnce gets established

emission sources based on historical emissions, on
source,

for all trades, or for

3.2 Advantages

coupons.?The

the average of the last three years; actual emissions
point

required

polluters

to new entrants each year

allocation:of

from each

“command

level-of pollution

cou‘pons

polluters,

pre-approval

newcomers

initj,al distribution

made

level

,

created

given free to existing

to their existing

number of coupons

auctioned

-.

reporting

ground

measured

are required

l

-

must enter the market by purchasing

Option:

-

are retained;

trades between zones

= 1 tonne SO2

in proportion

initial

is allowed

made

built in

Option: cap set according

l

banking

of SOzare
-.

-.

=

,.

Option:
cap reduction

rather than tonnes
L

.

emissions
l register

WlliSSiOnS

not\ just those sources included

standards

monitoringand

as Best

program

Option:

_

ambient

.-

from all sources,

-

l

or ;

or some

such

only on the basis of

limit.

no expiry date for coupons;

concentrations

county
l cap

coupons

l

--

all of Canada

rate/Btu;

practice

fuel

that don’t meet the stan,dard

that allowable,emission

&I Design Assymptions I

historical

or “new source performance

Thosefew

.would be assigned

l

dirty companies,

a basic standard or efficiency rate might be set; e.g.,

in that t6 ac=hieve the same.

the marginal price for a unit of emissi&s

is determined

to deal with except&na!ly

only if there is

a trade.

\
i‘i coupons

being

allocation,

emission

are auctioned

at the point

this value is established

of initial:.

immediately.

already taken by firms.
I

“Dudek

.

et al. 1992:18-19.

__

-

2o Neither the cap nor its regional allocation should be increased beyond the original determination, once set. Businesses will have made
environmental investments in good faith and with the expectation that their value could only stay ccnstant or appreciate. Raising th%cap would
cause-co/upon inflation, and would be equivalent to printing “environmental currency”.
\
_/’
J--.
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Creates

an incentive

for innovation.

source is rewarded
its allocated
‘coupons.

&hen

but

iri

of new

accelerated

and encouraged.

only

a firm

within

expertise
enter

highest

thought

control

trading

and performance

ordering

newly devised

by existing
regime,

control

technology

process

modification

“inputs” -

one polluter

and pay io capture
coupons.

“end-of-the-pipe”

\ Mitsubishi

equipment

Pure Air,

benefits.

‘venture

customer’s

and

guarantee

It will sell excess

profit, or purchase

to meet
allowances

additional

to itself to bring

for its own

allowances

its customeri

a Pittsburgh-based

reduction

in addition

at a loss

firm, proposes

to sulphur

dioxide

Focuses

to do

in nitrous
using

a

problems,

thereby

industry.

Trading

Removes

innovation

“command
specific

barriers

and control.”
control

Regulating

technology,

imposed

of
and

control” does, allows one tectinoiogy

to capture the

market, force out other technologies,

and eliminate

industry

new

incentive

strategies.
technology,

to develop

Once governient

control

light of new research.

solutions

reducing

with
is

that remove

to air quality

complian’ce

allows business

costs for

and consumers

in pollution

where the most pollution

control to those

and consumers,
protection
hope

expended.

this means

be.

savings

from

Approaching

its

efficient

are riot deprived

manner

is too

costly

entrenched.

For example:

In the U.S. emissions
rates.

Pennsylvania

of “returns” on emission
average

needed

that environmental
does

not

become

will offer utilities

to reduce

For

is forecasted

that other

of badly

trading

opportunities

in the most

ensures

and that the-perception

protection

budget.

protection

economically

electricity.

environmental

environmental

social
capital,

it ‘would

this offers the

get more

environmental

goals

than

To the environment,
will

For ind,ustry

that environmental

is more ,affordable

that industry

-

control can be achieved

for each unit of resources

costs

and

in 2005,

example,

to make $25-75 million
reduction

leveiized

“investments”,

electricity

rates

to

by 0.2-0.6 percent.23

The California South Coast Air Quality Management
District’s

(SCAQMD)

in

emission

trading

proposals

are slated to take effect in 1994. Facilities that emit
four tons or more of a controlled
are affected.

has chosen a control

it is slow to revise its determination

Now,
industry

by

installation

as “command

the

places where pollution control is least expensive

consumers
l

possible.

technologies

to transfer investments

reducing

sorbent system.2’

for new

SO2 removal -

incentivek,

on least-cost

significant

into compliantie.

much the same, but will offer reductions
chemical

at a

site. Pure Air would own and operate the

installation

oxide

of

and Air Products & Chemicals, proposes
equipment

l

otherwise

of the market

a joint

to install sulphur dioxide reduction

Noxso,

control

suppliers are

now to take advantage

schemes.

or

can look at

This has great environmental

trading

the

content of coal, for example

Some pollution abatement

targets.

Having

means industry

well as the traditional

manoeuvring

will

between control technology

the sulphur

solutions.

is
where

technically

Best

95 or even 98 percent of SO2.22

This will happen not

facility

and associated
to choose

the

but from the outside,

a competitor’s

flexibility

-as

regime,

will be sold, or where

reductions

Available Control Technology requirements

below

and control”

a trading

development

was proposed,

sources went up to 90 percent

limits are determined

technology,

emissions

trading

there is a market for

In a “command

emission

_

for reducing

amount

In the U.S. before

Each point

pollutant

annually

In the case of hydrocarbon-emitting

facilities, that would include 2000 businesses

in the

area. The program’s goal is to reduce hydrocarbon
emissions

by six percent,

nitrous

oxide

by eight

21 Reisch, M. 1992. “SO2 Emission Trading Rights: A Model for Other Pollutants,’ Chemical and Engineering News 70:27-22.
22Dudek et al. 1992:30.
23 Elman, B., 8. Braine, and R. Stuebi. 1990. ‘Acid Rain Emission Allowances and Future Capacity Growth in the Electric Utility Industry,‘./ourna/
of the Air and Waste Management Association 40.979-986.
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percent,

and

annually

sulphur

oxides

by eight

percent

using average annual emissions

between

1989 and 1991 as a baseline.

Costs to business

meet the emission

would be almost half

reductions

_ the US$3 billion projected
if the “command
were

still

in effect,

spokesman.
dioxide
US$l

between

and control”

EPA estimates

trading

program

Political

intervention

possibility

to

many

l

to a SCAQMD

manipulation

Decreases

that (the U.S.) sulphur

incometax

will save boiler operators

billion.*’

board

to make

emission

re.duction.

and

manager

in a company

announce

that,

with

environmental

performance

“command

l

further

therefore

costs

Improving

can be presented

as a

rather than an expense.

In a

are

non-discretionary

l

Because

transactions

due to the

revenue

created

monitoring,

and regulatory

all coupon

holders

become

reducing

overall

costs

Targets

incentives

specific

control.

Every holder

l

Does

geographical

by allocating
be politjcally

pollutants:

the .cap among

as

“command

can

For example,

in order to reduce

from

“exceptions”

emissions.

for specific

areas

or

subject
industry
Industry

control compliance,

to the emission

becomes

reduced

of a

incentive

sold)

which

brokers,

become

l

for accuracy.
watchdogs.

and government

trades,

non-compliance

were

could

trading

be

encourages

while mandating,scrubbers

Does not discriminate
system
emissions

all

is much less

likely to go undetected.

emissions

emission

CO2

allowances

mandates

against

‘does “command and control.”

With

regulators

control”

does

not.27

is

gives

and

if tradable

utility.%02

because

of non-target

SO2 increased

technology

fuel conservation,

a regulator, to prevent cheating,

and all shareholders
scrutinizing

Violation

coupons

prosecution,

a particular

industry,

regime.

implemented,

relative to

from the seller were not reduced

to criminal

less so

in the U.S., requiring

In contrast,
than

rather

in proportion

regions.

although

reduction

scrubbers

trade (if emissions

areas for emission

difficult,

not compromise

raises the cap, or lowers it more slowly

and control”

for

greater

have been created.

regulation.

a “command

watchdogs
since

than in an emission chargesystem.

if the

pollution

requirements.

are recoverable.26

And

This lobby prevents the government

Increased

by trading

program

but costs

than planned.
making

can

due to contractual

-free,

This could

polluters.
l

the

emission

reductions,

and

\ of a permit has an asset whose value declines
government

Increases

monitoring

not usually tracked.

Creates a lobby for pollution

from

“command

bottom lines, government

This will be costly,

and control” regime, on the other hand,

compliance

costs, since
are replaced.25

will recognize

obligations

An

a technology

“x” dollars can be saved.

opportunity

for

transactions.

can go to its

improvement,
business

With so

opportunities

provides

necessary
in

environmental

l

This cost transparency

information

investments

governments’

change in industries

and manageable.

the

are reduced.

and control” regulations

Costs to industry of pollution control become visible
the

and enforcement.,

involved,

the

dictating

now in use

benefit
l

decreasing

considerat’@ns

policy

players

political

is minimal,

of po6ical

environmental

1994 and 1997

system

according

l

and
’

imposes

a burden
new

on every

clean

and control”

as.

trading
unit

of

of its age,

investment

older and dirtier facilities.

hand, “command

plants,

An emission

from every plant irrespective

encourages

replaces

modern

that

Qn the other

tends

to place

far

24 Chemical and Engineering News, volume 70, July 1992.
25 Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment. 1992. Emission Trading: A Discussion Paper.

.

26CCME. 199229, 49-57.
27 Dudek et al. 1992:15-16.
-_
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more stringent

controls on newplants

ones, imposing
encouraging

a disincentive

business

much the same after the allocation

on new plants and

to run older,
‘>

longer.28
\

than existing
dirtier

Free distribution

plants

presents:

costs

regulations,

/

l

Encourages

the closure

The opportunity
incentive

of especially.

to sell coupans

dirty plants.

may provide

needed for the most polluting

\. to close down.*‘.
@ Provides
existing

targets

system.

assurance

Opfibn:

do standards

Standards

of reaching

targets,

,’

vary

widely

economy,

the trading

although

variation
swings

plan would

banking

should

represents

a cost
.

borne

~

lead

if

where that privilege

of cost, sends companies

over the financial

edge;

more opportunity

for anti-competitive

as a means of driving

competitors
coupons

to some

less than

due to plant ctosures,

to pay to pollute,

coupons

In -

out ,of business;

could

actions:

i’

them, shutting

with

their weaker

moncpolies

on

result in only the largest

and

richest companies

from year to year, the

be substantially

control”

the large firms could seek to bid up the price of

of the

set a cap each

would

in overall emissions

ii.

can

relative fuel prices and similar factors.

contrast,
year;

per unit

on the strength

more social disruption
had always beenfree

little ’

As a result, total emissions

depending

already

and

At-i-auction could imply:

having

because

they almost always set rates of emissions
of input or output.’

i.

in the

provide

overall

auction

have

to that which they have dlready

to obtain the right to pollute.

and speed of reaching

than

emitters
“command

companies

,

greater certainty

environmental

the

existing
to meet

the

incremental

it.

avoids a problem that an auction

since

incurred

as before

being able to afford to buy

the small companies

out and

creating job loss;

standards.
iii.
Trading also may allow the government
: .-.
.

environmental
standards

targets

faster.

to reach&

industry;
companies

the government

to close

rules fast enough.

plants

for existing

distribution

of coupons

mechanism

provides

certainty,

and

by environmental

schemes.

than

Distribution

disruptive,

and

_ -mechanism,,because

,’

3.3 INsadVantages
l

An explicit

valuation

without

and

of atmospheric

resources

,is

Coupons are given away free and,

a cap reduction

to stimulate

trades,

the

on the other’ hand,

would

force the

allocation

establishment

degree

of equity,

visible right away, for the right to pollute SO*. In the

do other

allocation

absence

seems

most

the ‘best of the two

resource price may not be clearly established.

as an initial

the fairest,

predictable

least

of a guaranteed

of an auction,

trading will establish

allocation

happen

all the players will be pretty

emission

and explicit

coupon

purchase

through

that price, but trading

only if there is a reduction
cap.

value,

So, if there

might

in the national

is a scheduled

cap

/
2sDudek et al..1992:;3-14.

x-.

2gCCME takes a very different view of this issue, pp: 46-47.
3o NERA, draft Ont&io NOxJVOC report, Novem,ber 1992: S-15.
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,

polluters and an auction for

might capture

not guaranteed.

a greater

security

permits.

‘.

or government.

Distribution

’

as to the

options.

An auction,
l

polluters

however, the pace

can install new controls:30

groups,

of pollution

new ‘entrants

the slow firms have the

Allows retirement of coupons

for ex/sting

meet the

option of buying coupons from faster firms until they

citizens’

Distribution

on the

risks forcing,

that cannot

With trading,

can be faster, because

l

availability

for the slowest segment of the

otherwise,

fess certainty

The rate at which

can be phased in often depends

rate that is feasible

\

>
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reduction,

\
,

coupon

distribution

is no cap reduction,
’ Otherwise,
emission

we’d

is preferable.

coupons
be much

If there

three-year-average

must be auctioned.

companies,

better

investments

off with

an

penalized

charge system.
.

l

Uncertainty

as to the cost to industry
Compared

with

of coupon

an emission

coupons

up ‘front, Xpolluters seeking

face uncertainty

demand:driven.
uncertain

than

any

other

this

a,nd can

l

Polluters,
could

could

commodity.

such

boost their SO2 emissions

current

to increase

in order to profit from I coupon sales. This

trading

by counting

of the

’

system.
.-,

l

The polluters
might

not

an efficiency
per

finding

a

unit

.’
of

common

historical

good

practice
or

such

“new

as suggested

as Best

source

fuel use

-

assigned

coupons

‘allowable

emission

performance

~onfy on_ the
limit.

This could

paper.

would

basis

of companies

to.-implement

control measures.

be .,

of that

prevent

in,advertent rewarding
pollution

Available

in the CCME

Those few that don’t meet the standard

three -years

from the date of first discussion

possibly

basic

by emission raYe/Btu; or some criterion of’

standards”,

the size of their

be set,

as: SO2 emissions

might be difficult);

Technology

their

allocation,

be prevented

and therefore

i

dirty companies,a

(although

denominator

allocation,

average

backward

production

is

investment

of the coupon

to their.

and could profit by making

To-deal with exceptionally

/

in anticipation

-

would receive

had made years ago.

measure

three-year
might

competitors

multiplied

decisions.31

The dirtiest companies

standard

guide, coupon

control

additional

Also, the cost of’s02 emission control equipment
well-known,

pollution

by being underallocatedrelative

is no more

tradable.

cleanest

the same retrofits that their clean and unrewarded

as to coupon price, being

How-ever,

made

a very large allocation

charge

regime, in which the costs of emitting a tonne of SO2
ares known

having

+The

ahead of their time would, in effect, be

competitors.

purchase.

allocation.

the

that were sTo&
I

at the extreme ends of the spectrum
_-be dealt
with
fairly
by .‘the
\

i’

3’ This is not the case for pollutants such as CQ where the control technology is not well developed.
,
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report presents recommendations concerning
the choice of the most appropriate economic
instrument for addressing the issue of Canadian
greenhousegas (GHG) emissions, and the context
in which such an instrument might be applied: It
represents the consensus position developed by
the Climate Change Group of. the Economic
instruments Collaborative, a group of individuals
from environmental organizations, industries and
the National Round Table on the’Environment and
the Economy, who came together to carry out this
task.
Government
observers were present
throughout the process.
The members of the
Climate Change Group are conscious of the
concerns that exist with respect to greenhouse
gases.
These concerns will generate some
responses in terms of policies and actions. The
approach and recommendations of this report with
respect to economic instruments are offered as a
framework and pathway for policy and action that
is, in the shared view of the group, superior to
responses that might otherwise be adopted.
The Climate Change Group approached its work
with the dual objectives
of meeting both
environmentat and economic interests. While the
task of detailed design of an economic instrument
for managing Canada’s greenhouse gas emissions
is not completed, an encouraging degree of
consensus has been achieved on many of the
conceptual issue.s. The report identifies several
area-s where further work mu‘st be done.
Recommendations are made as to the kind of
instru.ment that Canada could adopt to meet both
environmental and competitiveness concerns, and
the process and framework that should be followed
in its adoption.

LIMIiNG,GREENHOUSE

__

GAS EMISSIONS

’

This report was researched and authored based on
the guiding principles which are supported by the
entire Economic Instruments Collaborative.
Despite considerable uncertainty in the scientific
community about the long-term effects of increased
levels of greenhouse gases, and uncertainty also
about the social, economic, and environmental
impacts of various possible strategies for reducing
these emissions, the need for certain prudent,
precautionary measures in the next decade is
Debate continues; however,
widely accepted.
about the degree and urgency of action.
The Climate Change Group believes that, within the
context of a broad Canadian
strategy for
addressing greenhouse gas emissions, there is
potential for economic instruments to play an
important role’in encouraging cost-efficient action.
Without agreeing on the appropriateness of the
commitment, the Group has accepted, as an initial
goal for the purpose of this exercise, Canada’s
undertaking to stabilize. net greenhouse gas
emissions at 1990 levels by the year 2000. The
need to revisit this goal as new information
becomes available is stressed by the Group. The
setting of environmental goals, the design of -the
economic instrument to achieve them, and the
monitoring of progress toward them will all reflect
the changing’elements of uncertainty which now
characterize the climate change problem, and will
continue to do so for some time to come.
,
A number of contextual issues shape the framework
in which economic instruments could be applied.
The instruments should be seen as part of an overall
strategy, which would include:

..*’
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l

the examination
and where
removal of subsidies;

appropriate,

the

l

the removal, where possible, of barriers that
currently prevent so-called “no-regrets” measures’
from achieving their potential; and

0 the need to avoid damaging the competitiveness of
Canadian industry;
l

concerns about disparity of impact on different
sectors and regions of Canada; and

l

the need to provide flexibility for adaptation as
knowledge and experience are gained.

0 an ongoing role for regulatory mechanisms.
Voluntary
investments
(above and beyond
“no-regrets” measures) in projects designed to
reduce net emissions, either in Canada or abroad,
should be encouraged by establishing a process
for registration of such measures (actions for
credit): If and- when an economic instrument is
implemented, previously registered, qualified,
voluntary actions would be able to earn credit
against the financial burden imposed by the
instrument.
Climate change cannot be considered in isolation
from the other environmental impacts associated
with economic activity.
The need to develop
temporary measures to prevent the substitution of
one kind of environmental impact for another is
identified.

’

The Climate Change Group briefly reviewed a
number of economic instruments that might be
approbriate, before agreeing to focus on broadly
based instruments capable of sending price
signals through the entire economy - instruments
that will encourage both a change in consumer
behaviour &s well as innovation by both users and
Alternative
instruments
include
producers.
charges on emissions, and/or tradable permits that
impose a fixed cap on emissions within a given
area; either could be applied at the level of the
producer/importer or consumer/emitter.
Major design considerations influencing the choice
among options include:

All Group members see international
offsets
(allowing credit for greenhouse gas emi.ssion
reductions or for carbon dioxide sequestering
outside of Canada) as a valuable and cost-effective
supplement to in-Canada actions. Consensus has
not been reached about the extent to which
overseas actions should be accepted
as a
substitute for domestic reduction. of emissions in
achieving the stabilization goal.
A number of .gases contribute to the greenhouse
effect.
The Group agreed that economic
instruments which covered a broad range of
greenhouse
gases are appropriate
for cost
effective achievement of Canada’s goals, This led
to the development of a hybrid instrument that ’
relates specifically to carbon dioxide through a
charge mechanism and., more broadly, to other
greenhouse
gases through an offset credit
mechanism. The role of carbon dioxide in climate
change is better understood, and economic
methods for pricing it are more easily implemented
than are those for other greenhouse gases.
However, in order to promote cost-effective
achievement of the environmental goal, other
gases can .be accommodated through a system of
offset credits, within an instrument initially focused
on carbon dioxide.
The Group’s findings are summarized in the
following recommendations, along with a reference
‘to the appropriate section of text with further
discussion.

.

’

“N&regrets”

normal

organization’s

_.
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measures

economic

are measures

investment

cost of capital
\

criteria

taken

by governments,

businesses,

that are used for any other

and required

payback

investment

or institutions
decision.

that result inemission
The classification

reductions

depends

and that meet-the

to a great extent

on the

period or rate of return.
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Differences Between \.
Sulphur Dioxide (SO;)
and GrouM-level Ozone
The NOJVOC Group found itself addressing an
atmospheric chemistry issue different from that
studied by. the Collaborative’s Acid Deposition
Group, which focused on SC&. Sulphur dioxide is
a relatively straightforward “primary pollutant”; a
tonne of S& emitted from any source bears a direct
linear relationship to the overall acid-loading to the
environment.
In contrast, ground-level ozone is
often called a “secondary-pollutant”, because it is
not emitted directly by vehicles; power plants, or
manufacturing
facilities.
Instead, it forms
spontaneously when nitrogen oxides and volatile
organic compounds react in the presence of
sunlightand atwarm temperatures. The amount of
ozone formed depends on theratio of NOx to VOCs
in the atmospheric
mixture.
Under certain
conditions, ozone formation may be limited more
effectively by c&trolling i\lO~ rather than VOCs,
and under other conditions the reverse may be true.
Volatile organic compounds create a further
I complication in that they vary greatly in their
propensity to contribute to ozone formation.
Sulphur dioxide and ground-level ozone also differ
in the nature of their environmentaT impacts. In the
case 6f SO2, environmenta! damage increases
gradually with cumulative loadings over many
years. In contrast, ozone damage occurs during
short episodes measured in hours or days, after
which-the ozone breaks down--into oxygen. In other
words, cumulative loadings are not a concern for
ozone. This distinction, becomes important in a

2

discussion of issues such as banking of coupons,
as pro‘posed under a trading program.
Aside from chemistv; there are other differences
between the SO2 issue and the ground-level ozone
issue. Sulphur dioxide sources are relatively few in
number and are, for the most part, stationary,
permitted sources. Emission sources of NOx and
VOCs, on the other hand, are both numerous and
very diverse, encompassing literally hundreds of
thousands of mobile sources, as well as many
thousands of small stationary sources without
permits, such as residential furnaces. Inventories
of SC2 emissions are relatively complete and
accurate, and SO2 emissions can be readily
monitored.
Unfortunately, inventories of NOx
emissions are not nearly so complete or reliable,
and technology for stack monitoring of NOx is still
in the developmental stage. Historical emissions of
NOx are acknowledged to be very difficult, to
quantify or verify.
The, complex’ nature of the
ground-level ozone problem has made evaluation
of control strategies difficult (Environment Canada
1992).
,

’ Strategy Used by the
NOx/VOC Group
To use its limited time most effectively, the
NOx/VOC Group concentrated on what appeared
to be a manageable sector of emissions: NOx
emissions from stationary sources such as y
petroleum refineries and coal-fired power plants.
The Group decided to focus on the potential for NOx
emission-trading
within this sector, because
considerable research was already underway in
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this field. Early research-by NERA Consultants for
the Ontario Ministry.- of Energy had/already
indicated a potential for large cost reductions if
trading
were used to effect NOx emission
reductions in this sector,
The Environmental

objectives for NOx and VOCs

Defense Fund in the U.S. has also supported the
use of emission trading, .when designed properly
and applied.to the right pollutants (Goffman-1992).

The- NOx/VOC Management Plan pf the CCME
anticipated that provincial governments would
determine emission reduction needs for their,own

The NOxlVOC Group recognized
that other-economic instruments, such as emission charges
or charge-rebate programs, might also be valid and
applicable to the ground level ozone problem. Due
to ,limited time, the Group -did not have the
opportunity
to evaluate the advantages
or
disadvantages
of alternative.
economic
instruments.
’
-The NOJVOC Group also recognized that the
effectiveness of any economic instrument could not
be, predicted in a vacuum. It would have,.to be
judged’within
a much larger ozone reduction
strategy, taking into account jurisdictional issues,
scientific uncertainties, and contributions-of both
types of precursor pollutants from ati sources. The
group undertook to draft such a broad conceptual
strategy, and sketched out a logical, step-by-step
process for identifying which types of emission
reductions ought to be undertaken, and by which
sectors. The aim of this process, (outlined briefly
below and described in greater detail in the
Appendix); is to ensure that Rhemost effectjve
reductions are undertaken most quickly, and at a
minimal cost to society.
\

F@ommended .Strategy
for Action dn
Giound-Level Ozone
,’

\

1. Set the overall environmental

goal

, An.overall goal for ground-level ozone has already
been set in Canada, through the Canadian Council
of Ministers of the Environment’(CCME 1990). The
aim is to attain consistently a one-hour-ground-levy1
ozone air quality objective of.82 parts per billion

(ppb) by 2005. The Group recognized this goal but
did not necessarily endorse it for this study.
2.

Establish provincial or regional r6duction

.

’ airsheds, and commit to those reduction targets
through bilateral- agreements with the federal
government. Thus far, no provinces have signed
any such agreements.
However, within the
jurisdiction of the Greater Vancouver Regional
District, a goal of 50 percent reduction of NOx and
..VOCs by the year 2000 has been adopted (Greater
Vancouver Regional District i992).
Ontario is
expected to release an ‘ozone management
strategy toward the end of 1993. The report of the
NOx/2;/OCGroup is therefore timely, to ensure that
economic ,;instruments and, in particular, trading
programs’are
seriously considered.
’
\

~’

_
jl
1,

The lack of progress on provincial reduction targets
is due in part to continuing scientific uncertainty
about what types of NOx and VOCreductions are
likely to be most effective in reducing ground-level
ozone in a given geographic area (The Bureau of
National
Affairs
1992).
The first
two ,
recommendations of the NOx/VOC Group reflect
both the observed need for more detailed research
and the need for provincial action.

,.

RECOMMENDATION 1: Provincial or regional
governm.ents should esl‘ablish NOx a’nd VOC’
reduction ob$ctiv& for specific airsheds through
6onsultation and use of the best available science,
detailing the cause/effect relationships bqtween
NC&/VOCs and-ground-level ozone.

’

%

\

3: Identify other detrimental effects of NOx and
I

vocs

Nitrogen oxides and volatile organic compounds
not only are precursors to ground-level ozone, they
are air pollutants in their pwn right, with varying
negative impacts on human health and the
environment.

e-1
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RECbMhlENDATION
2: Provincial or region;/
governments need to evaluate other (non-ozone)
detrimental effects of NWOCs
on ambient air
quality, and consider these impacts when setting
reduction objectives.
I/
I

Establish accurate

reduction instruments

Since the cost of a given emission reduction can
vary significantly depending on the Qstrument ,
used, assigning absolute reduction targets among
all contributing sectors is certain to be a complex
process.
The NQx/VOC Group believes that
economic instruments
can. offer significant
improvements
to traditional
approaches
in
achieving both environmental> protection and
economic efficiency. The group focused on permit
trading, but recognized that any new approach will
need to be vetted against its alternatives. Theneed
,for a fair and careful comparison
between
proposed instruments (e.g., emission trading and
emission charges) was considered
a third
important prerequisite
to implementation
by
environmental group representatives.

emission inventories

Emissions of NOx and VOCs‘ are produced by
diverse /’ activities, ranging from transportation
sources,. electric power generation, and home
heating to the use of solvents, paints, and /other
surface coatings. Several overview studies have
stressed that accurate emission inventories are
important for the success of trading programs
(Barakat and Chamberlin 1991; CCMC i992). The
need for both accurate historical
emission

’

inventories and reliable emission monitoring was
seen by environmental group representatives on
the NOdVOC Group -as a first important
$rerequjsite of any proposed’trading program.

!/

\

4.

6. Identify the most &fkctive and efficient

RECOMMENDATION 5: Provincial or regional
governments, with multi-stakeholder consultation,
should id‘entify and implement
the most
RECOMMENbATlON -3: Provincial or regidnal
govern&ents must develop accurate NOXand VOC \ environmentally and economically appropriate
emission inventories for sectors such as mobile ’ instruments for emission reductions in each sector.
The application of economic instruments should be
sources, large stationary sources,’ area sources .’
considered for all sectors, since they have the
such ab homeheating, and so on.
potential to encourage innovation, reward superior
performance,
‘and enhance the pace and
5. Allocate emission reductions among all .
-effectiveness of environmental protection. Further
contributing sectors
research and d&ussion of particular economic .‘I
The ozone control‘ strategy must deal with all
instruments, such as emission trading programs
Therefore; once reliable
potential sources.
and emission charges, should be encouraged,
emission inventories’--are available, provinces or
, regional governments
must begin allocating _
omission
reductions
among &II contributing
sectors. ~-The need for a well-designed control
strategy, with multi-stakeholder consultation, was
identified by environmental group representatives
i as a second important prerequisite before a
specific trading program could be recommended.

RECOMMENDATION
6: In cases
where
governments ?re cqnsidering trading programs for
stationary NOX emissions, the NOJVOC Group
recommends that its report and the design criteria _
therein be considered
a guideline
in the
development of a specific program.
i
\_
7., Evaluate progress on a continuous

@ECOMMENDATlON 4: Using environmental and
socioeconomic
factors, provincial or regional
government& with multi-stakeholder consultation,
should allocate emission reductions among all
sectors.
i
.N

basis

The NOJVOC Group saw the need for a continuous
evaluation process associated with any provincial
or regional NOxn/OC reduction program. Because ground-level ozone formation is such a complex
phenomenon, and because uncontrollable factors

,
4

/j
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such as m$eorology

i

’

and transboundary pollution

ought to be emphasized (‘National Research
Council ‘1991). As well, preliminary indications are
that large economic efficiency gai<s are possjble
under a ‘NOX tr?ding program. The NOJVOC
--Grpup recognize2 that ther’e are many other
\
important sources of NOx &nd VOC emissions,
R~fYMAAA~Aln
A rImAl 71. 14 --onti~~o~s
monitoring
particularly in the transportation sectors, which will
of progress discovers chronic problems in a local
also require control an&&hich are beginning to be
area, emi&i.ons from all sectors -need to be
addressed. Prog’ress will be needed on many fronts
re-examined
by provincial
or regional
to ensure that ground-level ozone exceedences
r*n,rrrr”m”~+..
-I”.. ---.,
l---,yvvc;,,rrrrc7,,13;
IIII~I UV~III~IILS
should
be ~ become a concern df the past.
undertakenin set tors whyre appropriate
The following design features highlight the Group’s
instruments have been lacking or have failed to
consensus views and also the outstanding issues
achieve”desired i-esults.
_
regarding a hypothetical trading program for NOx
/
j emissions from permit&d stationary sources.
Areas where there was no, consensus are &ted in
the text._lneach case, a summary of the arguments
representing the various points of view can be
found in the~btidy of the report..Wherever possible,
the NOJVOC Group has recommend&d further
work to help r&solve these outstanding iSsues.
These recommendations are grouped at the end of
h.-. ,bmrrr:kmrl A~-..4~~ hln nmo Poup chose to
this executive summary as “Recommendations for.
investigate a trading .probram for NOx emission?
Resolution.” The section of text in .which further
from stationary sources, partly because trading
-discussion can be found is shown after each
programs for stationary NOx ayE ,presently under
recommendation or cluster of recommendations.
investigation in jurisdictions such as Ontario, and
also because rec$nt scientific studies seem to
indicate that control of NOY (as onoosed tn VOCs\

are involved, it is quite poqsible that chronic ozoiie
/
_ exceedences may persist ih certain localities in
spite of ozone reduction successes elsewhere
within the program.

._

I

-

Design Issues Relating .-:
,to a Potential NOX
for ’
_Tradin &ogram
Al I.
3~a~lonqr$ Sources

I -,.
/

I
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATiONS

-1.Cap Design
Recommendations

12. be set by government,
openly and with
meaningful input from a multi-stakeholder
advisory body;

For design purposes,
the NOX/VOC Group
recognized, but did not necessarily endorse, the 82
ppb ozone air quality objective determined by the
NOJVOC Management Plan (CCME 1990).as part
of the framework for the trading program.

13. not be increased
beyond
determination, once set; and

The Group offers the following recommendations
concerning the setting and management of an
emission cap.
The overall NOx emission
should:
,,

reduction

goal

8.1 reflect
the best
available
scientific
determination
of the emission reductions
to protect environmental
and
necessary
human health in a given airshed; and
8.2 be set in relation to total NOx emissions from all
sectors, not emissions from stationary sources
alone.
9.

To control emissions’from sectors excluded
from the trading program, government would
commit’ to implementing
appropriate
economic instruments
and/or regulatory
programs, to ensure the overall environmental
goal is met.

The NOx cap for permitted stationary sources
in the trading program should:
10. be regionally targeted, reflecting the need to
focus abatement efforts geographically;
Il.

6

lower overall NOx emissions from 1993 levels;
-.

the original

14. be allocated initially through a cap “share”
I distribution.
The Group did not reach
\ consensus
on the method for the initial
allocation.
’
The cap reduction schedule should:
15. be set on the basis of best available knowledge
of ecological and socioeconomic impacts;
16. be legislated by government on the basis of the
recommendations from its cap management
advisory group; and
17. be geographically targeted for faster and more
substantial reductions in the areas where the
need is greatest.
18. The reduction schedule adopted in legislation
should be assumed to be firm, because certainty
surrounding the cap reduction schedule is
important for investment. confidence and
environmental benefit.
19,To provide flexibility
in the established
schedule, the government should have the
ability to influence both the annual level‘of
emissions and the availability (and therefore
price) of coupons through management of its
own share allocation. Government could only
sell to the central marketplace; coupons could
not be granted selectively. In extraordinary
and unanticipated circumstances (such as
significant new scientific findings), a public
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revisitation of the cap and cap management
process would be required.

Other considerations
20. Although

the trading

program

provides

additional
economic
flexibility,
specific
emptoyment issues, such as the potential
impacts on one-industry towns, require further
study.

2. Share and Coupon
Allocation ‘,
21. The trading program should include all sources
of NOx for which the potential environmental
and economic gains of trading outweigh the
administrative
costs of inclusion‘in
the
program.
22. A “share” should represent an allotment of the
program cap, and entitle the holder to a defined
proportion of the emission coupons distributed
quarterly.
23. Program participants would be allocated, by
sector, shares of the program cap in proportion
to their historical verified emissions and other
factors. The Group did not reach consensus
on the. meth.odology to be used for the initial
allocation.
24. Government would keep and control a small
share allocation, allowing it to influence annual
coupon prices and emission levels.

REDUCING

GROUND-LEVEL

OZONE

25. Each sector should determine internally the
formula for division of its allocation, under a set
pf guidelines established by government to
ensure fairness for all of the prospective
participants. The Group did not detail or outline
how allocations to companies within sectors
should occur, if free allocations were to take
place.
26. Shares would be distributed by government to
existing point sources according
to the
agreed-upon formula.
27. An appeal mechanism would be required, to
which government or the management body
could refer appeals of initial share allocation
decisions. ‘The \OxiVOC Group did not reach
consensus on whether citizens should have
access to this appeal mechanism.
28. A “coupon” would be defined as a permit to emit
one tonne of NOX. Upon emission of one tonne
of NOx, that coupon would be “retired”, and no
longer valid.
29. Coupons would be distributed annually to
program participants in proportion to their
share holdings and in accordance with a
predetermined
to achieve the
,. schedule
established environmental goal.
30. The .regulator would attach to each coupon
issue an administrative fee sufficient to cover
regulatory and reporting costs.
31. Further examination of property rights and
other legal implications of share and coupon
issue should be conducted.

7
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3. Share and CoLipon
Trading
The following approaches to share and coupon
trading should be part of an emission trading
system:
32.1 Shares, with the exception of those hel’d by
government, would be transferable; that is, they
could be sold. Shares held by government
could be-retired from the market, but not sold.
32.2 Coupons should be transferable (that is, they
could be sold), and would be valid until used
(that is, they could be “banked” for later use or
/
sale).
32.3 Sales of shares and coupons should be
registered with a central regulator-I The group
did not reach consensus
on whether
pre-approval of individual trades ought to be
required.
~32.4 Private
corporations
as well
as
non-government
groups could purchase
coupons from the market. The Group did not
reach consensus on whether governments
should buy or confiscate coupons from the
market.
33. New permitted facilities that will emit NOx would
have to acquire shares and/or coupons as
necessary
to meet
their
operating
requirements.
34. “Banking” would allow a company to save
unused coupons from one period, carry them
over and apply them to emissions in a later
-period, or sell them. While, agreeing that
restrictions might be required in the event of
serious exceedences, the Group did not reach
a decision on whether other restrictions should
be placed on the ability of a company to bank
or cash in coupons.
35. A futures market for coupons may accelerate
trading and there would be no reason to
preclude it since it would not affect the
environmental goal.

8‘

36. Any emission source would be able to close
down and seli its shares and/or coupons.
37. Government.would reserve the right to restrict
coupon use in particular areas.
38. Any-NOx trading program would be restricted
to Canada. International trading programs
should be considered only when all aspects of
a Canadian program, including monitoring and
enforcement, are working smoothly.
39. Interprovincial trading should be restricted to
trades involving shared airsheds.,
40. Because
summer emissions
of ozone
precursors
are so important,
seasonal
differentials in the value of coupons might be
valuable.
interpollutant trading ‘was discussed by the Group
but members did not investigate its potential. It
requires complicated design work and should only
be considered if it shows promise in protecting the
environment, once NOX trading has proven
successful.
A
.- Competition is crucial to the smooth operation of the
trading market; and manipulation
cannot be
tolerated. The Group did not reach consensus on
whether existing legislation is adequate to prevent
abuses.

4. Performance
Requirements
41. Performance specifications will. be put into
place for each program participant, sufficient to
effectively
prevent
acute,
short-term
exceedences of emissions.
42. A facility will not exceed these performance
specifications, independent of coupon or share
holdings.
43. Every. tonne of NOx emitted
must be
accompanied‘ by retirement of an associated
coupon.
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44. Government will reserve the right to control
emissions, including point sources during peak
episodes of ozone (i.e., when ambient ozone
levels exceed 82 ppb). It is assumed that
governments will evaluate the effectiveness of
such control measures.
45. Controlling emissions in peak episodes is
distinct from seasonal controls, in that such
episodes are short term and unpredictable.
While unable to devote time to this issue, the
Group recognized that episodes of peak
emissions would have to be addressed, and
recommends that further research on possible
solutions be carried out.

5. Monitoring and
Reporting
,46. A reliable, verifiable, generally accepted method
of measuring,~and monitoring emissions will be
required.
47. The monitoring method must be approved by
’ the regulating authority, and must be used
consistently by all program participants.
48. Government audits of the monitoring system
should be designed with multi-stakeholder

_.
_

consultation,
and Implemented
randomly,
independent of complaints or violations of
ambient concentrations.

‘49. All monitoring data, including calibration data
for measurement
equipment,
should be
retained
by program participants
for a
specified time period.
50. The regulating authority should be able to
obtain promptly production or other data as
required from the proponent or any other
. government
agency to verify reported
emissions and compliance with the program.

’
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51. Coupon/share holders should report the tonnes
emitted and the status of their’coupon and
share holdings quarterly.
52. Any change in ownership of shares or coupons
should be registered with the appropriate
government or administrative agency within a
specified period of time. The information
provided on the transaction should include the
number of shares or coupons transferred and
the price at which the transaction occurred.
The commercial
terms of any specific
arrangement should be held confidential.
53. The government reserves the right to make
general price information available for program
‘participants as necessary to assist in the
functioning of an effective market.
54. Neither brokers nor commodity exchanges
should be precluded from involvement in the
market.

6. Enforcement
55. If a facility emitted more tonnes than its coupon
holdings allowed at the end of any calendar
quarter, the facility would be given a limited
time period to acquire coupons equivalent to
the amount of the imbalance such that its actual
emissions are at least equal- to its coupon
holdings.
56. If an imbalance remains following this time
period, a meaningful, effective fine should, be,
imposed.
57. Failure to provide data or falsification of data
would be considered a punishable offense.
58. Violation/of ambient standards would trigger an
investigation and approprjate enforcement
response.

9
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Recommendations
for Resolu@
Group did not reach consensus

where the

To resolve recommendation 74: Governments and
other interested bodies should evaluate the initial
share allocation methods used by emission trading
‘programs in effect in the U.S., ranging from free
distribution to full auctioning.
To resolve recommendation 25: Governments and
other interested bodies should develop draft
guidelines by which an industry sector might
distribute NOx allocations among its members.
To resolve rkommendation‘27:
Governments and
other interested bodies should investigate the role
and need for citizens’ access to an appeal of the
share allocdtion
process, and also whether
alternative mechanisms can offer citizens an
effective voice when the distribution of shares
becomes controversial for geographic or other
reasons.
To resolve recommendation 32.3: The experience
with pre-approvals should be examined further,
with a view to identifying whether pre-approvals are
a useful or necessary component of the trading
system.
_
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To resolve recommendation
32.4- 1: Further
studies are needed to investigate trading designs,
which could provide market players with the
necessary confidence to trade and bank coupons,
while still retaining the capacity of government to
regulate the market. in the public interest when
necessary.
To resolve recommendation 32.4-2: Governments
and other interested bodies should investigate the
.feasibility arid probable environmental impacts of
the purchase of emission coupons by citizens’
groups and/or charities.
To resolve recommendCltion 34: Further studies are
needed to identify design features that would allow
banking to occur without resulting in short-term
ozoneexceedences.
On the matter of trading and competition discussed
in section 3.9: Governments and other interested
bodies should be aware of the necessity of
ensuring good competition, and anticipate and
work to prevent potential market breakdowns for
any situation.
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Throughout this report, the following terms apply:
Cap: A ceiling or finite regulatory limit established
in law to hold the sum of all emissions of facilities
involved in trading to a specified!evel. In the case
of NOx, that ceiling;would require reductions from
existing emission levels.
Environment: The natural world, including
human inhabitants.

its

AnnOal Emission Limit: The scheduled annual
emission levels required to achieve the cap goal

Share: An allotment of the program, cap, and
entitling holders to a defined proportion of the
emission coupons distributed quarterly. Shares,
with the exception of those held by government, are
transferable -they can be sold.
Coupon: A permit to emit one tonne of NOx. Upon
emission of one tonne, that coupon is “retired”, and
no longer holds value. A coupon is transferable,
that is, it can be sold; and it is valid until used, that
is, it can be “banked” for later use or sale.

over time.
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CHAPTER ‘I

1.1 Setting the Cap
For design purposes,
the NOdVOC Group
recognized, but did not necessarily endorse as part
of the framework for the trading program, the
82-ppb ozone air quality objective in the NOxn/OC
Management Plan of the Canadian Council of
Ministers of the Environment. A well-designed,
effective trading program should be able to achieve
a given goal at lower cost and’with less delay than
more traditional
regulatory
approaches.
Alternatively, a good trading program should be
able to achieve lower overall emission levels for a
given level of expenditure.
RECOMMENDATION
8.1: The overall
NCX
emission reduction goal should reflect the best
available scientific determination‘of the emission
reductions necessary to protect environmental and
human health in a given airshed.
RECOMMENDATION
8.2: The overall
NOx
emission reduction goal should be set in relation to
totafNojc emissions from all sectors, not emissions
from stationary sources alone.
RECOMMENDATION 9: To control emissions from
sectbrs excluded from the trading program,
government
would commit to implementing
appropriate
economic
instruments
and/or
regulatory programs to ensure that the overall
environmental goal is met.
RECOMMENDATION
10: The NOx cap for
permittbd stationary sources should be regionally
targeted, reflecting the need to focus abatement
efforts geographically, on the regions for which
ground-level ozone is the greatest problem. For
example, it might prove necessary to create a
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special cap for local airsheds with chronic ozone
problems, such as Toronto.
RECOMMENDATION 11: The cap should lower
overall NC& emissions from 1993 levels.
RECOMMENDATION 72: The cap should be set
by government, openly and with meaningful input
from a multi-stakeholder advhoty body.
The cap should involve broad consultation. This
does not imply any abrogation of government’s ..
authority
or responsibility,
but does give
government the opportunity to hear the views of
stakeholders and to reflect them in the final product.
This is proactive rather than reactive, and opens the
decision-making
process to the public.
The
advisory grSoup’s proposed membership and
function is described in section 1.2.
RECOMMENDATION 73: The cap should not be
increased beyond the original defermination, once set.
Businesses will have made pollution control
investments in good faith and with the expectation
that their value could only stay constant or
appreciate. Raising the cap, the equivalent of
printing “environmental currency”, would cause
coupon inflation. The certainty of the cap is crucial
to investment confidence and smooth operation of
the market. Keeping the cap firm also precludes
revisiting the “jobs or environment”
debate.
Changing
the cap because
of economic
dislocation would work too slowly to be of any help
anyway (NERA 1990). Were socioeconomic
considerations to warrant a reconsideration of ‘the
original environmental goal and cap management
schedule, it should be the schedule that is altered,
not the cap; however;it should be noted that
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elongating the schedule would also reduce the
value of held coupons.

available
knowledge
socioeconomic impacts.

RECOMMENDATION 14: Shares of the cap should
be alloca.ted initially through a cap “share”
distribution.

A reduction of 100,000 tonnes from existing levels,
for example,
could
be achieved
in two
50,000-tonne
,cuts over six years, or four
25,000-tonne cuts over 12 years. The schedule
should specify the outside date for achievement of
the environmental. goal.

The Group did not reach consensus on the method
for the initial allocation. Industry representatives
held the positio? that the initial shares should be
distributed free of charge on the basis that the
additional costs of an auction would represent
monies that. could otherwise
be spent by
companies
for environmental
protection.
Revenues collected by government through’ an
auction would represent no environmental gain
unless targeted for that purpose. They further
emphasized that costs have already been incurred
to meet regulatory requirements, and pointed out
that auctions may preclude the opportunity to
reward previous improvements.

of

ecological

and

RECOMME~DATlON
16: Government should
legislate the management schedule on the basis of
the recommendations from its cap management
advisory group.
The cap management advisory group’s first
function would be to advise government on the level
of the cap and the cap management schedule. It
might refer appeals of share allocation decisions to
the designated regulator (as recommended in
section 2.2) and might identify to government the
need’for revisitation of the cap management
schedule, noted below.

Environmental group representatives favoured an
initial allocation through auction or limited auction
The membership principle should be that the group
of shares. Auction funds, they argued, would
represent ‘society’s interests very broadly, and not
provide compensation to society for rent of its
have specific self-interest. Individual companies
resources, as well as potentially providing funds for
would
not be represented.
Consequently,
government’s ambient monitoring costs.
If an
auction were adopted as the allocation option, it _ membership in the cap management advisory
group would consist of “society’s shareholders”:
would be possible to earmark the revenues for
environmental
groups;
consumer
groups:
environmental purposes, and make the auction
government ministries representing development,
revenue-neutral. An auction might also make entry
economics,
environment, and public health; labour
to the market easier for new, cleaner facilities in the
groups; chambers of commerce: and other industry
year in which the share allocation is made.
associations.
RECOMMENDATION
FOR ,RESOLlJTION:
The second function of the advisory group would
Governments and other interested bodies should
be to advise government on management of the
evaluate the initial share allocation methods used
government share allocation.
Industry would
by emission trading programs in effect in the U.S.,
manage its own shares to influence the market, and
ranging from free distribution to full auctioning.
\
the management body and government would
manage society’s allocation.

1.2 Cap Management Plan
RECOMMENDATION
75: The cap reduction
schedule should be set on the basis of best
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RECOMMENDATION 17: The cap reduction
schedule should be geographically targeted for
faster and more substantial reductions in the areas
where the need is greatest.
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RECOMMENDATlON 18: Th; reduction schedule
adopted in legislation should be assumed to be
’ firm, tiecause certainty surrounding the cap
reduction schedule is important for investment
‘t
confidence and environmental benefit.

1.3 Other Considerations
RECOMMENDATION 20: Although the trading
program provides additional economic flexibility,
specific employment issues, such as the potential
impacts on one-industry .towns, require further
study.

RECOMMENDATION 79: To provide flexibility in
the established schedule, the governmen’t should
have the ability to inf/u&ce both the~annual level of
emissions and- the availability (and therefore price)
‘of coupons through management of its share
allocation.
Government- could only sell to’ the
central marketplace: coupons could not be granted
selectively.
The appointed, multi-stakeholdercap management
advisory group would,.counse!. the government on
its coupon allocation in a given year. Were new
-entrants experiencing difficulty gaining access to
coupons, the advisory group might recommend
that government’s coupoh allocation be sold to the
~-market.that year (there might be a test applied to
this decision -perhaps
coupon price relative to
marginal costof control). If the reduction transition
was more difficult than anticipated by the legislated
reduction schedule, the management body might
advise government to sell its altocation for that year,
lowering coupon price -and thereby slowing the
abatement investment schedule.
Should environmental circumstances arise that
warrant emission reductions’
beyond those
scheduled, the management group might advise.
that government’s
allocation
be retired.
Alternatively, government could “bank” its coupons,
guaranteeing fewer emissions for that year,‘-but
keeping open the possibility of coupon release in
later years, if environmental
circumstances
permitted or market conditions warranted.
,
-

and
-unanticipate6
extraordinary
In
circumstances
(such as significant
new
scientific findings), a public revisitation of the
cap and cap managenieflt process would be
required.

The following questions require additional study
and consideration:
l

l

What will be the employment impact of the program
on one-industry towns and other areas, wherestandards may be relaxed due to employment
considerations? Even if there is overall job gain
,from emission trading,
could the--threat of
site-specific losses prevent adoption of emission
trading?’
Are there specificindustries
that could be particularly
trading?

and/or labour groups
affected‘ by emission ,

1.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, trading offers additional flexibility to
both government and industry through proper
setting of the cap and management of the reduction
The potential for capital efficiency,
schedule.
operating flexibility, and lower cost are attractive
Whether emission
trading
will
features:

i
x

.

-~
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To the extent that emission trading increases the
capital efficiency of environmental protection,
additional societal resources are available for
development, jobs, and achievement of other
societal goals. For example, it is estimated that had
the U.S. relied on “command and control” regulation
rather than emission trading to meet its SO2
emission i reductions, 145,000 person years of
manufacturing employment would have been lost
by 2005 (Dudek and LeBlanc 1992)., On the other
hand, there is no guarantee that these financial
savings would translate into Canadian jobs.

particularly affect specific industries, regions, or
groups of people has yet to be determined.
_”
‘\

’
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CHAPTER 2

2.1 Determination of
Program Participants.
RECQMMENDATION 21: The trading program
should include a// sources of N& for which the
potential environmental and economic gains of
‘trading outweigh the administrative
costs of
inclusion in the program.
Under the proposed
design, stationary NOx sources currently operating
under provincial per6its would be included in the
program.
.
Theoretically, the greater the number of sources
included, the greater the opportunity for cost
efficiency and cost-levelling ‘between sectors.
However, some programs \;;ill be much more
difficult to establish and run; stationary NOx will be
easy compared to NCx and VOCs from the
transportation sector, for example.
Different sectors of point sources could be phased
into the program if net environmental and economic
advantages of trading are documented. In any
case, it is assum,ed that comparable emission
reductions will be required in the non-participant
As traditional regulatory efforts are
sectors.
heightened and as the cost-saving resul6 of
emission trading begin to surface, those sectors
excluded from emission trading may well lobby for
inclusion in the program. ‘. Entry of a new sector
should not .be facilitated
by devaluation
or
confiscation of existing participants’ shares or
coupons. Instead, entry of a new sector would imply
a new cap and new shares appropriate for that
sector. To allow trading between sectors, the two
caps would have to be added.
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At this time, the Group recommends that small
stationary sources of NOx not be included in the
program, consistent with NERA’s recommendation,
on the basis that, due to.size and volume (only 20
percent of NOx in Ontario is from this sector), this
sector likely represents liinited-o’~porfunities. The
expectation is that economic instruments or other
regulatory
measures Will effect- appropriate
reductions from these sect&s.

2.2 Allocation of Shares
RECOMMENDAflON
22: A “share” should
represent an allotment of the program cap, and
entitl? the holder to a defined @portion of the
emissibn coupons distributed quarterly.
RECOMMENDATION 23: Prtigram participants
would be a/located, by sector, shares of the
program cap in proportion to their historical verified
P
emissions and other factors.
The Group did not reach consensus on the
methodology to be used for the initial allocation.
If shares were to be distributed without an auction,
shares would be allocated in proportion to historical
emissions over a certain period (three to five years,
for example),
with the count
predating
announcement of the share allocation. Industry
representatives
were interested
in formal
recognition
and compensation
for previous
voluntary
reductions
in NOx emissions.
Environmental group representatives, however,
were concerned that historfcal emissions data for
stationary 6JOxemissions are inadequate, and that
the technology for on-line monitoring,of NOx is still
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in developmental stages. The-NERA study outlines
the need for an accurate inventory, and the
problems with the current inventory base (NERA
1992). An accurate inventory base is seen by
environmental representatives as a necessary
prerequisite, both ‘for establishing an appropriate
\ overall cap, and for determining allocations to
sectors.
Following are broad sectoral historic emission
estimates for 1985. They might reflect the shape of
the initial share allocation, if done federally. But for
environmental control, these allocations would be
made moreappropriately on a regional basis.
’

Table 1. NOx Emissions in Canada, 1985

OtheF;
TdTAL (rounded)
Source: CCME 7990.

RECOMMENDATIdN24: Government would keep
and control a small share allocation, allowing it t6
influence
/eve/s.

‘/

annual coupon prices and ‘emission

Some of the applications of this management ability
are outlined in section l-.2. The government
allocation could be taken out of industry’s existing
ability to emit NOx; government’s allocation should
by no means be facilitated by increasing the overall
cap. The U.S. Government share holding for SOz
shares was three percent.
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RECOMMENDATiON 25: Each sector should
determine internally the- formula for division yf its
allocation: under a set of guidelines established by
government to ensure- fairness for all of the
prospective participants.
Industry sectors would then determine their
allocation formulas in accordance with these
guidelines. However, the NOxn/OC Group did not
detail or outline how allocations to companies within
sectors should occur, if free allocations were to take
place.
In some sectors, emitters at the extreme ends of the
spectrum might not be dealt with fairly by an
historic,al-average allocation; for example, the
cleanest companies, having made pollution control
investments ahead of their time, would, in effect, be
penalized by/being under-allocated compared with
their competitors. The dirtiest companies would
receive a very large allocation and could profit by
making the same retrofits made by their clean and
unrewarded competitors years earlier.
Some
emitters could, in anticipation
of the share
allocation, boost their emissions to increase their
historical average and therefore the size of their
allocation, in order to profit from coupon sales. This
could be prevented ,by counting several years
backward ,from the date of announcement of the
trading, system, as long as accurate inventories
were available.
An allocation based on a standard might also be
possible; those few that don’t meet the standard
would be assigned coupons only on the basis of
that allowable emission limit. This could prevent the
inadvertent rewarding of companies that were slow
to adopt pollution control technologies.
This fear of condoning outmoded and polluting
point sources through share allocation - in effect,
grandfathering with a potential property right - is
often cited as a very basic problem with trading.
Proponents of intra-sector allocation by indust?y
stakeholders hold that industry will regulate its
competitors far better than any government could.
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Facilities facing retirement with or without a trading
program would be motivated to acquire a share
alloca6on anyway, since it could be sold once the
facility is closed. Under an industry-run allocation,
this would be policed by competitors at the time oft
initial share allocation, since firms have a vested
interest in ensuring that their competitors don’t
profit unfairly from a closure.
RECOMMENDATiON FOR RESOLUTION: The
Group recommends that governments and other
interested bodies develop draft guidelines by
which an industry sector might distribute NOx
allocations among its members.
RECOMMENDATION
26: Shares would be
distributed by government to existing point sources
according to the agreed-upon formula and/or
guidelines.
RECOMMENDATION 27: An appeal mecharkm
would be required, tp which government or the
management body could refer appeals of initial
share allocation decisions.
The Group did not reach consensus on whether
citizens should have access to this appeal
mechanism.
The Energy Resources Conservation Board in
Alberta now fulfils a similar function in the area of
pipeline pro-rationing. There would have to be a
statute of limitations on such appeals.
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Industry representatives were concerned about the
additional costs of broadening such appeal
processes. They suggested that concerns about
local air quality impacts would be better addressed
through other mechanisms: either early in the
cap-setting process, or by improving the ability of
ambient air quality objectives to prevent local
exceedences.
Environmental
group
representatives, however, were of the view that an
overall cap would not address the possibility of
geographic clustering of emission sources.
Effective,
enforceable
ambient air quality
objectives are an attractive concept, but are likely
to be a long-term, rather than a short-term solution.
The right to comment on and appeal licences or
permits
that may have significant
local
environmental
impacts is considered
very
important by the environmental community. A form
of screening to prevent frivolous appeals would be
a component of such a process. A similar design
.is an integral- part of Ontario’s
proposed
EnvironmentalBill of Rights.
RECOMMENDATION
FOR RESOLUTION:
Governments and other interested bodies should
investigate the role and need for citizens’ access to
an appeal of the share allocation process, andalso
whether alternative mechanisms can offer citizens
an effective voice when the distribution of shares
becomes controversial for geographic or other
reasons.
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2.3 Allocation of Coupons
RECOMMENDATION 28: A “coupon” would be
defined as a permit to emit one tonne of NOx. Upon
emission of one tonne of NOic, that &upon would
be “retired”, and no longer valid.
RECOMMENDATiON 29: Coupons would be
distributed annually to program participants- in
prop&on to their share holdings and according 6
the schedule predetermined
to achieve the
established environmental goal.
’
For example, if a cap reduction sched’ule were in
place, participants would know that in the first year
’ of the program one share entitles the holder to one
coupon; but in’ the fifth year, it would entitle the
holder to 0.85 coupon/and in the tenth year, 0.75
coupon. Regulators woutd effect such a change in
coupon value by altering the share dividend rate
according to the established emission reduction
~-schedule.

(18

RECOMMENDATION 30: Thk regulator would
attach to each coupon issue an administrative fee
sufficient to cover regulatory and reporting costs.
This fee could also be used to cover some of the
ambient monitoring costs, in proportion to the NOx
emissions contributed by the affected sectors.
RECOMMENDATION 31: Further examination of
property rights and other legal implica tions of share
and coupon issue should be.conducted.
_’
In the U.S., neither shares nor coupons representany more of a legal right to emit than point sources
presently hold. There has been a recent U.S. court
decision stating that a coupon was not a property
right. This clarification was written into the U.S.
legislation because this would become an issue if
the trading program fell apart and the government
was being pressured to compensate industry. A
Canadian legal opinion would be helpful. 1
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3.1 Buying and Selling
Shares and Coupons
The following -approaches to share and coupon
trading should be part of an emission trading
program.
RECOMMENDATION 32.1: Shares, with the
exception of Yhose held by government, would be
transferable; that is, they could be sold. Shares
held by go_vernment could be retired from the
market, but not so;??.
.
_
RECOMMENDATION 32.2: Coupons should be
transferable (that is, they could be sold), and would
be valid until used (that is, they could be ‘b\ank&?d”
for later use or sale). See section 3.3 for a further
discussion of banking.
A point source could use its allocated coupons to
offset emissions, reducing emissions in step with a
legislated
reduction schedule, if necessary.
Alternatively,
emissions could be reduced in
advance of the legislated schedule, or in volumes
greater than those required, thus freeing coupons
for sale to other point sources.
Purchase of
coupons would be attractive to an individual point
source or firm if the coupon price were less than the
cost of the upcoming requirement for emission
reduction.
Coupon sale’and purchase ensures that abatement
investments are made on a least-cost basis, while
meeting the overall environmental goal. In a
scenario requiring remedial action and, therefore,
scheduled cap reductions, many trades would be
expected. Even a small number of trades would
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involve significant dollar values and potential
economic efficiency gains.
RECOMMENDATION 32.3: Sales of shares and
coupons should be registered with a central
regulator.
The group did not reach consensus on whether
pre-approval of individual trades ought to be
required.
Industry representatives
preferred registry of
trades after the fact. They were concerned that
pre-approval would become overly bureaucratic
and inhibit’ trading, thus reducing the overall
economic efficiency of the program. For example,
they cited cumbersome trading rules in the early
American emission trading programs in which firms
were trading only for “big prizes”, since the smaller
gains were outweighed by the administrative
burden of the trading
rules, including
a
pre-approval requirement that took up to six months
(NERA 1991).
On the other hand, environmental
group
representatives saw pre-approval as an important
environmental safeguard for a program that is new
and as yet untried -in Canada. The fact that
pre-approval is a component of the most active
trading program in the United States - the South
Coast Air Quality Management District - was, in
their view, evidence that pre-approval could work
(Barakat and Chamberlin 1991).
RECOMMENDATION FOR RESOLUTION: The
experience with pre-approvals should be examined
further, with a view to jdentifying
whether
pre-approvals
are a useful or necessary
component of fhe trading system. ’
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_RECOMMENDATION

32.4: Private corporations

as well as non-government groups could purchase
coupons from the market.

j

The Group did not reach consensus on whether
governments should buy or confiscate coupons
from the market.
Environmental
group representatives
did not
believe that government should act as just another
player in the market. In their view, government
should act as an overseeing regulator, and should
retain the right to confiscate
coupons
if
environmental conditions make this a necessity.
Further, governments should not be forced to buy
back rights to a public good that had been freely
distributed.
They argued that government
confiscation of coupons would represent the only
available fast-track process to deal with unforeseen
emergencies,
since acceleration
of the cap
management schedule would take a number of
years to be effective.
In contrast, ,industry representatives did not think
that governments should be permitted to either buy
or confiscate coupons from the market. They were
concerned
that governments,
whose fiscal
restraints would be different from those of any other
market participant, would buy large numbers of
coupons regardless of the price, because they.
were accountable to taxpayers only at election
time. Industry representatives were also very
concerned
that the possibility
of coupon
confiscation would destroy market confidence in
trading and banking of coupons. They thought that
government should use its own share allocation of
the. cap to address unforeseen environmental
conditions.
Environmental
group representatives
were
concerned that an unrealistic level of environmental
benefit might be expected
from charitable
purchases of emission coupons. They expected
that individual coupons would be too expensive to
make a “buy clean air” campaign by charities very
effective.

20

There was agreement in the Group about the
potential advantages of the buying and selling of
coupons by third party private corporations. For
example, stockbrokers and commodity exchanges
would be able to offer futures markets and facilitate
sales.
Banked coupons might be held informally by firms
planning to use them later in the reduction schedule
or in a facility expansion. Banked coupons offered
for sale might be formally registered on commodity
exchanges and with regulators; any broker would
know where to find them.
RECdMMENDATIONS FOR RESOLUTION :
Further studies are needed to investigate trading
designs, tiich could provide market players with
the necessary confidence to trade and bank
coupons, while still retaining the capacity of
government to regulate the market in the public
interest when tiecessary.
Gdvernments and other interested bodies should
investigate
the feasibility
and probable
environmental impacts of the purchase of emission
coupons by citizens’ groups and/or charities.

3.2 New Entrants to the
Market
RECOMMENDATION 33: New permitted facilities
that will emit NOx would have to acquire shares
and/or coupons as necessary to meet- their
operating requirements. ,
Whereas existing emitters had a reasonable
expectation that they wouldn’t have to pay for the
use of the resource, new entrants will have to pay
for the privilege of emitting.
Most historic
participants
should be able to reduce their
emissions well below their allowance levels,
thereby creating
more “headroom”
for the
construction of new facilities. Plant retirements and
decreasing utilization of existing point sources over
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time should also liberate emiSsion allowances for ~. a trigger-to temporarily prevent.the use af banked:
use by new’enbants. .’ .~‘:
‘.
.. .’
,,
coupons,
.. _ ‘.
j
‘.
:\
._’
, _ .lndustry -representati\ies, on the other .hand, saw
,,’
./
.
b,ank/ng as ,a critical com‘ponent of an effective
--. ‘_
trading program, provtding ‘important flexibility in
. :
.
adjusting. to busine,ss ‘cycles, and’ c,ieating
.- RECOhhkk~DA’T~QN 34: ‘“B&king’ &oy@ alow a ._
inc,entives to’ reduoe emissions and. getI .excess
company to sa ve unused co~p0n.s~frdm’one period;
coupons.
They’ were con&ne.d
,about any
carry them dver and apply them to et@ssions in a
restrictions being placed.on banking., In theirYiew,
later period, ,or sell’ihem.
(’
. .I
restrictions on uselcoutd ~discourage’ banking,
: ...’
‘thereby
preventing the envirohmentaal benefits that
This wo,uid provi.de companies with important
.would have ‘resulted from firms’ advancing. their
flexibility. Whife agreeing-that restrictions might-be
c&trot, schedules (CCME 1992:42-44).
required in the event,of. serious exceedendes, the
Group did not reacha decision on whetherother
At the extreme end is confiscation of. banked
restrictions should be placed on’the ability ‘of a
coupons. In the U.S, some f&ns feared that if they
company to bank or cash in coupons.’
.
identified banked reductions, reguiators would

.3.3 BZmtcing

*Environmental
group represent-atives
were
concerned that banking of coupons during periods
of economic recession might result in large
accumulations of NOx emissions that could be ’
emitted legally during periods of rapid’ economic
growth. Without adequate safeguards, this could
result, in environmentally damaging episodes of
high ozone, even within a declining cap Ijrogram.
/

tighten standards to etiminats them; -in 1990, a
Cajiforniti reguldtdr decided to devalue banked
permits from shutdown Blants by 80 percent (NERA
19g~‘49~.
Industry representatives emphasized the import&t
benefits r5f banking, including maintaining stability
in. the price of coupons, providing flexibility for
pronounced business cycles, and accelerating
emission reductions through voluntary,action. For

Short-term ozone episodes and their impacts on
examp’le,
allo.wing
ban,kjng
in ’ th&. U.S.
human health and the environment are the major
problems associated! 4th ground-Fever -ozone.
lead-in-gasoiine trading program forced reductions
This concern would bemuch less important in the
earlier than woutd have been the case otherwise. I
case of SOe, ‘wher,e long-term cumulative loading
Because a fead,permit was less valuable’ prior to
to water and soil is the problem.. B&king wouJd
the scheduledreductionthan
it wouId.becomeafter
likely’ be even’ less of a p.roblem -with greenhouse
the more stringent. 0: 1 gram-per-,gafton Standard
gases, since their impact is associated with global r came, into effect! -lead emitters made emissian
cumulative,badings.
reductions earlier than required and ban&d their
..
i
unspent allowances for,later use or sale. Banking
representatives
g-roup
Environmental
allowed refiners to smooth implementation of the
recommended that rujes be attached to the’use-of
standardl’lt saved US $225M,,or .2Opercent of the
banked coupsns; for example, restricting the timing
cost to refiners of the phase-do&n ruib’ (NERA
and location of th.eir use and requiri.ng $reapproval
(i -‘.-^
’”
lg9’).
’
prior to their use. Establishing ,hourly emission

-. ’

_

limits might be another mechanism. to employ. It
might atso be possible to set an annual cap bnsthe
number of banked ,coupons that can. be. used in
particular areas, or touse ambtent ozone levels as

R&%uMEN~AT~~N
FOR ~&oL~~~IoN~
Further stydies. are needed to ident@ design
features @at would allow ba@inQ to oGcur wi,thout
r&ulting in short-term ozone exc’eec@ces.
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negotiation of permit updates, where they take
ji place. This has the effect of encouraaina
” “, brolonaed
“-

3.4 Fu&res Markets
RECOMMENDATION 35: A -futures market for
coupons may accel&ate trading and there tiould
be no reason to preclude it since it would not affect
the environmental go;/.

nnarstinn

nf

nldnr

farilitine

haeallaa

P nawar

replacement facility might incu.r a’n economic
premium for compliance with more stringent “new
:source performance standards.”

--The ability to sell coupons and shares can change
Introduction of this service will result from the
the economic signals provided to owners of older
desires and requirements of program participants;;
facilities.
cider facilities would be shut down
government does not have to design this into the
_
I
sooner than they might otherwise be. For a strong
trading program.
economy and healthy environment,
this is a
Futures markets, or hedging, allow investors to lock,
direction that should be facilitated rather -than
into a future price for a.commodity, thus reducfng
hindered, as it, is now. Also, the capital generated
investment risk. In the case of the NOx share andcould facilitate trdnsition to newer technology, site
coupon market, program participants,
having
clean-up, or investment in other sectors.
-.
decided to invest ‘in either emission control or
/
To minimize concerns with retiring stations, it will be
shares and-coupons, are exposed to the risk that
important to set the overall cap appropriately,
the-priceof shares and coupons will rise or fall in’a
based on ecotigical criteria.alone. It will also be
manner that was unanticipated. A futures market
important
to’have episodic controls.
eliminates that risk. This is a service that the.
/
Chicago E3oardof Trade has offered to buyers and
.sellers of SOi emission allowances (Major 1992).

I

3.6 Geographic
L.
Boundaries and Trading
Restiictions

This same process of buyers and sellers coming
together in a centralized marketplace to bid and
barter also results in price discovery.
.,~

RECOMMEijfDATlOJ V 37: Government
would
+rL-.+
_A, Iv.Ae
*,e.eI,:..I Pclr
-“.A#.,
#,A...,
reserve the right to rescr
IbCtiVuPV,
I u3c:
LI,.uIcI,
areas.
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RECOMMENDATION 36: Any emission source
would be able to close down and sell shares and/or
i
.
coupons.
I

Trading
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~8 III19 al IU lutiation of emission,s to address local
ambient concerns.
In such cases, increased
resources will be required to monitor emissions and

benefit,

given that some outdated point sources a_renot
being retired. It is assumed that under appropriate
allocation guidelines, plants that were already
scheduled to cfose down would not receive shares.
Environmental group representatives thought a
time limit should be placed on the holding of shares
by emitters who have shut down their facilities.

programs

+:..“:.-.P. h.T.4 l-r

-i

This incentive would have’environmental

j

-

track trades, and some market opportunities will be
lost due to subdivision of the market.

l

Design options include:
\
establishing
small trading

/
zones, and limiting

trading across their boundaries.
(It should be
noted that a narrow definition of trading zones
Society should give the right signals to owners and _
reduces the potential for trades by limiting the
operators of older, dirtier ,plants. Currently, these
number of potential traders, thus reducing the
facilities may be treated favourably by traditional
potential environmental benefits and economic
regulatory regimes, usually involving case-by-case
savings.),
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using different exchange rates on coupons,
depending on location, to encourage required
behaviours. For example, sources in the western
part of the Windsor/Quebec corridor might need to
submit more than one coupon per tonne emitted,
because of relatively high ozone concentrations.
Sources east of Toronto might be allowed to submit
less than one coupon per tonne of emissions.
RECOMMENDATION
38: Any NOx trading
program
would be restricted
to Canada.
International
trading programs
should be
considered only when all aspects of a Canadian
program, including monitoring and enforcement,
are working smooth/y.
Since much of the ozone. problem in Ontario
originates in the U.S., anything that can be done to
hasten U.S. emission reduction will benefit the
Canadian environment. However, monitoring and
enforcement of an international trading program
would be complicated, and discussion at this stage
seems premature.
RECOMMENDATION 39: interprovincial trading
should be restricted to trades involving shared
airsheds.

‘3.7 Seasonal Rules
RECOMMENDATION
40: Because
summer
emissions of ozone precursors are so important,
seasonal differentials in the value of coupons might
bk valuable.
More stringent controls in the summer can be
encouraged by making the exchange rate between
coupons and emissions vary with the time of year.
More coupons per tonne of emissions would be
required in the summer than in the winter. NERA
(1992) suggests, for example, that 1.25 coupons
might be required to emit a tonne of NOx in summer,
and 0.75 coupons in the winter.
This would direct controls towards those sources
that operate more heavily in the summer (such as

REDUCING

GROUND-LEVEL

OZONE

asphalt plants) and away from those used primarily
in the winter (such as iectricity boilers used for
space heating).’ It should also influence the use of
point sources; for example, Ontario Hydro might
schedule maintenance of its high-emission coal’
plants in the summer, and its other plants in the
spring and fall.
The CCME discussion paper on emission trading
(1992) notes that if only a small percentage of all
emitting sources were to be included in the
program,’ seasonal rules might not be worth the
additional complexity.

3.8 Interpollutant Trading
The NOx/VOC Working Group did not investigate .
the potential
fo,r interpollutant
trading.
Interpollutant trading requires complicated design
work, and should only be considered if it showed
promise in protecting the environment. Certainly,
the current incomplete level of knowledge of how
NOx and VQCs interact in specific circumstances
makes a discussion of trading between these two
types of pollutants difficult (Government of Canada
1992).

3.9 Trading and
Competition
Competition is crucial to the smooth operation of the
trading market, and manipulation
cannot be
tolerated. The NOxlVOC Group did not reach
consensus on whether existing legislation would be
adequate to prevent abuses.
Information- availability, ‘or transparency,
is
important to ensure effective operation of the
market and to prevent monopolies.
Reduced
trading
may be a signal
that increased
transparency is needed. Market forces, by their
nature, will lead to the emergence of brokers and
exchanges, which would be able to fill some
transparency requirements.
Government would
not have to assume a role in establishing this

23
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capability, but would have to monitor program
effectiveness and be prepared to address any
market weaknesses if this becomes necessary.
The anti-competitive
rules of the mercantile
exchanges,
the Anti-Combines
Act, and the
Federal Bureau of Competition may be strong
enough and effective enough to curb potential
abuses.
Envfronmentai group representatives

24

suggest that more evidence to support this stand
-would be helpful.
RECOMMENDATION.
FOR RESOLUTION:
Governments and other interested bodies should
be aware of the necessity of ensuring good
competition, and anticipate and work to prevent
potential market breakdowns for any situation.
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CHAPTER 4
Performance
_RECOMMENDATION
41:
specifications will be put into place for each
program participant, sufficient toeffectivelyprevent
acute, short-term exceedences of emissions.

sources, during peak ozone episodes (that is, when
ambient ozone levels exceed 82 ppb.).
It is
assumed that governments will evaluate the
effectiveness of such control measures

RECOMMENDATION 42: A facility will not exceed
these performance specifications, independent of
coupon or share holdings.

RECOMMENDATION 45: Con trolling emissions in
peak episodes is distinct from seasonal controls, in
that such episodes
are short-term
and
unpredictable. While unable to devote time to this
issue, the Group recognized that episodes of peak
emissions would have to be addressed, and
recommends that further research ori possible
solutions be carried out.

RECOMMENDATION 43: Every tonne of NOx
emitted must be accompanied by retirement of an
associated coupon.
RECOMMENDATION 44: Government will reserve
to control emissions, ‘including point

/ the right

/
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CHAPTER 5
RECOMMENDATION 46: A reliable, verifiable,
generally-accepted
method of measuring and
monitoring emissions will be required.

RECOMMENDATION 51: Coupon/share holders
should report the tonnes emitted and the status of
their coupon and share holdings quarterly.

RECOMMENDATION 47: The mon7toring method
must be approved by the regulating authority, and
must be used consistently
by all program
participants.

RECOMMENDA ?lON 52: Any change
in
ownership of shares or coupons should be
registered with the appropriate government or
administrative agency within a specified period of
time. ,The information provided on the transaction
should include the number of shares or coupons
transferred and the price at which the transaction
occurred. The commercial. terms of any specific
arrangement should be held confidential.

RECOMMENDATION 48: Government audits of
the monitoring system should ‘be designed with
multi-stakeholder consultation, and implemented
randomly, independent of complaints or violations
of ambient concentrations.
RECOMMENDATION

49: All -monitoring

da ta,

including
calibration
da ta for measurement
equipment,
should be retained by program
participants for a specified time period.
RECOMMENDATION 50: The regulating authority
should be able to promptly obtain production or
other da ta, as required, from the proponent or any
other government agency, to ‘verify reported
emissions and compliance with the program.

26
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RECOMMENDATIObj
53: The government
reserves the right to make general price information
available for program participants as necessary to
assist in the functioning of an effective market.
RECOMMENDATION 54: Neither brokers nor
commodity exchanges should be precluded from
involvement in the market.
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This report presents recommendations concerning
the choice of the most appropriate economic
instrument for addressing the issue of Canadian
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and the context
in which such an instrument might be applied. It
represents the consensus position developed by
the Climate Change Group of the Economic
Instruments Collaborative, a group of individuals
from environmental organizations, industries and
the-National Round Table on the Environment and
the Economy, who came together to carry out this
task.
Government
observers ,were present
throughout the process.
The members of. the
Climate Change Group are conscious of the
concerns that exist with respect to greenhouse
gases.
These concerns will generate some
responses in terms of policies and actions. The
approach and recommendations of this report with
respect to economic instruments are offered as a
framework and pathway for, policy and action that
is, in the shared view of the group, superior to
responses that might otherwise be adopted.
The Climate Change Group approached its work
with the dual objectives
of meeting both
environmental and economic interests. While the
task of detailed design of an economic‘instrument
for managing Canada’s greenhouse gas emissions
is not completed, an encouraging degree of
consensus has been achieved on many of the
conceptual issues. The report identifies several
‘areas where further work must be done.
Recommendations are made as to the kind of
instrument that Canada could adopt to meet both
environmental and competitiveness concerns, and
the process and framework that should be followed
’
in its adoption.

LIMITING GREENHOUSE

GAS EMISSIONS

Despite considerable uncertainty in the scientific
community about the long-term effects of increased
levels of greenhouse gases, and uncertainty also
about the social, economic, and environmental
impacts of various possible strategies for reducing
these emissions, the need for certain prudent,
precautionary measures in the next decade is
widely accepted.
Debate continues, however,
about the degree and urgency of action.
The Climate Change Group believes that, within the
context of a broad Canadian
strategy for
addressing greenhouse gas emissions, there is
potential for economic instruments to play an
important role in encouraging cost-efficient action.
Without agreeing on the appropriateness of the
commitment,.the Group has accepted, as an initial
goal for ,the purpose of this exercise, Canada’s
undertaking to stabilize net greenhouse gas
emissions ‘at 1990 levels by the year 2000. The
need to revisit this goal as new information
-becomes available is stressed by the Group. The
setting of environmental goals, the design of the
economic instrument to achieve them, and the
monitoring of progress toward them will all reflect
the changing elements of uncertainty which now
characterize the climate change problem, and will
continue to do so.for some time to come.
A number of contextual issues shape the framework
in which economic instruments could be applied.
The instruments should be seen as part of an overall
strategy, which would include:

1

’
,

This report was researched and authored based on
the guiding principles which are supported by the
entire Economic Instruments Collaborative.
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the examination
and where
removal of subsidies;

l

the removal, where possible, of barriers that
currently prevent so-called “no-regrets” measures’
from achieving their potential; and

l

appropriate,
\

the

Voluntary
investments
(above and beyond
“no-regrets” measures) in projects designed to
reduce net emissions, either in Canada or abroad,
should be encouraged’by establishing\a process
for registration of such measures (actions for
credit). If and when an economic instrument is
implemented, previously registered, qualified,
voluntary actions would be able to earn credit
against the financial burden imposed by the
instrument.
Climate change cannot be considered in isolation
from the other environmental ‘impacts associated
with econom’ic activity.
The need to develop
temporary measures to prevent the substitution of
one kind of environmental impact for another is
identified.
The Climate Change Group briefly reviewed a
number of economic instruments that might be
appropriate, before agreeing to focus on broadly
based instruments capable of sending price
signals through the entire economy - instruments
that will encourage both a change in consumer
behaviour as well as innovation by both users and
Alternative
instruments
include
producers.
charges on emissions, and/or tradable permits that
impose a fixed cap on emissions within a given
area; either could be applied at the level of the
or consumer/emitter.

Major desTgn considerations influencing the choice
among optionsinclude:

’

“No-regrets”

measures

are measures

taken

by governments,

l

the need to avoid damaging the competitiveness of
Cana,dian industry;
\

* concerns about disparity of impact on different
sectors and’regions of Canada; and
\
@ the need to provide flexibility for adaptation
knowledge and experience are gained.

an ongoing role for regulatory mechanisms.

, I producer/importer

\

All Group members see international
offsets
(allowing credit for greenhouse gas emission
reductions or for carbon dioxide sequestering
outside of Canaba) as avaluable and cost-effective
supplement to in-Canada actions. Consensus has
not been reached about the extent to which
overseas actions shbuld be accepted
as a
substitute for domestic reduction of emissions in
achieving the stabilization goal.
A number of gases contribute to the greenhouse
effect.
The Group agreed that economic
’
instruments which covered a broad range of
greenhouse
gases are appropriate
for -cost \
effective achievement of Canada’s goals. This led
to the development of a hybrid instrument that
relates specifically to carbon dioxide through a
charge mechanism and, more broadly, to other
greenhouse
gases through an offset credit
mechanism. The role of carbon dioxide in climate
change is better understood,
and eco,nomic
methods for pricing it are more easily implemented
than are those for other greenhouse;gases.
However, in order to prom,ote cost-effective
achievement of the environmental goal, other
gases can be accommodated through a system of
offset credits, within an instrument initially focused
_
on carbon dioxide.
The Group’s findings are summarized in the
following recommendations, along with a reference
to the appropriate section of text with further
discussion.

businesses,.

normal economic
investment
criteria that are used for any other investment
organization’s
cost of capital and required payback period or rate of return.

2
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or institutions
decision.
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Summary of
Recommendations

l

_-

-

’

Overall Context
If Canada is to meet its commitm&t to stabilize
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by fhe year
2000, then the Climate
Change
Group
recommends:
1.

establish
a
Canadians
should
multi-stakeholder
mechanism Jo manage
greenhouse gases and the climate change
issue in a way that integrates a range of
approaches from “no-regrets” measures and
subsidy retioval to regulations ancf economic
inStruments(see Figure 1, page 13).

l

Collaborative
members
s\hould take .a
leadership
role in establishing
and
participating in this process.

l

The process should be open to representatives
of aH stakeholders likely to be significantly
affected by the impact of climate change or
mitigation
policies.
change
climate
Governments will be encburaged to link this
process -clos&y with: their intergovernmental
processes on climate change. ,
,-

l

This process should
underway in 1993.

be established

2.

Governments a?d other- stakeholders should, as
‘a priority, identify specific barriers restricting the
aFToption of “no-regrets” measures to reduce
GHG emissions and then, where appropriate,

This should be a high priority element of a

l

’

3.

Canadian national action plan on climate
change-, .and should. be initiated ihrough the
multi-stakeholder
process described
in
Recommendation 1.
Governments should establish a mechanism
for the registration of. voluntary “actions for
credit” that limit net GHG emissions, and should
encourage such actions.
\

LIMITING GREENHoUSE GAS EMISSIONS
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4.

Governments
should,
with stakeholder
involvement, establish a process to review the
impact of subsidies on GHG emissions; in the
context of other policy objectives, governments.
should then takesteps to eliminate subsidies
wherever possible. This will allow for a better
evaluation of the action required to achieve the
appropriate reduction of GHG emissions.

l

Collaborative
members
will approach
Canadian governments .to establish a process
to review the impact of subsidies on -GHG
emi’ssions. This action is in line with Canada’s
commitment in the Climate Change Convention
to identify and review its policies and practices
that encourage greater GHG emissions than
would otherwise be the case.

5.

Until such time as full-cost pricing is a reality,
the instrument should include an interim
mechanism to adjust the price of non-fossil fuel
energy
sources
to ieflect
their other
Other interim
environmental
impacts.

and

take steps to eliminate these barriers.

This mechanism
should establish
clear
eligibility criteria and a consistent process for ‘.
registration of voluntary actions for p6tential
future credit. Memberspf the collaborative are ..
willing to work with the federal’government to
develop the details of such a mechanism, with
a request for feedback and approval by the end
of 1993.

mechanisms may also be. requiied to address
substitution impacts in other areas of economic
. activity.
-’
:

Characteristi6s of an Economic I
Instrument
.’

An economic instrument for GHG management
should incorporate the following characteristics:
6.

International competitiveness -The price
placed on GHG emissions in Canada should
be established with recognition of the impact
on Canada’s
economy
and
relative
competitiveness, and effort should be made to

3
-

coordinate actions with Canada’s major trading
/
partners.
7.

FlexiMity
- The ~instrument should be
implemented
gradually
to facilitate
technological and, economic adjustment, and
to provide an opportunity
to assess its
environmental effectiveness.

The Instrument

8.

Exemptions - Carbon dioxide emissions from
biomass, and the carbon content of feedstocks
for the production of petrochemical products
should be exemoted~ from the charge. The
same applies to biomass-produced emissions,
conditional however on a full,life-cycle analysis
of net impact on greenhouse gas emissions.
Energy used in the production and conversion
of biomass to a product such as ethanol would
not be exempt.

12. To ensure a broadly based instrument, capable
of sending price signals through the entire
economy and focused on all greenhouse
gases, the Group recommends that a hybrid
.GHG instrument should be designed with two
components:
i. a charge imposed both on carbon dioxide
emissions from large stationary sources and on
the carbon content of fossil fuels used by’small
stationary and mobile sources; and

9.

Revenue neutralityi
Net government revenue
should not increase as a result of the charge.
The revenues obtained by government through
the use of the-instrument,must be balanced by
a decline in government revenues from other
sources. Members of the Collaborative have
agreed that revenue neutrality does not
eliminate the ‘potential negative impact on the
economy, but is one mechanism to reduce that
impact.

ii.

IO. Revenue recycling - Governments
and
stakeholders
should jointly initiate and
coordinate research to determine which option
for recycling revenues will maximize economic
and environmental
benefits, ,minimize
distributional
impacts, and minimize the.
possibility of the instrument being used for
additionat revenue-generating purposes. This
- research should also determine the most
appropriate jurisdictional l&&l ‘at which to
apply the charge, as wetI as a spocifi.c strategy
for achieving revenue neutrality.
\

11. Adininistration - Administration, monitoring,
..
.
and enforcement mechanisms should be
established with a clear objective of minimizing
cost an.d maximizing effectiveness.
/’

As a first step., Collaborative members will meet with,
Finance Canada officials to discuss appropriate
funding sources for this research.

4

an offset mechanism in which deliberate
domestic .and international
measures,
resulting in the reduction of GHG &missions or
in increasedsequestering
of carbon dioxide,
can be credited against emission charges for
whatever amount of emissions, they offset.
These credits would be easily transferable.

The instiument’s design should incorporate the
characteristics identified in Recommendations 6,7,
8, 9, and 11.

Development of. the Instrument.
1,3. In the context of an overall integrated actron plan
for GHG management, the Climate Change
Group recommends proceeding with detailed
design of the recommended
economic
instrument. It is expected this will yield an
-instrument that meets the environmental,
economic, and social criteria specified by the
Group. If it does, the Group recommends that
the instrument be implemented within the
context of the overall management framework
for greenhouse gases, and then managed,
through an open process with meaningful
stakeholder participation.
If the selected
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instrument does not satisfy-the design criteria,
alternative
instruments
will ha\ve to be
evaluated.

I

15. Governments and stakeholders, through a.
representative
management
committee,
should jojntly develop the terms of reference
for, direct the research on, and review the final
product of the design project,

14. Governments should support the development
of a detailed
technical
design for the _
16. The impacts of the instrument resulting from
,
recommended instrument. This design project
this detailed design process should be
should be initiated by the fall of 1993 and
:
assessed against the proposed design criteria.
should:
The decision to proceed with implementation
i.
provide sufficient assessment of the economic
should be based on the results of this
and environmental impacts of the instrument
.’ ’
assessment and should be assessed within ttie
such that final political and stakeholder
management
framework for greenhousedecisions on implementation can be made; and
--.._.
g&es.
ii. include analysis and assessment of the
micro-economic and social impacts of the
application
of the instrument on specific
-Future Role of the Economic
sectors and regions and, if necessary,
Instruments.CoIlaborative
recommend specific.transitiorial strategies to
mitigate negative effects. This analysis would
17. For their own part, the members of the Climate
_ s’forecast the socioeconomic impacts that wo,uld Change Group commit to take the Group’s
flow through the,economy
as a result of
conclusions to a wide range of constituencies
\ implementing the recommended
in an effort to -broaden support for these
_/ instrument at
various price levels.
consensus .recommendations.
18. Group members also undertake to participate
in-government
processes- that increase
\
, Canadians’
understanding
of economic
instruments
as
an
important
policy
tool to deal
_
with the climate change issue.

As a first step, Collaborative members wilt meet with

1~

Environment Canada officials to determine how the
funds designated by Environment Canada for
economic instruments research can be used to
meet this end. Other governments, departments,
institutions, and industry associations will also be
approached.
\
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the
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l
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Economic
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made it possible for them to do so;
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I
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l
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1,

l
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This report was researched and authored based on
the guiding pri,nciples that are supported by the
entire Economic Instruments Collaborative.

1 .I Collaborating on
Economic lnstrumetits

i

‘This report presents the consensus findings of the
Climate
Change -Group of the, Economic
lnstru.ments Collaborative. This group of people,
representing
a number of- mdustrial
and
environmental organizations as well as the National
’ Round Table on the Environment and the Economy,
came together with government observers to
examine the potential role and design of an
economic instrument for managing Canada’s GHG
emissions. The members of the Climate -Change
Group are conscious of the concerns that exist with
respect to greenhouse gases. These concerns will
generate some responses in terms of policy and
actions, The approach and recommendations of
this reportwith respect to economic instruments are
offered as a framework and pathway for policy and
action that is, in the shared view of,.the group,
superior to responses that might otherwise be
adopted.
-. ~_,
The purpose of such an instrument would be, in.
conjunction with many other mechanisms, to
discourage the emission of carbon dioxide and
other gases which affect the earth’s radiation
balance, by moving the price of activities that result
in these emissions closer to.their full environmental
cost, without seriously harming the economies of
Canada, its regions, and its industrial sectors.
While detailed. design work has not been carried
out, the main features of a recommended economic
instrument and the context in which it shoutd be
used are presented.
\
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1.2 The Climate Change
Group and Its Challenges
It quickly became apparent to the Climate Change
Group that the nature of the problem posed by
greenhouse gases is very different from problems
resulting from acid-forming emissions and, from
emissions of nitrogen oxides and volatile organic
-compounds (so-called NOx and VOCs). These air
quality issues were addressed by the other two
working groups of the Collaborative.
The GHG issue is characterized by its complexity,
by its global scope, by a wide geographical and
time separation between cause and effect, by the
extent to which the problem and its potential
remedies are entangled in international economic
and trade policies, and by the uncertainty which still
exists regarding the timing and extent of its
impacts. While-many, but not all, experts agree on
the potential for serious future impacts from climate
change, there is a lack of consensus on how high
a priority should be placed on addressing this
problem, given all the other national and global
issues confronting us. Nevertheless, following the
1992 United Nations Conference on Environment
and Development (UNCED) in Rio de Janeiro, a
number of governments did make commitments
and set goals for emission reductions.
The
Canadian goal was used by the Climate Change
Group as a point of reference for the design of an
economic instrument.

.-
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The Climate Change Group approached its task of
developing an instrument for managing Canada’s
greenhouse, gas emissions with the objective of
meeting both environmental
.and economic
interests.
The approach taken examines. the
potential role of economic instruments in helping
Canada reach its stabilization commitment. No
judgment is made on the appropriateness of that
commitment. This report summarEzes the Group’s
discussion on how, and in what context, to use
economic instruments to control greenhouse
gases. Given the diverse backgroundsand views
which ‘members of the Climate Change Group
brought to the process, the outcomes represent
significant progress.
--

While the task is not completed, an encouraging
degree of consensus has been achieved on many
of the thorny c,onceptual issues involved in the
design of the.instrument. The report also identifies
several areas where further work must be done.
Recommendations are made as to the kind of
instrument that Canada could adopt, the process
that should be followed to develop the instrument,
and the management framework for determining
the use of economic instruments within Canada’s
commitments.

.*’ 2.1 The Greenhouse
Effect.
’
_,
There is wide, but not unanimous, agreement
among ‘scientists that escalating emissions of
certain gases as a result of human activity are
‘+, threatening
the -earth’s climate with impacts
ranging. from modest to potentially severe and
dramatic. Among the predicted impacts are

disruption of rainfall patterns, increased incidence
-~of droughts, elevation of global temperature,
devastating
flooding of coastal areas, and
widespread
,disruption
of ecological
and
agricultural systems.
More than 300 scientists from around the world,
who form the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change,, agree that human activities are enhancing
the-greenhouse effect. The likely magnitude of the
impacts, the varying impacts on different parts of
the world, the timing of impacts, and the costs of
reducing emissions are all subject to debate.
Nonetheless, the predominant view is that prudent,
precautionary action to reduce emissions should
be taken long before final answers to these areas
of uncertainty have been determined.
Debate
continues among the variousstakeholders on what
constitutes “prudent and precautionary” action.
Additional references on this topic are provided in’
the Selected References appendix.

2.2 Greenhouse Gases
The global warming potential of greenhouse gases
is independent of the location at which they are
emitted. A tonne of carbon dioxide released in
Canada has the same impact as a tonne released
anywhere else in the world.
Varying degrees of uncertainty exist about the
contribution of each gas. to the elevation of the
greenhouse effect. The principal greenhouse
gases are carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4),
and nitrous oxide (N-90) witti other gases playing
a minor role. Current scientific thinking suggests
that chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) play a much less
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significant role than previously thought and; in any
event, these gases are being phased out. Elevated
levels of greenhouse gas emissions are being
released from a variety of sources:
l

CO2 - from burning’df fossit fuels (coal, oil,
natural gas), deforestation,
and various
industrial processes;

0

CH4 - from rice paddies, flooding, landfills,
fossil fuel production, and domestic animais;
and

l

.N20 - from nitrogenous
fertilizers, land
clearing, biomass and fossil fuel combustion,
and dhemical operation_s.
-.

A detailed analysis of. Canada’s GHG emissions
appears in the pap& by Jaques (1992). Carbon
dioxide accounts for.about 70 percent of the impact
resulting
from
Canada’s
human-caused
greenhouse gas emissions, with m&t of that CO2
coming from the production and use of fossil fuels.
- Qther gases are emitted in much sm_allerquantities
than CQ?, but some df these have a much higher
direct global warming potential per tonne than does
CO2.’ However some of them may al’so result in
negative, indirect atmospheric warming effects,,
and therefore their net impact is less: well
understood than that of CO2. The contribution of_
some greenhouse gases and activities causing
their emission ian only be roughly estimated at
present.
/

2.3 ,Reactitig to
UncertzQnty
As a result of the many uncertainties, opinion on the
risk td human existence.and to the environment as
a whole ranges from denial of any danger to belief
in catastrophic consequences
The need for
prudent, precautioriary
action over the’, next
decade, however, has been widely accepted.
Canada’s stabilization commitment, made in the
1990 Green’ Plan and re-affirmed in Brazil in Jut-&
-1992, represents a compromise interpretation.
Although
the Group accepted
Canada’s
commitment
as a basis for developing
its
recommended actions, it is not the purpose of this
report to validate the Canadian goal.
The estimated costs and benefits of stabilization
actions vary with the assumptions people make
‘about the economic
impacts of suggested
mechanisms to reduce GHG emissions.
Some
studies suggest thaf controlling CO2 emissiqns will
actually provide economic benefits for Canadians.
bthers forecast considerable societal costs such
as slower
economic
growth
and ‘higher
Ec’onomic impacts may be
unemployment.
expected
from many different
pdssible
mechanisms for’controlling CO2 emissions, not only
from economic instruments. This combination of
uncertainty, the need for prudent, predautionary
action if Canada’s commitment is to be met, and the
concern for minimizing damage to the Canadian
-economy and its ,competitiveness shaped the
approach taken by the Collaborative in applying
economic instruments to the issue of climate
~.
change.
5
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‘CHAPTER 3
CANADA’S ROLE IN THE
Canada’s GHG emissions represent a small
fraction of the global total, but are higt-i on a per
capita basis due to many factors ,including
distance, weather, the high proportion of energy
intensive industries -located in Canada, and.,
lifestyles. Members of the Clim>te Change Group
agree that Canada should take a leadership role by
taking responsible, achievable steps to control
greenhouse. gas emiss/ons nationally, without
seriously disrupting the competitiveness of the
nation or its regions.

i.

sharing, through the negotiating process,
information on the learning experiences of the
Collaborative, the multi-stakeholder process
used to achieve consensus on the use of
economic instruments for addressing
air
emissions issues in Canada, the reasons which i
led a Canadian multi-stakeh,older group to
conclude that a number of tools should be used
to combat greenhouse gases and that further
work should be done.on the hybrid instrument
recommended by the Collaborative;

In addition,‘leadership
also involves Canada pro
actively
influencing international actions. The
Climate Change Group encourages Canada’s
negotiators on climate change to take on several
tasks:

ii.

providing feedback to Canadians on similar work
in.other jurisdictions and its-likely impact on the
specific recommendations of the Collaborative;
and

...
Ill. pressing for international mechanisms to register
initiatives to sequester and offset greenhouse
gases in a way that is compatible with the
hybrid instrument recommended in this report.

\
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Canada’s commitment “to stabilize net greenhouse
gas emissions’at 1990 levels by the year 2OOci,”
greenhouse gases;
stated in the 1990 Green Plan and reaffirmed at
UNCED in June 1992, has been accepted by the l the environmental, social, and economic costs of
those impacts;
Economic Instruments Collaborative as a goal for
the work of the Collaborative., The Group does not 0 the costsand effectiveness of reduction strategies;
necessarily endorse this Canadian commitment,
and
either from the point of view of the priirity that
should be attached to the climate change issue in l the actual, as distinct from predicted, GHG levels
and changes in climate:
the context of the broad range of global problems,
or in terms of the ap’propriateness of’this goal for
The Climate.Change Group therefore believes that
Canada. For the purposes of this work, the Group
the stabilization goal should be viewed, for issue
simply accepted ‘that Canada has made this
management purposes, as the first step of an
commitment, and that a framework for action is
ongoing;iterative process involving the:
required if it is to be realized. The task of the Group
was to see what role economic instruments could l setting of an initial goal;
or ‘should play in meeting the stated goal.
l design and implementation of an initial program of
It is recommended that this stabilization goal be
action;
revisited on a periodic basis and modified in light
l evaluation
of emission reduction perfqrmance,
of new information in areas such as:
.
’
costs, and new information;

LIMITING GREENHOUSE
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adjustment of the program; and

l

setting of revised goals.

,
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Economic instruments are seen asan economically
efficient tool that should be seriously considered
within a framework for managing Canada’s
commitments
toward, controlling
greenhouse
gases. However, they represent only one of a
number of parallel approaches which, together,
could form a comprehensive,Canadian strategy for
managing GHG emissions. Indeed, it would not
make sense to consider economic instruments in
isolation from other, complementary, components
of such a strategy.

Some existing economic development and energy
subsidy programs work against the goal of GHG
stabilization. A study of the impact of subsidy
programs’represented by the solid fine (1993-94),
should be followed by an extended program of
remova! of inappropriate subsidies, represented by
the broken line. (See section 5.2 for further
discussion.)
l

Figure 1 (page 13) illustrates how the design of a
recommended economic instrument relates to a
suggested
overall framework for managing
greenhouse gases. The following components will
all contribute to the integrated management of these
gases, and are found in the overview in Figure 1:
l

discussion.)

-

Voluntary actions for credit 2
Corporations
and institutions
shoul?d be
encouraged to undertake voluntary actions that
reduce greenhouse gas emissions or sequester
carbon dioxide. A system of advance registration
of such voluntary actions undertaken to reduce net
GHG levels should be developed (solid line) and
put into place (broken line) as soon as possible.
Qualified actions would be eligible to earn credit
against a possible future economic instrument.
(See section 5.1.3 for further discussion.)

Removal of barriers to “no-regiets” measures

,
Throughout
the next decade, various- GHG
reduction measures which make sense in their o&n
right should be encouraged.
These so-called
“no-regrets” measures (see footnote, page 2)
generally
involve energy conservation
and
efficiency actions, resulting in lowered energy
expenditure, such that the cost ‘of implementation
is repaid from subsequent
energy savings.
Barriers which currently prevent “no-regrets”
measures from achieving their full potential should
be identified and removed. This should be a
continuing process, asrepresented by the broken
line in Figure 1. (See section 51.2 for further

Removal of subsidies

l

l

Traditional regulatory mechanisms
.Regulatory
mechanisms
that affect GHG
.emissions, such as energy efficiency standards
and landfill operation requirements, will continue to
play an ongoing role. (See section 5.1.1 for further
discussion.)

l

Full-cost pricing
Full-cost pricing for all economic activity is a goal
that is receiving
increasing
support
as a
mechanism to achieve environmental effectiveness
i

* The term “actions
permanent

reduction

While the investment
’

objective.

for credit” (oryoluntary
of net emissions,
resulting

Such actions

actions for credit) refers to investments

by corporations

and which may be made prior to the implementation

in the emissions

could be eligible

reduction

may have multiple

benefits,

for future credit if and when an economic

or institutions

that result in a quantifiable

of, or outskfe the scope of, an economic

and

instrument.

it would not have been made without the GHG reduction

instrument

is in place.

/
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XFigure 1. Canadian Strategy‘for Managing Climate Change
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and economic efficiency.
The Group believes
.full-cost pricing should eventually provide a

\

__

structure for appropriately building the estimated
tangible and intangible costs of all environmental
impacts into the ‘pricing of goods and services.
(See section 5.3 for further discussion.)

l

an ongoing basis the actual net emission levels of
the various greenhouse gases; and
l

The development and application of an economic
instrument as part of the overall strategy includes:
l

Conceptual de.sign

Detailed design

instruments.

Detailed design of the instrument is recommended
in the period 1993-94. If the selected instrument_
does not satisfy the design criteria,
instruments will have to be evaluated.
l

alternative

l

Members of the Collaborative will take a leadership
roje in establishing
and participating
in this
process.
-

l

The process should be open to representatives of
al!stakeholders likely to be significantly affected by
the impact of climate change or climate change
mitigation
policies.
Governments
will be
encouraged to link this process closely with their

Revenue recycling
A study of the impact of various. options
recycling revenues, generated for government
the instrument, back into the economy via the
system will be a necessary component of
design task.

for ’
by
tax
the

intergovernmental processes on climate change.
l

:, Decision to implem&t
The decision to implement the instrument should be
based on the assessment of hoti well the design
meets the criteria and objectives described further
in this report, and should be made in 1994, as soon
,

as possible after completion of the design task, and
within the overall ‘framework for managing
greenhouse gases.
I
l , Implementation
\

\

If- ‘the
above
conditions
are satisfied,
implementation
should take place within the
framework of managing Canada’s GHG emissions.
\

Two other ongoing components of the strategy wilf
involve:

14

tracking scientific understanding of the issue; that
is, monitoring the scientific literature to take
advantage of the developing understanding of the
causes, mechanisms, and impacts of climate
change.
RECOMMENDATION
Is danadians
should
establish a multi-stakeholder
mechanism to
manage greenhouse gases and the climate change
issue in a way that integrates
a range of
approaches from “no-regrets” measures and
subsidy, removal to regulations and economic

The present report, completed in mid 1993,
provides a conceptual outline and criteria for
development and use of an economic instrument.
‘\
l

tracking GHG emission l.evels; that is, monitoring on

The process should be established and underway
in 1993. 1
It will also be necessary to take account of
measures which may indirectly
affect GHG
emission
levels.
For example,
measures
introduced to reduce local air pollution, such as
smog controls that shift people to public transit,
could also reduce emissions of C02. Measures to
avoid the possible negative environmental impacts
which could result from inappropriate application of
an economic instrument aimed at greenhouse
gases must also be considered, such as problems
resulting from a switch from fossil fuel to other
energy
sources
with
different
negative
environmental impacts.
These contextual considerations
provide the
framework in which an economic instrument should

-..
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be designed and introduced, and are discussed in
the following paragrabhs.

5.1’ Other Approaches to
.
Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Control
There is a consensus that economic instruments
can play a useful ‘role as part of a comprehensive
and integrated policy to address GHG emissions,
along with traditional regulatory mechanisms,
“no-regrets” measures, educational activities, and
facilitation of voluntary actions for credit.

5.1 ;I Tradiiional Regulatory
Mekhanisms ’
1
There are no regulations specifically restricting.
carbon dioxide emissions in Canada. However,
regulations such as those concerning energy
efficiency and building codes certainly have an
,indirect
impact
on CO2 emission levels.
Regulations that timit other types of emissions in
order to protect local or regional air quality or to
solve other environmental problems, may also
result in lowered CO2 emissions.
Any proposed economic instrument should be
considered as part of an integrated set of policy
instruments and not simply as an add-on or
replacement for existing regulations. The use of
economic instruments does not rule out the use of
_ appropriate regulations to further aid in achieving
emission reduction targets.

5.12 “No-Regrets” Initiatives
“No-regrets” measures are characterized by having
short payback periods, in which the’savings from
avoided costs quickly cover any installation or
set-up expenses, and then yield a net benefit for the
consumer. They would meet economic evaluation
criteria that would be used to test any other
investment
opportunity.
They are deemed

-

cost-effective, requiring no additional economic
incentives. Examples could include upgrading of
insulation
strategic replacement of inefficient
electrical equipment, and use of control systems to
reduce energy waste. Frequently, however, these
measures face obstacles such as lack of public
information and general awareness, lack of access
to financing, poor technology transfer, product
unavailability,
.or outdated ,and inadequate
regulations.
RECOMMENDATION 2: Governments’and other
stakeholders should, as a priority, identify specific
barriers restricting the adoption of “no-regrqts”
measures to reduce GHG emissions .and then;
where appropriate, take steps to eliminate these
barriers.
Action to eliminate barriers to “no-regrets” initiatives
should be a high-priority element of a Canadian
national action plan on climate change to enable
“no-regrets” measures to come.closer to reaching
their full conservation potential. Action should be
initiated through the multi-stakeholder process
described in Recommendation 1.
The use of an economic instrument and other
measures to further reduce greenhouse gas
emissions will therefore complement reductions
from “no-regrets” measures. The more effectively
these “no-regrets” measures can be used in
working-towards the GHG stabilization goal, the
lower will be the costs resulting from application of
an economic‘instrument.
__

51.3 Voluntary Actions for Credit
It is recognized that some> firms are -already
considering, ‘on a voluntary basis, activities to
reduce or sequester
GHG emissions.
“The
would
-instrument
approach
economic
complement, not replace, these actions.
RECOMMENDA,TiON ‘3: Governments should
establish a mechanism for the registration of
voluntary “actions for credit” that limit net GHG
emissions, and should endourage such actions,

‘i
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This mechanism should establish clear eligibility
criteria and a consistent process for registration of
voluntary. actions for potential future credit.
Members of the EIC are willing @‘work with the
federal government to develop the details of such
a mechanism. It is beiieved.that this mechanism
can be established and implemented by the end of
1993.
i

5.2 Existing Policies That
Send Inappropriate Price
Signals
Members of the Group believe certain subsidies
-~--and tax policies, which have develqped over time
for various reasons, contribute significantly to then
GHG problem. They can artificially lower the price
of energy, encouraging increased use, which leads
to increased emissions.
This would result in
conflicting market signals between subsidies and
any future economic instrument.
The complexity

and the emotional nature of the

subsidy issue are recognized, ai are its economic,
sectoral, and regional implications. Nevertheless,
the use of subsidies can clearly work against
sending the right signals for both the cost of energy
’
and the cost of emissions.
/ RECOMMENDATION 4:. Governments should,
with stakeholder involvement, establish a process
to review the impact of subsidies on G/-/G
emissions; in the context of other policy objectives,
governments should then take steps to eliminate
subsidies wherever possible. This -w/l/,al/ow for a
better evaluation of the actions required to achieve
the appropriate reductions of greenhouse. gas
emissions.
Collaborative members will approach Ca.nadian
governments to establish a process to review the
impact of subsidies on GHG emissions. This action

is in line with Canada’s commitment in the Climate
Change Convention to identify and review its
policies and practices that encourage greater GHG
emissions than would otherwise,be the case.
As with “no-regrets” measures, the greater the
correction of price signals from subsidy removal,
the -greater the resulting reduction in GHG
emissions and the lower the price required for an
economic instrument to meet the remainder of the
goal.

5.3 Relationship pf
Climate Change
Responses to Other
Environmental Issues
Climate change is obviously only one of a number
of serious environmental problems resulting from
different types of economic activity. The Group is
concerned that any instrument it proposes not
aggravate other environmental problems; this
could happen if different. activities with different
environmental impacts were substituted for those
targeted- by the instrument.
’
,
Choices among&ctrical
generation options were
discussed, as an example. About 20 percent of
Canada’s carbon dioxide emissions result from the
use of fossil fuels to generate electricity. Other
generating
systems, such as nuclear and
large-scale hydro power, have other significant
environmental impacts. Ideally, these should all be
accounted for through a system of full-cost pricing
which incorporates
environmental
and other
external costs associated with all economic
activities. Development of such a system is clearly
beyond the mandate of the Collaborative, and the ,
time frame of its development is such as to require
.
consideration of interim mechanisms.

.
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RECOMMENDATION
5s Until such tipe as
full-cost pricing is a reality, the instrument shouid
include an interim mechanigm to adjust the price of
non-fossil fuel energy sources to reflect their other

en,virdnmen(al impacts. Other interim mechanisms

-

may also be require,d to address substitution
impacts in other areas of economic activity.
I

/

\
I

‘\

Waiting for full-cost pricing
Without simult&eous action to reduce the impacts‘of other energy sources and activities, an
instrument directed at c’arbon fuels could simply encourage switching to non-carbon sources with
different environmental impacts. The result would be reduced GHG emissions but an increase in
other environmental impacts. The Group feels strongly that this is not a satisfactory solution.
The Group discussed measures to.avoid unacceptabie environmental impacts-in the period until
.fuil-cost pricing is-in @ace. One proposal, suggested as a temporary, interim mechanism, was the
assignmentof a charge to the major, non-fossil fuel electric power sources (nuclear and large-scale
hydro). This charge would be designed to account for the environmental impacts of these options
ina crude manner until such time as full-cost foridng could be/more carefully researched and ap,plied
to other energy sources with greater resolution. As an example, it was suggested that one might
consider treating nuclear and mega-hydra etectrical energy’ sources as if they were equivalent in
environmental cost to high-efficiency -gas generation and apply the instrument on a kilowatt
equivalent basis. Further diswssian ofthis suggestion is required.
,’
:,
Note: In this report, boxes aie used to. enclose text or issues that the Climate Change Group
considered itiDortant to include, but about which no final c&clusion was reached and/or-where
~further work 7s re&i$d to reach a consensus.
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CHAPTER 6
-’
ECON’OMIC INSTRUMENT
Having reviewed a wide range of instruments, the
Climate Change Group focused its attention on
those that are broad in their impact and send price
signals through the whole economy, thereby
increasing the price of GHG emissions. Such price
signals can ultimately lead to-a broad range of
actions including behavioural changes and more
innovative actions on the part of users/consumers
and producers/importers.

relationship between the fossil fuel or carbonate
inputs and CO2 emissions, so it is often not
necessary to measure the actual output of C02.
There are two major choices to be made in
selecting an economic instrument. The first relates
to the type of instrument, -and the second to the
point at which it should be applied.
Appropriate instruments fall into two types: (1)
charges on carbon or carbon dioxide emissions,
and (2) tradable permits allowing the emission of
fixed levels of carbon dioxide. Charges provide
flexibility, in that they can be easily raised or
lowered to adjust either the environmental or the
economic impact of the instrument. Permits allow
the .cap for emissions to be fixed, with the market
defining the price for permits. Initial distribution of
permits can be done by giving them away to
emitters, ‘by selling them at an initial fixed price, or
by auction.3 The instrument could be applied either
at the point of production or import of the ‘fuel,
and/or at the level of the consumer/end user. The
Climate Change Group considered four options
which result from the possible combinations of
these alternatives:

It was agreed that a comprehensive approach was
needed, but that discussion of options for primary
economic
instruments
would be limited to
measures for reduction of CO2 emission levels, with
other greenhouse gases being dealt with through a
program of credits for offsets. This decision was
made because of the various uncertainties and
complexities associated with the impact of these
other gases, the difficulties
associated with
measuring, monitoring and applying a charge for
non-CO2 greenhouse gases, and because CFCs
are already being dealt with through regulation.
Carbon dioxide emissions from large and small
stationary sources as well as from mobile sources
all need to be included. A large portion of the
-Canadian contribution
to the net increase in
atmospheric CO2 levels results from combustion of
fossi’l fuels. A significant
share comes from
indus?rial
processes
that. use carbonate
compounds in reactive manufacturing processes,
such as cement and lime production, ouite apart
from their energy use. There is generally a direct

3 Environment

Canada

(1992) and Nichols

and Harrison

-

l

a charge applied at the producer/importer level;

-0 a permit applied at the producer/importer level;
l

a charge applied at the conswmer/emitter level; and

l

a permit applied at the consumer/emitter level.

(1991) discuss

the charge

and tradable

permit systems

in more detail.

I
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A combination of “no-regrets” measures, regulatory
initiatives, and selective subsidy removal may or
may not, on their own,, be successful in enabling
Canada to meet its GHG stabilization goals. The
-Climate Change,Group has therefore considered a
variety of economic instruments that could address
the anticipated
shortfall, by further reducing
greenhouse gas emissions in Canada..

* the opportunity to re-examine the goal based on the
development of new scientific information(

A successful
economic
characterized by:

7.2 International
_ Competitiveness

instrument

will

be

l

provision of effective incentives
behaviour by consumers;

for desirable

l

provision of effective incentives for innovation; and

l

public and economic acceptability.
Following are some of the major design issues,that
were considered in the process of selecting an
economic instrument.

7.1 Ehvir6nmental
Effectiveness

-

.

Regardless of the kind of economic instrument
adopted, the quantitative outcome in terms of GHG
emissions reduction is difficult to predict. Both the
process of setting and monitoring goals, and the
instrument itself, must be responsive to changing
information.
A welt-designed
economic
instrument
will
, incorporate the following design features related to
environmental effectiveness:
l

mechanisms to ensure and to measure emission
reductions and sequestering gains;
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l

t,ime for stakeholders to evaluate
.moving towards the goal; and

progress

l

mechanisms for adjusting the program.

in

Any discussion of economic instruments to deal
with GHG emissions must address the issue of
Canada’s competitiveness in the world economy,
particularly with our major trading partner, the
United States. If Canada’s trading partners do not
implement comparable GHG emission stabilization
policies,
then any broad-based
economic
instrument, might render Canadian goods less
competitive on the world market, resulting in
significant damage to Canada’s economy. It could
also result in goods being provided by a competitor
outside Canada with less efficient production
facilities, resulting in a net increase in global
,greehhouse gas emissions.
As a possible solution to this problem, the Climate
Change Group looked at a proposal to exempt
exports,from
GHG measures and to charge
imports. However, it was concluded that while
such a system might be administratively feasible for
hydrocarbon fuel exports and imports, and for very
. highly energy-intensive goods, it would not work for
most of the goods exported from or imported to
Canada. Auditing the energy inputs to each good
and the related emissions would be very complex
and might prove impossible to administer.
’
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Two other
approaches
fdr dealing
with
competitiveness
co.ncerns were therefore
considered: the value of a harmonized approach
and the possibility of unilateral action.

7.2.1 The Value of a Harmoniied
*Approach
RECOMMENDATION 6: The-price placed on GHG
emissions in Canada should be established with
recognition
of the impact
on the Canadian
econoqy, and efforts should be made to tioordinate
actions with Canada’s major trading partners.
.If the United States implements an economic
instrument to address climate change,‘it would be
desirable that a similar price be placed on GHG
emissions in Canada and the United States and that
the potential impacts resulting from the’ relative
positioning of each economy be harmonized. This
would minimize the impacts on competitiveness for
both economies. It would be beneficial, therefore,
for Canada to work with the United States to
harmonize price signals and policies resulting from
measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
The most feasible way to ensure this price harmony
may be to implement similar economic instruments
in Canada and the United States. However, such
harmonization of instruments might limit Canada’s
flexibility to tailor its policy to address domestic
objectives such as regional distributional concerns.
In addressing competitiveness concerns, simply ’
adopting harmonious emissions targets would
likely be much less effective than harmonizing the
instruments. Two countries can have the same
target,’ but the economic implications of the
measures ‘implemented for achieving that target
may differ significantly between them. Even in the
situation where only the goals are harmonized, the
Climate Change Group believes there would be
beneficial economic efficiencies to be gained from
the application of a properly designed economic
instrument. ~
.,--
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7.2.2 If Unilateral. Action- Is
-Necessary...

/’

Canada and the United States may not be able to
agree on price signals, policy instruments, or
environmental goals. In the context of a process in
,which Canadian stakeholders have set a goal and
have found “no regrets” actions and subsidy
removal to be inadequate for meeting the goal, it
will be in Canada’s best interest to use economicinstruments, with careful consideration of’issues of I
competitiveness.
White recognizing the need for firm price signals
that will quickly begin to influence investment and
consumption decisions, the Group believes that, in
the situation of uhilateral action, it will be particularly
*important for the economic instrument to be
implemented gradually, especially in light of
-x
potential competitiveness implications.
Phasing-in of the instrument will:
i. allow for the gradual adjustment of the economy
due to changes in price signals; and
ii.

allow time for technical adjustment by industry.

Phasing-in wjll also allow time to incorporate
reaction to:
i. evaluation of progress in achieving goals; and
ii.

new information
regarding
science and
competitiveness implications for the Canadian
economy.

RECOMMENDATION 7: The instrument should be
implemented gradually .to facilitate techno/og&i/
c
and economic adjustment and to provide an
opportunity
to assess
its environmental
effectiveness.
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Reactive CO2 emissions
Most of Canada’s net CO2 emissions result from combustion of fossil fuels or from losses of
carbon-sequestering sinks. A significant share also arises from industries such as cement and lime
production, where large quantities of CO2 are released from carbonate-based raw materials as a
result of chemical reactions inherent in their manufacturing processes. The cement industry is one
that will require careful monitoring to allow assessment of, and reaction to, the particular impacts it
will experience when the instrument is introduced. The production of carbon dioxide is implicit in
the process of making cement, quite apart from the use of fossil fuel as an energy source in the
process. There is no known way of avoiding this. There are no clear alternatives to cement for many
of its uses. Increased prices for cement, which 6ould presumably result from an economic
instrument aimed at CO2 emissions, would be reflected in higher construction costs throughout the
economy. There is also a concern that greater price differentials between Canadi.an-produced
cement and offshore cement would encourage imports of this material, adversely affecting the
domestic industry and possibly resulting in increased global CO2 emissions if imports came from
less energy-efficfent sources. The gradual implementation of the instrument and its recommended
flexibility will be particularly important to this industry.

7.3 Exemptions
Carbon
dioxide
-emissions from biomass, and the carbon content of
feedstocks for the production of petrochemical
products should be exempted from the charge.
The same applies to biomass-produced emissions,
conditional howeq/er on full life-cycle analysis Ofnet
impact on GHG. emissions. Energy ‘used in the
production and conversion of biomass to a product
such as ethanol would not be exempt.
RECOMMENDATION

8:

7.3.1 Carbon Dioxide from
Biomass
!’ _
The impact of ~biomass fuel- combustion on net
atmospheric CO2 levels iscomplex and difficult to
estimate. The following factors are involved:
i. Most biomass material left to decay naturally or
burned as waste, ends up as GHG emissions,
in the form of CO2 and methane. Burning
biomass as fuel merely changes the timing of
that transformation.
,‘;
ii.

If a forest or other biomasasource is managed
on a sustainable basis, so that new growth
constantly replaces harvested fibre, CO2
-
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absorbed by growing plants will balance that
released by the burning or decay of harvested
plants. Therefore, with sustainable forestry
practices, there, will be no net change in
atmospheric CO2 levels, and it is appropriate
to exempt sustainably produced biomass fuel
from any economic instrument. However, truly
sustainable forest management is probably not
occurring in many portions of Canada’s forest
industry at this time. In addition, rates of uptake
of -CO2 by growing trees vary with species,
. maturity, and conditions of growth.

Because

of these complexities,.

the Climate

Change Group recommends that, for the initial
implementation, all biomass sources be exempt
from the instrument.
In future, this exemption should be linked with the
demonstration of sustainable forest management,
biomass growth, and land use. It is significant to
note that, fossil fuels used in the production of
biomass fuel, for example grain-based ethanol, will
be subject to the instrument. Therefore biomass ,
production methods that involve large amounts of
fossil fuel energy input will be discouraged. The
same will be true for other renewable fuel sources
or technologies that use fossil fuel inputs.

’
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7.3.2 Petrochemical Feedstockg
In addition to their use as fuels, hydrocarbons are
used as feedstock for petrochemicals.
Carbon
contained in petrochemical
products such as
plastics generally will be fixed inthe product for an
extended period of time. Therefore it is reasonable
to exempt hydrocarbons used in this way from the
instrument. If waste plastics are later used as fuel
in energy-from-waste plants, or incinerated, they
should be subject to the instrument at that point,
based on their carbon content. Fossil fuel energy
used in the production of petrochemicals would be
subject to the instrument just as energy used in any
other.industry would be.
The role’ of volatile

solvent

products

in the

greenhouse effect is acknowledged, and it might
be -possible to later extend the instrument to take
account of this. Initially it is being addressed
through reduction measures regarding the role of
solvents in generation of ground-level ozone andsmog associated with NojdVOC emissions.

RECOMMENDATION 9: Net government revenue
should not increase as a result of the charge. The
revenues obtained by government through the use
of the instrument must be balanced by a decline in
government
reveriues from other sources.
#embers of the Collaborative have agreed that
revenue neutrality does not eliminate the potential
negative impact on the economy, but is one ,
mechanism to reduce th’at impact.
These carbon-related revenues should not be
“earmarked” for any additional expenditure. In this
way, the instrument will be recognized as a tool to
achieve a socially desirable environmental goal,
rather than just another means of raising revenue
.for government(s).
Governments have many options for reducing
revenue to counterbalance thatcollected though
the use of an economic instrument; among these,
in no particular order, are:

e

7.4 Revenue Recycling
It w,ill be important to improve both public
understanding of the significance of the climate
change issue and public appreciation for the
potential role economic instruments can play in
improving the management of emissions that cause
the problem.
Several, of the economic instrument options
proposed could involve large transfers of wealth
from emitters-to government(s) in the absence of
measures for revenue recycling as well as have a
negative impact on the Canadian’economy.
To
gain public and political support for the introduction,
of such an instrument, the Climate Change Group
believes it will be critical for government3 to
determine and employ effective ways to fully
recycle such additional revenue back into the
economy, so the instrument can be truly revenue
neutral and have minimal negative economic

reducing GST;

l

/

reducing.personal

l

reducing corporate income tax;

l

reducing
employer-paid
contributions; and

l

increasing investment tax credits.

/

social

service

-.

The Group believes the various options for revenue.
recycling should be assessed against a range-of
criteria, including the following:
l

l

I

,

effectiveness in achieving the environmental
goal;
minimizing negative impacts on the Canadian
economy;

l

maximizing positive impacts on employment;

l

maximizing public acceptance;

l

maximizing Canadian competitiveness;
r-

impacts.
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-mitigating negative impacts on regions,
segments .of society, and industrial sectors;
and

e

maximizing administrative efficiency.

It may.be impossible to find one-revenue-recycling
option that meets all these criteria. It may, therefore,
be necessary to identify a suite of tax ‘reductions
that, in combination, .will meet’these criteria. (See
Recommendation 10 in section 75.2.)

7.51 Jurisdiction d

of an

’

,

t

@ Whose money is it?
Whoshould decide how to recycie it?

The Canadian constitution
does not spedify
exclusive jurisdiction in this area for either level of
government. The charge likely could be collected
by either the federal or provinciaLgovernments. If the economic instrument chosen is effective in
helping Canada achieve\ its GHG emissions
targets; if it is truly~revenue-neutral; and if it.does
not seriously harm the economies df Canada and
its regions, all jurisdictions and all, Canadians
should benefit. Since all revenues generated by
‘the instrument should be recycled to neutralize, to
the greatest extent possible, any riegative impacts
on the econ,omy’and on low income group.s, there
should be. no overall revenue windfall
to
governments.
However there may be some shifting of the net tax
burden among sectors or regions. It must be

REBOFi

recognized that there exists a significant degree of
distrust between governments, and that some
provinces are concerned t/hat a GHG instrument
could result in a-transfer of wealth from their region.
To avoid triggering disruptive and time-consuming
disputes
between governments
or among
stakeholders, these distributional concerns must
be addressed.

Representatives of large emitters of CO2 also
expressed concern that their companies had, in
times past, committea
long-term
capital
investments
.based on the regulations
and
legislat’ion in place at that time. They make a case
for not changing the rules for projects that’ are
alieady committed or in place.
Possible approaches to avoid regional and sectoral
inequities were discussed, but specific solutions
were not developed.
~E~Q~~EN~ATi~~
IQ: Governments and
stakeholders should jointly initiate and coordinate
research to determine which option for recycling
revenues
will maximize
economic
and
environmental benefits,’ minimize distribwtional
impacts, and minimize the possibil,ty of the

..
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The Climate Change Group was concerned that the
introduction of new measures penalizing heavy
users of fossil fuels for electrical generationand
industry will unevenly affect different regions of the
country. Provinces such as Alberta, Saskatchewan
,and Nova Scotia, which rely heavily on coal-fired
electrical generation, w&Id be hit much harder by
an economic instrument than would Manitoba and
British Columbia, for example, which rely much
more on hydroelectricity.
The instrument could
cause an unacceptable transfer of wealth out of
these coal-dependent
economies into other
regions of Canada, and would thus lack the support
of the affected provinces.

Three distinct considerations’relate td jurisdiction
over the collectipn and recycling of any revenues
raised through a-carbon charge:
/f
0 Who should-_ collect it?

l
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Options for dealing with inequities of regional and
sectoral impacts of.the’instrument
One way to deal with the concern about some regions ,being hit much harder than others by theinstument is to have the provincial, rather than the federal, governmenpfevy the charge or sell the
permits within a nationally coordinated program. This would guarantee that wealth generated in
these more carbon-dependent provinces would remain there. However, this solution would not
address the concern about certain sectors of the economy being unduly burdened, unless the
provincial governments were to recycle revenues in such ‘a way that the impact of the charge on
those sectors would be neutralized. This would probably not_be broadly acceptable.
Another approach would be, in the case of large stationary emitters, to apply the economic
instrument only to GHG.emissions over and above 1990 levels. In this case, if a charge system were
chosen as the instrument, for large stationaryemitters, charges would be applied only on emissions
above 1990 levels. Companies’would be given transferable credit for reducing their emissions below
1990 levels. If an emitter in one of the carbon-intensive-regions were to reduce its emissions‘below
1990 levels, it could sell, the permits it no longer requires to an emitter outside the region. This would
help defray the economic impact on the region. If a’permit system were chosen, permits would be
freely allocated at 1990 levels for large stationary emitters. With this system, regions and sectors
that had invested heavily in fossilfuel systems would not be particularly penalized for past decisions,
but the instrument’would influence future decisions.

/

There are concernswith this approacti however. lf emissions up to 1990 levels were permitted free
for each source, emitters who operated more efficiently than average would receive no benefit for
so doing. One variation would be to freely allocate permits for emission up to 1990 levels to large
stationary sources on the basis of industry average efficiency or some other similar measure, rather ’
than on the basis of each emitter’s 1990 level. The advantage of this variation would be that it would
reward thosewho have made decis>ions in the past that contribute to a solution of the problem. It
could‘also have potential for.gathering broad public and political sup,port.
But the whole concept of exempting up to 1990 levels is subject to other concerns. Because it is
impractical to apply it to other than large stationary emitters, it would-result in small-scale and mobile
emitters being charged on their emissions, while the !arge&cal,e emitters would pay only on their
above-1990-level emissions. Similarly, the large-scale emitters would have the opportunity to make
money by selling their pre-1990 level rights, while other emitters would not.,
Also, the implication that those who have been heavy emitters histor4cally, have been allocated a
“right” to emit at those levels, alarms some members of the Climate Change Group. Such a concept
could have major implications if it were extended to the international arena. If it were assumed that
countries like Canada, which industrialized relatively early, had the “right” to emit up to’their 1990
levels, while developing countries, which will not reach their industrial potential until later, had the
right to only emit up to their pre-industrial levels, the result could be perpetuation of the current
unequal levels of industrialization.
The consensus of the group was that further research is required both’on the process of administration of a GHG charge or permit system and on measures to ensure that revenues are fully and
transparently recycled in a manner that deals fairly with the concerns about inequitable regional
..
and sectoral impacts.
i
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instrument
being
used
for
additional
revenue-generating
purposes.
This research
should also determine the most appropriate
jurisdictjonal level at which to apply the charge, as
well as a specific strategy for achieving revenue
neutrality.
As a first step, Collaborative members will meet with
Finance Canada officials to discuss appropriate
funding sources for this research.

7.6 Credit for Offsets
The difficulty of designing a comprehensive,
broadly based instrument certain to ‘achieve
Canada’s
environmental
goal for net GHG
emissions reduction in an economically acceptable
manner has been recognized by the Climate
Change Group.
One means of incorporating significant flexibility in
an economic instrument
is to introduce an
offset/credit system. This would allow credits to be
made available for various offsetting activities that
contribute to reduction of net GHG levels, either by
- reducing emissions or by creating sinks. Credits
would be applied directly against the charges to be
paid by an emitter on the basis of tonnes of
C02-equivalent of avoided emissions or the amount
sequestered. Credits would be transferable, thus
enabling ,the develop,ment of a secondary market
in which credits could be bought and sold. -This
would further enhance the achievement of the

LIMITING GREENHOUsE GAS EMlSSlO.Ni

environmental
manner.

target in the most cost-effective

An offset/credit system would allow collaboration
among users/emitters and among sectors to their
mutual benefit, and would encourage innovative
approaches to reducing net emissions. It would
also provide a mechanism
for addressing
greenhouse gases other than carbon dioxide.
However, the issue of offsetting
credits is
complicated by the fact that there are both natural
and man-made sources of, and sinks for, various
greenhouse gases. The distinction between the
two is not always clear. Human actions designed
to sequester greenhouse gases often build on
natural processes such as afforestation.
The Climate Change Group attempted to define
criteria that will allow ‘appropriate credit for
sequestering of CO2 and other greenhouse gase’s,
as well as for reduction of emissions of various
greenhouse gases. The intention is to design
economic instruments that come as close as
possible to accounting for net GHG emissions.
Three types of offset/credit
situations
are
discussed:
0

domestic CO2 sinks;

l

domestic

emission-reduction

measures for

greenhouse gases; and
l

international GHG sinks or emission-reduction
measures.

25
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An Example:
How would offsets and credits work?
The following examples illustrate how offsets/credits could be applied.
1. Suppose Canada implemented a charge of $10.00 per tonne df CO2 emitted. Canadian Company X
initiates and maintains a tree-planting project in Canada on 1,000 acres. Assume that this project
sequesters 10,000 tonnes of CO2 per year at a cost to the company of $8.00-per tonne. The company
will receive a credit for 10,000 tonnes, assuming the project meets all the criteria described in section
7.6.1.

Case a. If Company X emits C02, it can now use its credits to offset some or all of the charges levied
on it for emissions. If, for instance, the company emits a total of 20,000 tonnes of CO2, it will only pay
for 10,000 tonnes at $10.00 per tonne, and will use its lO,OOO-tonnesequestration credit to balance
-. the remainder. This will result in a total cost for the CO2 emission for Company X of $180,000 (10,bOO
x $8 for the tree-planting project + 10,000 x $10 for the CO2 charge), rather than the $200,000 it
would have cost if the company had opted to pay the charge on all 20,000 tonnes.

Case b. If Company X emits only 5,000 tonnes, it can use 5,000 tonnes of its sequestration credit to
offset its charge requirement, at a cost of $40,000 (5,000 x $8) rather than paying the CO2 charge
of $50,000 (5,000 x $10) thereby saving $10,000 on emission charges. The company will still tiave
a balance of 5,000 tonnes of offset credit which it can bank for future use or sell on the open market.
The asking price will be between $8.00 and $10.00 per tonne, resulting in an additional benefit with
a maximum potential of $2.00 per tonne, or an additional $10,000 in total.
2. Company Y in Canada upgrades a coal-powered electrical generation plant outside Canada. This
activity results in a 500-tonne-per-year reduction in CO;1 emissions, for whkzh Company Y will be
’ issued a credit, assuming that all criteria are met. As in the previous example, the credits can be
used to offset charges or may be sold on the open’market to another company.

I

I

7.6.1 Dbmestic CO2 Sinks
Carbon dioxide credits would be earned for such
activities as planting and maintaining trees on the
basis of CO2 permanently’ sequestered. Credits
would be provided for afforestation that signifies a
land use change.
Because the proposed
instruments do not apply a charge on the remqval
of carbon sinks by forest harvesting, it is not
appropriate to offer credits,for the replanting of
harvested forest lands that would be part of normal,
responsible forest management. Carbon dioxide
offsets and credits would tie limited to additional
sequestration where it can be demonstrated that
the area would not have naturally reforested.
Tree-planting projects could be carried out by
various groups and agencies on behalf of the
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holders of the transferable offset credits. other
kinds of sequestering projects, such as use of CO2
in enhanced oil recovery, would be evaluated on a
case-by-case basis.
To receive credit, offset projects would need to
meet the following criteria:
Credibility - There is an accepted scientific basis
for the offset and a proven baseline. Without the
project or investment, the offset would not have
occurred.
Sustainability - Projects must be socially,
economically, and environmentally sustainable; for
example,
they must meet the legitimate
socioeconomic and development needs of the
region.
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effectiveness,
economic
efficiency,
and
competitive positioning for Canada. While some
members believed that it is crucial for Canadians to
make progress in limiting their own emissions, so
as to have credibility and to set an example
‘internationally,
other members
believed that
international offsets are a key factor for ensuring
Canada’s competitiveness.
The extent to which
Canadian emitters ,should be allowed credit for
GHG reduction or CO2 sequestering actions taken
outside of Canada remains unresolved.
/-

Projects must be permanent or ongoing, otherwise
credits will be adju.sted for changes in the project’s
CO2 sequestering capability over time.
1

Dependability - The project proponents and
implementors are recognized, experienced, and
credible organizations.

7.6.2 Domestic Emission
.Reductions of Greenhouse
Gases
Emitters of C02twould be eligible to receive credit
for reducing levels of greenhouse gases. To earn
credits, offset projects would have to. meet the,
same criteria as those described above for
domestic CO2 sinks.
Some questions
of
equivalence of impact among various greenhouse
gases remain to be resolved as knowledge
increases.
Credit for sequestering or limiting
emission of gases will be given when there is
generally accepted understanding of the relative
impact attributable to those gases.

7.6.3 International Actions

It was agreed that the priority is to get beneficial
activities started, regardless of how the goal is
defined, realizing that the goal is going to- be
revisited as the program develops, as new
information is reviewed, and as the benefits of
learning and experience are gained. ‘~
The Climate Change Group suggests the following
plan for balancing Canadian and international
initiatives:
i. Pursue action in Canada where emissions
result from activities that are wasteful and
inefficient (that is, not caused solely by climate,
~ transportation requirements, or energy-intensive
industries).

*

In the deliberations of the Climate Change’Group,
the use of credits for international actions to reduce
GHG emissions or to develop sinks was the most
difficult issue on which to reach agreement.
There is consensus that the instrument should allow
for some portion of the charges for emissions within
Canada to be offset by actions which either reduce
GHG emissions or create CO2 sinks outside
Canada, as long as certain criteria are met.
Permitting such credits can improve environmental

LIMITING GREENHOUSE

The Climate Change Group therefore favors the
development of a mechanism to ensure a balance
of domestic and international measures.

ii.

Take action
overseas
where multiple
environmental benefits can be realized.

iii.

Act in concert with Canada’s
major
trading
‘partners- and avoid
penalizing
Canada’s competitiveness.
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The role of internationaloffsets in reachingthe goal

’

Many environmental organizations favour assigning a lower limit on the Canadian goal which must
be’ met by domestic actions. Indeed, some believe that the entire goal should be achieved
dqmestically. Canadian-supported, international actions that -are used as offsets against the
domestic instrument would then provide a bonus emissions-saving over and above the Canadian
goal. Most industry representatives believe the need to maximize cost-effectiveness and flexibility
would preclude~arbitrarily assigning limits on undertaking action.
An alternative approach, which the Group discussed, could perhaps reduce or avoid the need to
worry about what percentage should be achieved through domestic actions. In this system,
international action w,ould receive a reduced credit; for example, two units of international reductions
or sequestering might be required to offset one unit of domestic emissions.
Additional work is required to reach consensus on how much domestic action is minimally
acceptable, and the type of mechanism that would most effectively ensure that.it is achieved. The
Climate Change Group will try to advance the consensus and understanding of this issue. Identifying
, specific, offset projects, developing detailed eligjbility criteria, and piloting some actual offset
projects on a voluntary basis may greatly assist in achieving such a con?ensus.
r
.’

To be able to make use of international offsets or
L~~UILS,a 2iyste111
WJLI I LIit: IUIIUWI~IY
C;Ililracte~ristics
will have to be planned and implemented:

7.7 &edibility,
--Administration, and
Monitoring

A credible
international
Registration
organization
would register such projects.
Registration would include an evaluation and
assignment of the contribution to be credited to
each participant,in a collaborative project.
Monitoring - Projects would have to be monitored
to assure compliance
and sustainability
of
sequestering activities or reduction measures.
Proper environmental audits and/or emission or
sequestering measurements would have to be

Credibility
and transparency
are essential
characteristics of any instrument for dealing with
GHG emissions.
The Climate Change Group
concluded that the followjng systems will be
needed:
l

a monitoring agency to check for compliance;

l

an enforcement mechanism to bring violators into
compliance; and
L

l

penalties to deter.future violations.

,

In addition, eligible projects would have to meet
strict

l

l

critwiR

thnt

~ridress

the

need

- be ecologically
sound and free of negative
environmental impacts, with a priority for those with
multiple environmental benefits; and
meet the legitimate
socioeconomic
and
development needs of the host country and local
residents.
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RiCOMM\ENDATION
111 Administration,
monitoring, and enforcement mechanisms should
be established with a clear objective of mit?imizing
cost and maximizing effectiveness.
.
An existina. central reaulatorv aaencv should be
charged with monitoring
land enforcement
responsibility. Regulatory efficiency will be of high
priority to minimize administrative costs. individual
companies would be responsible for filing annual
*
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proof of compliance. Like tax audits, a random
sample could be chosen for auditing. Similarly,.
appropriate use of penalties must be built into the
system to minimize the probability of’fraud. The
Group also recognizes the need to develop and use
credible organizational
and/or environmental
accountants and auditors to monitor all offsets.

7.8 Visibility ,
The Climate Change Group members agree that to
bring about desired behavioural change, economic
instruments must be clearly visible to the end user.
Price signals should be clearly apparent to the
person
who makes the decisions
about
greenhouse gas-emitting activities; for example,
the charge would be identified on fuel bills as is the
GST. This will help to ensure that rational economic
decision-making
by consumers supports the
environmental goal.
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7.9 Technical
Breakthroughs
It is conceivable that presently unanticipated,
technical
innovations. ,may occur in the -future,
allowing new approaches
to GHG emission
reduction which are not accommodated by the
initial instrument design. For example, suppose a
car designer were to invent something that would
capture CO2 in the engine. A charge based,, on
carbon content of fuel provides no incentive for
consumers to buy cars with this feature. Sufficient
flexibility needs to be built into the instrument so that
it can, if necessary, be adjusted to take account of
such unexpected new technology. The economic
instrument chosen should be flexible ‘enough to
allow provision of incentives for innovations of this
type, which are not directly motivated by a price on
emissions or offsetting credits.
/
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CH.APTER 8
It -is important to reiterate the context in which the
Climate Change Group believes an economic
instrument should be considered. Priority should
be placed on:
\
’
0. an ongoing process to remove inappropriate
” market signals such as certain subsidies that
encourage GHG emissions;
..
l

pursuing other steps to allow “no-regrets”
measures to achieve their potential; and

l

working with major trading partners to‘attempt
to develop a joint, effective, .and least-cost
strategy to reduce emission levels.

A, Canadian ‘economic instrument should be
,phased in; so as to minimize economic disruption.
This will need to take place in a timely manner if the
stabilization
goal for the year 2000 is to be
achieved.
RECOMMENDkTION 12: To ensure a broadly
based instrument, capable of sending price signals
through the entire economy and focused on all
greenhouse gases, the Group recommends that a
hybrid GHG instrument should be designed with
;wo components:
i.

30

the carbon content of fossil fuels used by small
stationary and mobile sources; and
ii.

an offset mechanism in which deliberate.
domestic and international measures, resulting
in reduction of GHG emissions or in increased
sequestering
of carbon dioxide, can -be
credited
against emission
charges for
whatever amount of emissions they offset.
These credits would be easily transferable.

This hybrid instrument provides a clear price signal
to consumers, includes all greenhouse gases, is
flexible, and encourages innovation for all energy
and non-energy sources of greenhouse gases.
The instruments design should incorporate the
following characteristics (as described on pages
2-3):
l

hernational

l

Flexibility

l

Exemptions

l

Revenue neutrality

-e

comj3etitiveness

Adniinistration

a charge imposed both on carbon dioxide
‘emissions.from large stationary sources and on
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The arguments that shaped the choice
The Climate Change Group believes it is important that the instrument chosen result in a consistent
price signal throughout the ‘economy, affecting all GHG emitters and fossil fuel users. Large
stationary sources (e.g:, residential and electrical generation plants), small stationary sources (e.g.,
residential and commercial fuel users), and mobile fuel users (transportation) should all be affected
by the instrument.
/
The Group discussed whether the instrument should be aimed at producers and importers of fossil
fuels, or directly at the large, stationary emitters of carbon dioxide and smaller users of fossil fuels.
It is recognized that administering the instrument would be simpler if directed toward producers
and importers, because there are simply fewer of them to deal with. However, an,,economic
instrument is intended to alter behavior by providing effective price signals, and these signals will
be clearer if the instrument is directed at emitters and end users If the instrument were applied at
.e.the,producer/importer level, the price signal would not be as apparent by the time it reached the
energy user, and it would be harder for energy users to link the price signal directly to their behaviour.
In considering the option of charges or permits, the Group selected an emission.charge system;
complemented by offsets. It is clear that many varied activities to reduce GHG emissions are being
or will be undertaken (e.g., subsidy removal, “no-regrets” measures, and others). These will result,
’ in an uncertain level of reduction in GHG emissions. Therefore, the size of the impact required from
the economic instrument in order to reach the goal is unknown. To implement a permit.system, the
amount of the impact required should be known so that the total cap permitted can be established.
An emission charge, on the other hand, allows for gradual introduction with room for adjustments
as needed.
The Group also concluded that a charge system complemented by offsets would send a more
effective price signal than an emission pert-i&/offset instrument.‘Hydrocarbon fuel users would have
more difficulty receiving price signals in a permit system because end users would not be buying
the permits. In a charge system, users would be aware of the charge with each fuel purchase.
\
With most of the large industrial emitters, carbon dioxide emission levels can be assumed on the
basis of the type and quantity of fossil fuel consumed. Emissions from small fuel users will be
proportional to the type and quantity of fuel consumed. However industries such as cement and
lime .plants, which emit carbon dioxide from theirprocess apart from their fuel use, may require
monitoring of actual emission levels.
It is important to build into the design of the instrument, mechanisms that will allow the instrument
‘to be modified as learning and experience occur. The-developing, testing, and adjustment of the
instrument.will be an ongoing learning and research process. The Grou’p suggests that the impacts
of the instrument be monitored- by the multi-stakeholder body recommended in Section 5, and that
bodv should also advise on how the instrument should be adjusted in the light of experience and.
new information.
i
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CHAPTER 9

--

To move toward implementing an instrument such
as that outlined above, a number of steps will be
required.
_
RECOMMENDAilON .73: In the context of an
overall integrated action plan for greenhouse gas
management,
the Climate Change Group
recommends proceeding with detailed design of
the recommended economic instrument.
It is
expected this will yield an instrument thatmeets the
environmental,
economjc, and social criteria
specified by the Group. If it does, the Group
recommends that the instrument be implemented,
and then managed, through an open process with
meaningful stakeholder participation.
RECOMMENDATION 141 Governments should
support the dtivelopment of a detailed technical
design for the recommended instrument. This
design project should be initiated by the fall of 1993
and should:
i.

provide sufficient assessment of the economic
and environmental impacts of the instrument
such that final political and stakeholder
decisionson implementation can be made; and

ii.

include analysis and assessment of the
micr&economic
and social impacts of the
application of the instrument on specific
sectors and regions and, if necessary,
recommend specific transitional strategies to
mitigate negative effects. This analysis would
forecast the socioeconomic impacts that would
flow through the economy as a result of
implementing the recommended instrument at
various price levels.

/

4 S&e Section

\
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7.4 and Recommendation

IO in Section

As a first step, Collaborative members will meet with
Environment Canada officials to determine how the
funds designated by Environment Canada for
economic instruments research can be used to
meet this end. Other governments, departments,
institutions, and industry associations will also be
approached.
RECOMMENDATION
15: Governments
and
stakeholders,
through
a representative
management committee, should jointly develop the
terms of reference for, direct the research on, and
review the final product of the design project.
The need for a detailed examination of options for
recycling of revenue generated by the instrument
back into the economy, and design of the best
mechanism for doing this, have already been
discussed.4
RECOMMENDATION 16: The impacts of the ’
instrument resulting from this de tailed design
process should be assessed against the pcoposed
design criteria.
The decision to proceed with
implementation should be based on the results of
this assessmen’t and should be assessed within the
managemknt framework for greenhouse gases.
The concept of economic instruments is still neither
generally familiar to, nor understood by the public.
Such familiarity and understanding will be essential
prerequisites to acceptance of market-based
approaches to greenhouse gas control.
>
RECOMMENDATION 17: For their own part, the
members of the Climate Change Group commit to
take the Group’s conclusions to a wide range of

75.2.
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constituencies

in an effort to broaden support for

these consensus re&ommendations.

,

RECOMMENDATION 18: Group members also
undertake to participate in governfient processes

that increase Canadians’
understanding
of
economic instrument&s an important policy tool to
deal with the climate change issue.
/
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